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Color your sound. 

JACK 
JOSEPH 
PUIG 
COLLECTION 

Waves brings you four precision-modeled 

plug-ins, based on rare pieces from the studio 

of iconic producer/engineer Jack Joseph Puig. 

Including 

PuigChild 670/660 
Based on the Fairchild 670 compressor 

PuigTec EQP-1A 
Based on the Pultec EQP-1A equalizer 

. PuigTec MEQ-5 
Based on the Pultec MEQ-5 equalizer 

The JJP Collection is available 

separately, and in Waves Mercury. 

All product names and trademarks are the property of their respective owner.;, which are in no way associated or affiliated with Waves 
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o record one of the biget live performances ever, 

and ,IJ/ur reputatiiin is riding on it. 

- 
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The top names in the business rely on the TASCAM X-48 for 
recordings that work without fail. 

With total workstation compatibility, 48-track recording 
at 96kHz/24bit and legendary TASCAM sound quality, 

it's no wonder the pros rely on the X-48. 

- 

"1 use two X-48s as the main 96-track 
recording system and two more as a backup. 
I'm very pleased with the sound quality, the 
support has been great and I'm happy I went 
with the TASCAMs." 

Kooster McAlister 
Record Plant Remote (James Blunt, Barry Manilow) 

ru 2008 TASCAK a division of TEAC America. Inc. 
All rights reserved. Features and specifications 
mentioned are subject to change without notice. 
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"X-48s are used to record live band rehearsals. 
We also record all of the live performances on 

the show for archival purposes using the X-48s, 
and they have performed perfectly and sound 

great as well." 

Paul Sandweiss 
Sound Design 

(American Music Awards, Beyonce, Tony Bennett, Will i Am, Usher) 

TASCAM 
4. 

>> 

MAKE IT HAPPEN 
For more information, visit 

www.tascam.com 
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Royers On The oad With 

MATCHBOX TWENTY 

Jim Ebdon 
FOH Engineer 

"•?:•".o*..:Ittre, 

"Live guilars sound amazing with R-121 Live mics on the cabinets, and 

they stand out well in the mix. Royers are warm, natural, present and 
uncolored - not at all harsh like several of the other mics we auditioned, 

and the band loves the natural sound they get in their in-ear monitors. 

"I've used Royers on Aerosmith for a few years and currently on Match-
box Twenty and they've been among my most reliable microphones. 

These are amazing ribbons." 

Jim Ebdon 
FOH Engineer - Matchbox Twenty, Aerosmith, Annie Lennox 

Royer Ribbons - hears Like Your Ears 

, Kyle Cook 
Guitars 

111•10.11.11111 

handcrafted in Burbank, CA • www.royerlabs.com • 818 847.0121 
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On the Cover: The Kro-
nos Quartet were cap-
tured in-session on the 
Scoring Stage at famed 
Skywalker Sound (Mahn 
County, Calif.), where 
director of scoring and 

music recording Leslie 
Ann Jones welcomes a 
wide range of music and 

sound-for-picture clients. 
Photo: Steve Jennings 
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feature 

28 Mixing Outside the Lines 
With the encouragement and willingness of adventurous-minded recording 

artists, engineers can take recorded tracks to new heights with sonic 

experimentation during the mix. Four busy mix engineers who work in 

indie rock, pop, hip-hop and avant-garde circles reveal their surprising mix 

techniques. 

32 Hybrid Console/Controllers 
In this age of the maturing DAW, a number of manufacturers are addressing 

engineers' evolving workflow and ergonomic needs with a new breed of 

digital devices. Hybrid console/controllers merge the functions of large 

analog mixing consoles with DAW control surfaces to give engineers more 

immediate access to controls that save them time and space. 

38 Olympics Audio 
As the Summer 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing get underway and beam 

into living rooms nationwide, Mix goes behind the scenes at NBC Universal 

to bring you the story behind the network's intense audio production 

effort. NBC Universal's principal engineer and NBC Olympics' lead 

sound designer detail how the network is addressing the event's specific 

coverage challenges, both at the Games and in its Broadcast Operations 

Center at 30 Rock in New York City. 

49 TEC Awards Voter's Guide 
This year's ceremony takes place on October 3 in San Francisco at the Westin 

St. Francis Hotel, where renowned producer/performer/songwriter T Bone 

Burnett will be inducted into the TEC Hall of Fame. Turn to the voter's guide for 

a list of this year's Technical and Creative Achievement nominees. 

Check Out Mix Online! http://www.mixonline.com 
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KS and at additional mailing offices.This publication may not be reproduced or quoted in whole or in part by printed or electronic means without written permission of the publishers. Printed in the USA. 
Canadian GST # 129597951; Canadian Post Publications Mail agreement No. 40612608. Canada return address: BleuChip International, P.O. Box 25542, London, ON N6C 6B2. 
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www.dpamicrophones.com 

DPA Microphones capture many of the great piano performances 
worldwide with absolute fidelity and integrity. 

The DPA SMK 4061 Stereo Microphone Kit partners a matched pair of 
DPA 4061 miniature omnidirectional microphones with a comprehensive 
range of mounting accessories to deliver a complete and uniquely discreet 
stereo micing solution for pianos. 

Closed lid or open stick, the SMK 4061 achieves exceptional results in 

both live sound and recording applications. 

SMK 4061 
The microphones for sound 

professionals with uncompromising 
demands for audio accuracy. 

\VP 
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/In\ 

MICROPHONES 

DPA Microphones, Inc. 2432 North Main St. Longmont, CO 80501 info-usa@dpamicrophones.com 1-866-DPA-MICS 
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Dolby 'Media Meter is powerful new software that 

Loudness 
Measurement 

accurately measures program loudness just as viewers subjectively 

experience it. Well suited to the needs of both broadcast and post-

production facilities, it's an ideal tool for program-creation and quality-

control applications, and perfect for optimizing broadcast_ packaged 

media, VOD, and game media. 

Dolby Media Meter can be easily integrated into Mac' and Windows' 

platforms for use at any point along the broadcast chain—providing a 

level of versatility previously unavailable. It's based upon technologies 

already proven in the award-winning DP600 Program Optimizer. 

Use it as a stand-alone application or as a plug-in with audio workstations 

performing either real-time or file-based loudness measurement. 

If you're looking for a software application for loudness measurement, 

Dolby Media Meter is the cost-effective choice at $795 (MSRP). 

Dolby Media Meter Features 

• Dialogue Intelligence" technology 

• ITU-IR BS.1770-1 algorithm 

• Loudness measurement and logging 

MAC/WINDOWS 

• Stand-alone application for 

file-based measurement 

• Digidesign RTAS plug-in for 

real-time measurement 

• Digidesign AudioSuite plug-in 

for file-based measurement 

MAC OS' 

• Minnetonka AudioTools"AWE 

plug-in for file-based measurement 

Find more information on Dolby 

Media Meter at dolby.com/dmm. 

Dolby and the double-0 symbol are registered trademarksiof Dolby Laboratories. Dialogue 

Intelligence is a trademark of Dolby Labo-atones. All other trademarks remain the property 

of their respective owners. © 2008 Dolby Laboratories, Inc. All rights reserved. S08/19942 
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The Sound of Music 

ruce Swedien has engineered for Count Basie and Michael Jackson, Herbie Han-
cock and.' Lo. When he speaks to students, he often will ask how they learn criti-

cal listening, what a good mix should sound like. Inevitably, a student will raise a hand, 

and say, "I listen over and over to the records I like." After a dramatic pause, Bruce will 
reply, "That's the worst thing you could do," followed by another dramatic pause and 
a shocked look on the student's face. "The best thing you can do is go listen to music," 
Bruce adds. "Go listen to an orchestra in a good acoustic space. Go listen to a band in 
a club that you know. Learn how the instrument is supposed to sound. Then listen for 
how it balances with the rest of the pieces." His point? Rather than focusing on the 
work of others, engineers must, first and foremost, understand music. 

This is the intangible quality that defines an engineer's signature "sound." One mixer 
may be noted for raw, edgy guitars; another for gorgeous vocals. But it's not as easily de-
finable as that. We've said it many times in these pages: The best engineers understand 
music. And they know, in turn, what that music needs from them. A Madonna remix 
requires a different approach from, say, Diana KraII. And good engineers know that in 
deciding what to bring to a track, the decision not to add something is also a choice. 

Advances in technology make engineering easier, but that's not the issue here—very 
personal mixes can be made with one mic and a 4-track. At our recent Mix Nashville 
event, in a panel called " Making the Mix Personal," engineer Bil VornDick likened the 
console to his " instrument," explaining that he doesn't think much about how he gets 
his sounds, but rather reacted to instincts, grabbing EQs and faders as he feels the mix 
evolve. George Massenburg added that he saw working the board as the mix engineer's 
equivalent of a guitar player grabbing his favorite Strat or Tele to nail the right tone. 

There are forces at work against the producer/engineer, from pressure to " make what 
sells" in a world of generic-sounding music, to shrunken budgets and compressed sched-
ules leaving little room to push the creative envelope. Still, an engineer will always face 
limitations, and good engineers make the mix work, no matter what. 

Of course, working with inventive artists helps. In our feature " Mixing Outside the 
Lines" (page 38), we uncover some truly imaginative techniques from engineer/produc-
ers who build sonic landscapes for the likes of BArk, Interpol and Mates of State. 

But there's room for originality in pop, too, as we learn from our " Recording Note" 
on Phantom Planet who prove that there's life beyond The OC. Sometimes, the real in-
ventiveness lies in the overarching approach; for the Miles Davis tribute Miles From India 
(page 94), producer Bob Belden captured Indian and American musicians many months 
and thousands of miles apart, and wove their tracks together into a seamless work that 
perfectly melds two worlds. 

The common thread binding these projects (and any great recording) is recognizing 
that the music is king. So check out some local bands. Go to the opera. Pick up your 
guitar. Get back in touch with the music. And always remember, if you don't understand 
the music, then you're just mixing sounds. 

Sarah Jones 

Editor 
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IVM 4 
irettes In- Ear Monitoring System ill 

The IVM 4 is the world's first wireless in-ear 

monitoring system with a palette of legendary 

dbx dynamics processing built in — 

compressor, limiter and parametric EQ — along 

with AKG's binaural room simulations. With 

the IVM 4, you'll hear your mix perfectly so you 

can deliver your best performance. 

"It has become clear to me that AKG has the 

best-performing in-ear monitor systems out 

there  " 

Kurt Springer, engineer. Brooks and Dunn 

410 

Alb 

www.akg.com 
H A Harman International Company 
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Balanced Line Driver ICs 
OutSmarts outputs are quieter, and they're cleaner when clipping 

into single-ended loads. Insist on products with OutSmarts outputs. 
Lookfor our logo on the smartest audio gear. 

THAT Corporation 
Analog ICs for Pro Audio' 

Tel: + 1 508 478 9200 

Email: info@ thatcorp.com 

Web: www.thateorp.com 
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ael Prowda, Monitor 
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Westone E52 custom fit 

in-ear musicians' monitor 
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FEEDBACK 

Letters to Mix 

DOES EQ MEASURE UP? 

As an acoustician who specializes in small rooms, 

Bob Hodas' article (" Room Tuning In the Box") 

and Michael Cooper's roundup of auto-EQ 

speakers (" Intelligent Studio Monitors") in the 

June 2008 issue were interesting ard enlighten-

ing. But I feel the imitations of room EQ were 

glossed over, putting a positive spin on a technol-

ogy that does not work as well as the vendors 

would have us believe. 

In rry experience, one or more deep bass nulls 

are the most common problem in domestic-sized 

mix rooms and are often caused by reflections off 

the wall behind the mix position. Peaks in a room 

are usually 6 to 8 dB or less, but nuls can be 30 

dB or even worse. Such deep nulls are common 

and responsible for rrixes that sound good in 

your control room, but sound bassy and boomy 

elsewhere. Nor cari EQ reduce modal ringing, 

which it. at least as damaging as the peaks and 

nulls. Yet reading the breathless claims for room 

EQ products, you'd think they can flatten the 

response and eliminate ringing, and do so for 

multiple locations in a room. 

I'm not opposec to all uses of room EQ. In my 

living room system, ' use the 1-band, cut-only EQ 

built into my SVS subwoofer to recuce a 40Hz 

mode by 3 dB. Bass traps are not very effective at 

such low frequencies, so in that case EQ can be 

a reasorable Band-Aid. But it's still a Band-Aid. In 

small rooms, EQ is inappropriate at frequencies 

higher than about 50 or 60 Hz, and is never a 

substitute for prope acoustic solutiois. 

Ethan Winer 

RealTraps 

Ethan, 

First of all, my articie was not a product review, 

but a survey of available products and the tech-

nologies behind them. While equalization to 

correct response at the mix position will likely 

worsen the response elsewhere in the room, this 

is of little concern to proponents of room EQ. I 

would rather have one trustworthy spot in the 

room—my mix position—than have no place in 

the room I can trust. For people who mix alone, 

this is a non-issue. 

When applied correctly room EQ does reduce 

the severity of room modes and can improve 

the accuracy of a monitoring chain. You are a 

proponent of that, as evidenced by your use of 

corrective EQ in the living room system. 

We both agree that EQ is never a substitute 

for proper acoustic treatment. However, bass 

traps also have limitations. In my room, the 

traps decreased the amplitude of room modes 

by only a couple dB, yet also broadened their Q, 

greatly improving the overall response. It was the 

combination of acoustic materials and corrective 

equalization, however; that finally made the 

room sound great. —Michael Cooper 

THE PERCEPTION QUESTION 

Your recent articles on sampling rates and self-

aligning monitors raise the same interesting 

question regarding human perception: To what 

degree are our perceptions of sound influenced 

by our own preconceptions? 

In a recent study, wine experts were asked to 

taste two wines—one labeled as costing $ 5; the 

other $ 100. All of these pros described the supe-

riority of the $ 100 wine in glowing detail, despite 

the fact that both glasses contained the same $5 

beverage. And all of us may be prone to making 

this same error in judging audio equipment. 

The problem with self-aligning monitors? 

The processing algorithms tend to be proprietary 

and invisible, so you don't really know what's 

happening to the sound unless you undertake 

direct measurement, as Bob Hodas did. And if 

you don't know what's being done to the sig-

nal, beware! The manufacturers of self-aligning 

monitors should provide a SIM or RTA display so 

their processing is made apparent. 

Any compensated signal should best be used 

as one of many playback references and should 

not necessarily be trusted to be absolutely per-

fect. Our attitudes toward the equipment will 

inevitably affect our opinions, and unknown 

compensation schemes should be fully under-

stood before being added to the mix. 

Tony Eldon 

TALKBACK 

Because our June 2008 issue focused on studio 

design and acoustics, we asked, "Whether a 

project studio or a full-blown multiroom facility 

what was the most artistic place in which you 

recorded and why?" 

One of the best studios I've ever worked in is 

Nebula Zone Recording [Fox Chase, Penn.]. This 

place has that magic feel all artists need to create 

the best they can, in the same vein as an Abbey 

Road or Electric Ladyland. As a producer and art-

ist, it is and will always be my Mecca. 

Thinman 

GK Labs Mastering [Gainesville, Fla.] is one of 

the most impressive places I have ever mixed 

and mastered in. The room features dimen-

sions where the height, width and length of the 

room are based on a triad of the Golden Ratio. 

This room lets us mix and master for extended 

periods of time with less ear fatigue than I have 

experienced with other rooms. 

Curtis Howard 

It would have to be Swing House [Hollywood]. 

Their dedication to the creative process and the 

overall quality of the facility are unmatched. 

David Klein 

The most " artistic" place I record is right in front 

of my DAW with a full set of Marshall stacks 

off to the side, but using a set of Beyer DT880 

headphones, which are partially open. This lets 
me hear the " band" in the 'phones while still 

hearing—and feeling—the stacks. I definitely 

play differently when I feel that amp pumping 

next to me. Having the amp head in a control 

room and the speaker cab located in a distant 

room doesn't feel artistic or real. 

Joe Davis 

The location is not what sets the artistic 

mood for me. If everyone's competent and in 

sync—working together toward making the 

best product—all of the other issues seem to 

work themselves out. I'll record in a rundown 

bus-terminal bathroom if the end result is a 

great recording. I just have to remember to 

wash my hands afterward! 

Eric Carlson 

•••• 

TALKBACK 

In the next issue, 

Mix checks in on 

what's new in the 

portable, handheld 

field recorder market. What's the coolest 

place—or thing—you've recorded while 

using one of these handy, on-the-go 

units? E-mail us at mixeditorial@mixon 

line.com. 
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No other tool in the professional recording chain has more 
stringent requirements than the audio noni..or — it is the last 

piece in an often complicated chain of events. At Genelec 

our goal is to deliver these sound experiences to you as 

they are intended by the original performer. Genelec 

active monitoring technologies, including our die-cast 

aluminum enclosure, offer you an undistorted dynamic 

and natural sound without adding or removing 

anything from the electronic signal. No natter how 

heavy your recording sessions are, discover the 

Genelec system that suits your needs at 

www.genelecusa.com 
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ON THE COVER MARIN COUNTY, CALIF. 

Skywalker Sound 

By Blair Jackson 

0
 n a warm, late-June day, Skywalker 
Ranch, in the rustic wilds of West 
Marin County, Calif., is buzzing 

with activity. Seventh Moon, the latest film 
from director Eduardo Sanchez (of Blair 

Witch Project fame), has just wrapped 

post-production in the Technology Build-

ing and there is celebration in the air. 
Meanwhile at Skywalker Sound, the ranch's 

impressive recording studio in that same 

building, the Cypress String Quartet is busy 

cutting a new CD of early Beethoven music. 
On the beautiful, cavernous Scoring Stage, 

the San Francisco—based foursome is com-

fortably ensconced in the same custom, 
German-made diffusers shown in our cover 

photo, which depicts an earlier session there 
with the Kronos Quartet, also regulars at 

Skywalker for many years. 
With recent album work by Steve Miller, 

Warped Tour faves All-American Rejects 
and legendary Bay Area punk group Rancid 
in the studio's rearview mirror, and scor-
ing sessions for the next installment of the 

mega-popular videogame Gears of War on 
the near horizon, Skywalker Sound appears 
to be thriving during a period that has seen 

steep downturns for many recording studios. 
Over lunch on the back porch of the ranch's 

white-clapboard Victorian mansion-style 
Main House, the studio's director of scoring 

and music recording (not to mention record 
producer and Grammy-winning engineer), 

Leslie Ann Jones, notes that it is exactly that 

sort of diversification that has kept her studio 
busy: film and game scores, major- and indie-

label work, classical and rock music, local and 
national talent. 

"With the way budgets have changed 
and with more people recording at home, 

there are some projects we've gotten in 
the past that we're not getting now," she 

acknowledges, " but we've been very fortu-
nate to have other projects taking their place, 

whether it's bands that haven't worked here 

before or the videogame [scoring] work, 

which we're getting more and more of. What 
I've spent a lot of the past 11 years doing is 

getting people to understand that Skywalker 
is a place that anyone can come to and af-

ford. I still get people saying, 'Oh, I thought 
only George Lucas [founder of Skywalker] 

did his projects there.' Those 

questions never end, so part of 

my job is to be the ambassador 

to the studio. It helps that we 

get Grammy nominations and 
awards and there's a lot of vis-

ibility, but it's always going to 
be a challenge to get people 

to come up here, and I have to 

look for new ways—with my 

studio director hat on—to fill 

this space." 
Certainly, the studio's reputa-

tion precedes it. Since it opened 

in 1987, Skywalker Sound has 

been one of the true jewels of 
the Bay Area recording commu-

nity—a breathtakingly beautiful 

and serene getaway less than an 
hour from San Francisco, with a 
stunning main room perfect for 

everything from huge orchestras 
to chamber ensembles to rock 

bands, four iso rooms and a 

large, comfortable control room equipped 

with state-of-the-art gear: Neve 88R con-
sole; Pro Tools I-1D, two Studer 827 analog 

machines, and other analog and digital re-
cording systems; a custom Allen Sides/Ocean 

Way main monitoring system; near-fields by 

B&W, Tannoy, M&K, Meyer Sound, ATC, 

Genelec and Yamaha; M&K surrounds; and a 
great selection of new and vintage -nics and 

outboard gear. 
Jones—whose storied career includes 

production stints at ABC and Capitol Studios 

in her native Los Angeles, The Automatt in 
San Francisco and Skywalker for the past 

11 years—keeps up to date technologically 
by being a working engineer and producer 

herself, staying heavily involved with NARAS 

(she's a past chair of its Board of Trustees) 

and listening to the needs of her studio's 

diverse client list. "On the Scoring Stage, we 
were relatively late adopters of Pro Tools," 

she admits. "We opted for the [ Euphonix] R1 

instead because it was 48 channels at 96k, 
and at that time Pro Tools was not. So we 

were able to do some stellar projects on the 
R1. If you're in this business long enough, you 
tend to work on the newest and the best, but 

somehow some of them never quite make it 

411111e> 
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to the second generation, whether it's the 

3M digital multitrack or the Mitsubishi X-800 
Series or the Rl. All were great and sounded 

fantastic; all not available now. When Pro 

Tools came out with HD and we could get 
48 channels at 96k and, the most important 

thing, we could back up very easily, we finally 

went in that direction." 
Keeping up has also meant having the 

latest generation of plug- ins available: "Ab-

solutely! There are a lot of younger engineers 
who come in who are more comfortable 
using plug-ins [ rather than analog outboard 

gear], so we have to have those available. 
Also, we get a lot of engineers who come 
in with our scoring clients where they're 

mixing things at the composer's house, and 

maybe [Audio Ease] Altiverb is all they've got 
there and they love it, so it doesn't matter 

that we have a [ Lexicon] 960 and three 480s 
and the original 224. [ Laughs] So that end 

of it is always changing, but getting people 
in the door still involves networking, repeat 

customers, word-of-mouth, publicity and 

good service." 
Of course, having a genuine Shangri-La 

as your calling card doesn't hurt, either. • 

Blair Jackson is Mix's senior editor 
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Microphones 
We've got an 
incredible selection 
of some of the 
best microphones 

itr\. V. available for studio and 
, 1' stage alike. You'll find , \ 

condensers, dynamics, 
and ribbon models ( plus 
Sweetwater-exclusive 

mic packages and a wide 
range of mic accessories) from 
manufacturers such as Shure, 
Neumann, Royer, Sennheiser, 
AKG, and many more! 
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Studio Processors LA-610 Signature Edition 

At Sweetwater, you'll find exactly what you need to create some 
of that elusive studio " magic," thanks to our incredible selection 
of processors. Our huge warehouse is stocked with great reverb, 
delay, and multi- effects units from Eventide, Yamaha, Lexicon, 
Universal Audio and TC Electronic, plus a host of others. 
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Toft Audio ATB-32 

Mixers 

The mixer is the nerve center of your operation, and we know you 
want the best possible unit for your money. Our knowledgeable 
Sales Engineers are here to help you find the one that's just 
right for you. We carry an incredible range of mixers from 
Allen & Heath, Mackie, Yamaha, and many, many more. 
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Prearnp 

There's no more important item in your signal chain than a good 
preamp — and we have a huge selection of them. Whether you 
want to add " color" to your sound or seek pristine transparency, 
Sweetwater has the preamp that's just right for you, from great 
manufacturers such as Avalon, Focusrite, PreSonus, and Manley, 
just to name a few. 
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Service, Selection, and Know-how. 
It doesn't get any better than that. 

THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICES! 
Sweetwater's great prices and unparalleled 
customer service lead the industry. 

HUGE SELECTION OF THE LATEST GEAR! 
Our massive warehouse is brimming with the 
latest in pro audio, keyboards, & guitars. 

Sweetwater 

Creation Station 

Studio Monitors 

We offer a stellar selection 
of passive and active studio 
monitors with a range of 
wattages and speaker sizes, 
and we'll help you find the 
setup that suits your room 
best at a price that's right 
for you. With monitors from 
JBL, Genelec, ADAM, Event, 
Mackie, and Tannoy ( among 
many others) to choose 
from, Sweetwater has 
you covered! 

GENELEC clynauclioacoustics 

MACKIE. ALE_SIS 

FRIENDLY, KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES. 
Our Sales Engineers know the 
gear inside and out. 

FREE 24/7 ONLINE TECH SUPPORT! 
At your disposal when you need it, 
www.sweetwater.com/sweetcare 

ornputers 
We offer a stellar selection of both Macintosh and PC 

computers. When combined with the audio software and 
hardware of your choice, we can even provide a custom 
turnkey installation solution for your studio. And did you 
know we build our own Creatior Station PCs? These 

powerful machines are made to suit your studio needs, with 
audio- optimized drives, whisper- quiet operation, top-quality 

components, and rock- solid reliability. Tower, rack, or portable, 
Sweetwater has the right computer for you! 
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Dynaudio 

BM 6A mk Il 

Apple Mac Pro 

Computer Audio 
Production 
We know how 
critical it is 
to get the best 
productioi from your 
studio. That's why we stock 
computer audio hardware 
such as aJcilo 
interfaces from 
MOTU, M-Audio, and 
PreSonus ( among many others), to fully featured 
console-style control surfaces from several 
manufacturers, including Digidesign, Mackie, and 
Euphonix. Sweetwater's got the right hardware 
for your studio. 
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THE AUDIO GOODS FROM TWO SHOWS 
TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHTS FROM INFOCOMM 2008 
BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

After years of planning and negotiations, the NSCA Expo 

finally merged with InfoComm, returning to Las Vegas in 

2008 as a single event. And the combined-show concept 

proved popular with both convention-goers and manufac-

turers, resulting in a record-setting success: 34,600 at-

tendees and nearly 1,000 exhibitors. 

"InfoComm '08 reflects the fast pace of innovations 

and growth in the A/V communications industry," says In-

foComm International's Randal A. Lemke. "We introduced 

new courses and exhibitors this year to address the de-

mand for digital signage, audio and telepresence technol-

ogy, as well as high-definition prod-

ucts, lighting and staging, and more. 

The NSCA Expo also was incorporated 

into our show for the first time, and 

we were pleased to debut the Elec-

tronic Systems Pavilion, along with 

the rest of the expo's traditional ac-

tivities." 

The show attracts A/V dealers, independent reps, 

design consultants, systems integrators, rental and 

staging companies and A/V buyers from business, gov-

ernment, education, health care, retail, entertainment 

and the worship market. In addition to a wide-ranging 

selection of classes, seminars, sessions and panels on 

business practices, trends and technologies, the show 

floor was packed, mostly with active pros checking out 

the latest gear. 

As with NAB and other mixed A/V shows, a majority 

of InfoComm was devoted to visuals—video and display 

gear, from digital signage, videowalls and projectors to 

teleconferencing and touchscreens. However, those 

brave souls who made it to the back of the Las Vegas 

Convention Center's cavernous Central Hall were treated 

to the Audio Pavilion, where more than 200 audio manufacturers filled booths 

and demo rooms with the latest toys for live sound applications. 

CERTIFIED HITS 

In addition to the rows of ceiling-speaker offerings (some very cool, such as 

JBL Professional's new 8100 Series), paging horns, intercoms and nurse-call 

systems, there were plenty of new audio products for SR pros. Listed alpha-

betically, here are our picks for the Top 10 Mix Certified Hits. 

In one of those "why didn't I think of this first?" ideas, AKG (www.akg. 

com) unveiled the C 214, a lower-cost (cardioid-only) version of its vener-

able classic C 414 that delivers the same sonic performance as the multipat-

tern C 414B-XLS. The ultralow-noise electronics spec is a clean 13 dBA (IEC 

60268-4). SR pros will appreciate the C 214's road-tough construction, with 

a die-cast metal body, scratch-resistant finish, strong metal grille and inte-

grated capsule suspension to minimize chassis-borne noise and resonances. 

Add in a switchable 160Hz (-6dB/octave) low-cut filter and -20dB pad for 

up to 156dB SPL handling, and the Austrian-made C 214 will surely be a 

popular addition on riders—especially at a $649 retail, with spider-type 

shock-mount, windscreen and metal carry case. It's now shipping. 

Analog consoles were alive and well, with APB-DynaSonics (www.apb-

dynasonics.com) unveiling its ProDesk-4, a 4-bus mixer derived from the 

company's top-end Spectra boards. It's available with 16, 24, 32, 40 or 48 

mono mic/line input channels (plus four stereo line inputs) and features 

4-band sweep-mid EQ. 20 to 400Hz variable highpass filters, six auxiliary 

sends, L/C/R/mono XLR outs, digital USB stereo input/record output and 

remote muting that can be linked to a fire-safety system. ProDesk-4's com-

pact design keeps a 48-mono-input model to a footprint of just 63 inches. A 

redundant power supply is optional on all but the 16-channel version. 

Astatic/CAD's (www.astatic.com) new boundary rnics—available in table-

top (930VPL) and threaded button-styles (220VP)—caught me by surprise. 

Both contain hidden controls that allow the installer to select continuously 

variable polar patterns, from figure-8 through cardioid through omni, and 

anything in-between. The desktop 930VPL includes rear- and bottom-exit 

TB4M output connectors and an integrated membrane switch that can be 

set (using DIP switches) for push-to-talk/mute/on/off or to trigger remote 

functions via a logic circuit. Both mics also feature an RF-resistant design to 

reduce interference from two-way communication devices. 

Speaking of mics, Audix (www.audixusa.com) showed an update to its 

Micros Series M1250 miniature condenser mic—which is less than two inch-

es long, with electronics. With a 10 to 12dB hotter output, the new M1255 

provides the extra "reach" that's ideal for distance miking, such as hanging 

overhead choir mics. Other features include a smooth 80 to 20k Hz response, 

a 12mm gold vapor-sputtered diaphragm and a low 21dB (A-weighted) noise 

floor. A wide array of clips and mounts are offered for instrument, podium and 

mic stand mounting. The M1255 retails at $419 in a matte-black finish (white 

finish lists at $439), and supplied accessories include a 25-foot cable, hanging 

mic clip, mic stand adapter, foam windscreen and storage pouch. 

Electro-Voice (www.electrovoice.com) unveiled its line of Tour-X loud-
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Klein + Hummel IS 122 

speakers. The series comprises 12, 15 and 

twin- 15 two-way top boxes, a dual- 18 sub 

and 12/15-inch wedges. And there are a lot 

of minor, but well-thought-out, improve-

ments, such as the new Ergo- Handles for eas-

ier transport; amazingly strong, arc-shaped 

protective front grilles; low-distortion, 500-

watt SMX woofers; and offset front baffles 

combining acoustical driver alignment with 

space-saving slot porting and 36dB/octave 

passive crossovers. 

Touted as a "Combined Media Fiber-

Optic Transport System," the FiberPlex 

(www.fiberplex.com) LightViper Shadow 

system goes well beyond the simple "fiber-

optic snake" category. Designed for touring, 

broadcast, fixed installs and remote recording, the system handles just about 

anything, from analog audio, MADI, intercom (RTS and Clearcom; 2- and 4-

wire-compatible), Ethernet, RS-422/232/485 control, composite video, HL 

data and—with optional component modules—DMX lighting, MIDI and other 

control protocols. The Shadow ranges from a compact two-rackspace unit 

with 16 remote mic preamps and can expand in a star topology to 256 bi-di-

rectional audio channels at speeds up to 192 kHz and full system redundancy. 

Call today! 888.273.6412 
23UU E tiloaci,.,iy Rd Tel l • 85282 
Fiesta Blvd "- 7 05 133 rçltplItte facility) 

www.audiorecordingschool.com/mix.html 
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For more extensive system control, operators can use the Shadow's GUI soft-

ware running on a laptop or desktop computer (PC or Mac OS) via an "SPSC" 

Ethernet link. Deliveries are slated to begin in 03 2008. 

Klein + Hummers (www.klein-hummeLcom) IS Series showed just how 

close live sound speakers can sound to studio monitors. The two-way IS 122 

has a 12-inch woofer and 1-inch compression driver; the three-way IS 123 and 

IS 153 combine a 12- or 15-inch LF with 

a coaxia, horn fed by 1-inch and 2-inch 

drivers. All feature 18mm birch- ply con-

struction, 12 M10 threaded rigging points 

and highly controlled Mathematically Mod-

elled Dispersion; options include rotatable 

80x50- or 50x40-degree horns, subwoofers 

and a choice of crossovers—passive, active 

external or self-powered—with analog or 

digital inputs. Networking is also possible 

using the company's K8 Series interfaces 

for analog, digital or EtherSound distribu-

tion over standard Cat-5 cable. 

Responding to customer requests for 

small, high-power systems, Meyer Sound 

(www.meyersound.com) expanded its Ul-

traSeries with the powered UPQ-1P wide- Meyer Sound UPQ-1P 

Learn audio recording at the 
Conservatory of Recording 
Arts Si Sciences. 
If you're serious about a career in audio recording, you need 

to attend a recording school that is as committed to your 

success as you are. 

The Conservatory of Recording Arts and Sciences teaches you 

on state of the art recording equipment in eight world-class 

studios, six labs, and a 6,000 square foot live sound room. •:•:::: 

You'll study under seasoned Gold and Platinum award winnin5»:. 

instructors who know what it takes to succeed. You'll earn 

certifications in Pro Tools, Logic Pro, EAW Smaart, Waves, and 

more. You'll receive a laptop package that helps you follow 

along in class, access CRAS Connect (our web 

based curriculum delivery system), and 
gives you 24 hour educational access even 

while you're at home. And before you 
graduate, you'll complete as internship 

at a location you help choose. 

When it comes to audio... 

WE ARE THE EXPERTS. LET 
US HELP YOU GET IN THE PAIL 
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coverage loudspeaker, delivering 136d8 peak SPLs combined with low-dis-

tortion performance, uniform response throughout the wide coverage area 

and gentle high-frequency roll- off. The thick slab-aluminum end plates are 

threaded with M10 attachment points for optional QuickFly rigging hard-

ware. In addition to the onboard Class-A/B/H MOSFET amplifiers ( 1,000W, 

LF; 275W, HF), active crossover, driver protection and frequency/phase-cor-

rection circuitry, the compact ( 19x28x18-inch), 105-pound UPQ-1P has a 

15-inch neodymium woofer and 4-inch diaphragm compression driver on a 

80x50-degree constant-Q horn for a 55 to 18k 

Hz frequency response. For additional sub-

bass power, the UPQ-1P can be paired with 

Meyer's 600-HP and 700-HP subwoofers. 

Interest in steerable arrays remains 

high. Renkus-Heinz (www.renkus-heinz.com) 

showed IC Live, which takes the company's 

second-generation Iconyx concept and ap-

plies it in a high-SPL package for portable ap-

plications. Each IC Live module has five neo-

dymium 6.5-inch cone woofers and three neo-

dymium compression drivers on waveguides. 

Renkus-Heinz IC Live 

Arrays can be stacked on the complementary 

ICL215S dual- 15 subwoofers or flown using 

standard Aeroquip hardware. With standard 

Ethernet, the company's RHAON networking 

delivers audio signals via CobraNet, AES/EBU 

digital or analog inputs, with PC access for 

real-time system control and room-tuning 

functions such as parametric EQ filters, delay 

and dynamics—all with preset storage. 

Tannoy (www.tannoy.com) launched its 

QFlex, a line of self-powered, digitally steer-

able loudspeaker arrays. The series is based 

on various combinations of 8- or 16-chan-

nel master and slave units, using combina-

tions of up to 48 3- and/or 4-inch LF units 

and 1-inch tweeters, with individual 100W 

amplifier channels on each driver for full-

range performance. Inputs can be analog or 

AES/EBU digital. The system also integrates 

DSP control with Tannoy's Vnet networking and an intuitive GUI for system 

design/optimization. 

We'll present more products from InfoComm on www.mixonline.com and 

in future issues of Mix. Meanwhile, InfoComm 2009 will be held at Orlando's 

Orange County Convention Center, June 17-19, 2009. See you there! IN 

George Petersen is Mix's executive editor and runs a small record label at www. 

jenpet.com. 
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With unbeatable sound quality, state-of-the-art 

clock technology, low- latency, flexible monitoring 
for control room or foldback... 

...Orpheus by Prism Sound is the 
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+44 1223 424988 sales@prismsound.com 

Contact us now to arrange your demo 
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Mixing Outside the 
CRAFTING UNIQUE SOUNDS WITH  

TRIED-AND-TRUE TOOLS  

By Janice Brown 

It makes sense for engineers to reach for 

proven gear and techniques to address ev-

eryday mixing challenges. And with lower 

budgets forcing shorter production cycles 

and, ultimately, more no-nonsense mix-

ing, it can be a challenge to find room for 

experimentation. But mixers who have the 

opportunity to work with experimentally 

inclined artists are pushed to find new ways 

to satisfy their clients' sonic curiosity. The 

engineer/producers we talked to for this 

article will let loose creatively when mixing 

a record if given the latitude. 

BEYOND THE BOUNDARIES 

Indie-rock bands come hom far and wide 

to work with producer/engineer Peter 'Cads 

in his Bridgeport, Conn., Tarquin Studio. 

Often, Katis co-produces, records and mixes, 

as he's done for Interpol, The National, The 

Grates and Tokyo Police Club. Now more 

than ever, Katis enjoys the freedom bands 

give to indulge his creative instincts in the 

mixing process. 

"Bands tend to come to me because 

Peter Katis in his sound laboratory 

they like the sound of records I've done 

and they want me to do 'that' to their re-

cord," says Katis. "For example, I tend to 

go for a heavy, muscular drum sound, even 

in gentler music. A lot of times in the mix-

ing stage, I can make a drum kit I haven't 

recorded sound like one I did record." 

Katis will use parallel compression on 

drum tracks in his hybrid analog/digital 

mixing environment. "I'll bring all the drum 

tracks in Pro Tools up on my analog board 

and use subtle analog EQ and compression 

and then print it all back into the computer," 

Katis shares."But I'll also print a bunch of ex-

tra tracks of parallel compression—nailing a 

kick, snare or everything—with a compressor 

and then print it to its own track and blend 

it in with the uncompressed sounds. I'll do 

that on every record, but vary the amount of 

crazy, aggressive drum sound when I'm do-

ing the final balances." 

Katis notes that the most radical changes 

he'll enact during the mixing stage lately will 

more likely be to add musical flourishes for 

texture rather than doing any extreme sound 

processing. "I'll suggest we add a bunch of 

additional guitar and keyboard parts in a 

section, and the band will be surprised at the 

suggestion, but then we'll do it and they'll be 

into it," says Katis. "It's a tricky thing to mix 

to the point where you feel you've done ev-

erything you can do with the tracks, sonically, 

and you know it's just about adding more, 

musically. And the musical additions tend to 

be subtle, but they add something that no 

amount of processing could." 

Katis recently co-produced, recorded and 

mixed the new album by Scottish indie-rock 

band Frightened Rabbit whose sound— 

though suitably gritty and rough-around-

the-edges—feels lush and filled-out on the 

record. "A lot of the record is pretty stripped 

down, but on some songs there's actually 

loads of low-key and ambient stuff going on," 

Katis describes. "During mixing on the song 

'Backwards Walk,' for example, we added 

lots of cool little musical harmonies—little 

guitar swells and feedbacks and keyboard 

lines that ripple in and out." 

Distortion tends to come in big on Katis 

records. "Usually, the more I can distort 

things the better," he says. "I am not as much 

a fan of compression as I am the distortion 

that a cool compressor can bring. In addition 

to the parallel compression technique, where 

I blend certain overcompressed tracks, lately 

I'll overdrive the entire drum bus and you'd 

never know that it's distorted; it just sounds 

cooler. Drums love to be overdriven—you'll 

get all sorts of tone out of them that otherwise 

you're just not hearing." Even in the most 

modest treatments, Katis adds, the drum bus 

will go through a Neumann EQ and an API 

2500 compressor. 

When working on vocals, Katis looks for 

opportunities to blend interesting textures 

in by effecting the double or background 

vocals. "I just got this new preamp from No 

Toasters and it has this setting where you 

can overdrive it insanely; we used it on The 

Grates' album to record a lot of the doubles," 

Katis says. "I'd completely overdrive the dou-

ble and then tuck it underneath the regular 

vocal, and it sounded awesome. At the end 

of a couple songs, you hear it full-on and it 

doesn't sound like a human voice—more like 

a Moog synthesizer." 

SOUNDS OFF THE BEATEN PATH 

Working with the pop avant-garde, including 

BKerk, Mum, Camille and Coco Rosie, crafting 

the experimental-classical movements of ris-

ing-star composer Nico Muhly and producing 

electronic music of his own, Icelandic produc-

er/engineer/programmer Valgeir Sigurdsson 

engages in highly creative engineering. Two 

recent records—Camille's Music Hole and 

Muhly's Mothertongue—illustrate Sigurdsson's 

imaginative style and technical prowess. 

Sigurdsson was the ideal engineer for the 

avant-acapella style of French pop chanteuse 

Camille. "I've done a lot of experimenting 

with human voices, beat percussion and vo-

cal layers—since Bjeerk's Medulla album—so 

Camille and her producer insisted I do all 

the recording and mixing on Music Hole. I 

was kind of like their sound advisor," says 

Sigurdsson. "It was composed with limited 

sources—vocals, body percussion, beat-box-

ing, sonic textures and piano—and so it was 
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a very creative recording role because they 

trusted me to make decisions on how we 

shoukl create a lot of the sounds." 

While he recorded Camille in France, 

Sigurdsson mixed Music Hole back at his 

Greenhouse Studio in Reykjavik on his inte-

grated SSL AWS 900 and Pro TooLs HD3 sys-

tem. "It was a complicated album and called 

for some creative solutions," he says. "For 

example, some of the vocals are in French 

and some are in English, and we wanted 

to find a way to make them different soni-

Valgeir Sigurdsson in Greenhouse Studios 

cally, too. According to Camille, the French 

always want to hear lyrics clearly. So I ran 

the French vocals on the song Canards Sau-

vages' through an SPL Vitalizer, which made 

those French vocals stand out in a different 

way; they're brighter and jump forward in 

the mix. This became a blueprint for the 

vocals on the rest of the album." 

On both the Camille and Muhly records. 

Sigurdsson weaves countless elements to-

gether in a mix where nothing gets lost, 

where every part—from the most minimal 

to the lushest soundscapes—feels present 

and essential. "I think mainly, when there are 

many elements but everything seems very 

clear and present, it has a lot to do with my 

EQs," he says. "I use the SSL EQs on the AWS 

900 all the time. My rack of Neves 11073s and 

1084s1 and my API 550B are also really im-

portant." He also uses reverbs to create space 

in the mix. "I find it very useful, especially 

with albums that are tracked layer by layer, 

to 'glue' the elements together with different 

reverbs and sometimes delays. My reverb of 

choice is usually the Eventide Reverb plug-

in; I typically have a few sends set up with 

various reverb types and lengths." 

Motbertongue, particularly for the scale 

of its composition, posed unique mixing 

challenges. Muhly composed Motbertongue 

in three 15 to 20-minute sections, which 

ultimately broke down on the record into 

three songs per section, plus a bonus track. 

The first section, called "Mothertongue Pans 

changed the most in the mixing pro-

cess, says Sigurdsson. "The final section of 

Mothertongue was never big enough when 

we were recording it; during mixing. I added 

another layer of bass and these monsters 

NiC0 asked me to create, which I made by 

processing the sound of crunching cereal. In 

another part of Mothertongue. we created an 

interesting texture with the sound of whale 

me-at sloshing around in a bowl." 

Prior to buying the AWS 900, Sigurdsson 

says much of his mixing was done in-the-

box. "I prefer to mix through an analog 

desk, but it was frustrating to be in two dif-

ferent places when you're in the middle of 

the mix," he says. "Going from Pro Tools to 

an analog console was like playing a piano 

and then having to stand up and strap on 

your guitar—pretty annoying when you had 

a flow going." Sigurdsson calls his new set-

up "hands-on" arid "intuitive," all-important 

qualities for facilitating endless creativity. 

ENERGY OVERLOAD 

Producer/engineer Alan Weatherhead has 

mixed records for Sparklehorse, The Comas, 

Camper Van Beethoven and Cracker, among 

numerous other indie bands that appreciate 

his naturally experimental style. The bands 

that hire Weatherhead to mix their records 

usually share this aesthetic: "The records 

I'll mix have usually been created with an 

experimental energy, and so they want to 

continue in that direction," he notes. "So my 

job is to take it a little further in some cases, 

and in others figure out how I can subtract 

from what's there to make it stronger." 

Weatherhead works in Sound of Music 

Studios in Richmond, Va., and his mixing 

arsenal is distinguished by his affinity for ef-

fects pedals, Amek 9098 channel strips and 

Distressors. He mixed the new record by A 

Camp, the New York City—based indie-rock 

band led by Nina Persson of The Cardigans, 

at Firehouse 12 Studios in New Haven, Conn. 

"The band gave me license to do whatever 

I wanted in mixing, basically," says Weather-

head. "You never know what the outcome 

of some sonic experiment will be, and it's 

part of my approach to try anything. First I 

get things in place, and then ask, 'Texturally, 

what would make things more interesting?'" 

Weatherhead mixed the A Camp re-

cord in Pro Tools, running most everything 

through Firehouse 12's API Legacy console, 

and using both analog pedals and software 

effects to add dimension to their recorded 

sounds. "On one song, we ran this single 

note acoustic guitar part through Eventide's 

H949 plug-in, basically bringing the guitar up 

an octave and adding reverb to it," he recalls. 

Alan Weatherhead at Sound of Music Sti,dios 
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"On its own, it sounds completely glitchy, 

almost not musical. But in the mix, having 

some of that underneath the guitar made it 

sound like a 12-string." 

On vocals, Weatherhead used parallel 

compression and experimented with tape 

delay. "We'd record the tape delay and then 

line it up so it was actually in time with 

the vocal to give it a fatter, thicker sound." 

Backing vocals were run through a variety 

of filters. "I have a pedal made by Frostwave 

called the Resonator, and it's basically a clone 

of the filter section of an MS20 synth. And 

like the tape delays, a lot of times the vocal 

would be running through the Resonator 

and we'd be manipulating it as we were 

recording it. We used the Sherman Filterbank 

on a lot of stuff, particularly on drums." In 

general, Weatherhead adds, "What we're do-

ing with all these filters is never the whole 

sound, but another layer, something else 

snuck in there for texture." 

Mixing a record for singer/songwriter 

Nadine Khouri recently, Weatherhead used 

distortion as a creative solution to a less-

than-ideal recording. "There's one song on 

her record that had a really heavy ending, 

but since they'd recorded basics for it on the 

same day they cut a few mellower songs 

and didn't change the drum sound for the 

heavier one, it didn't sound quite right," he 

explains. "So we put the snare drum through 

a distortion pedal and gated it, just made it 

sound super-crazy. Sometimes it's better to 

make a sound that's not working so well into 

something totally different rather than trying 

to be so literal about it." 

BRINGING IN THE "LIVE" FEEL 

After recording and fluxing one of the 

coolest-sounding records of recent years— 

Gnarls Barkley's sleeper hit, St. Elsewhere— 

Atlanta-based producer/engineer Ben H. 

Allen popped up on the radar of bands 

everywhere. Allen describes the album as 

"futuristic and vintage," a sound that, from 

an engineering perspective, tied in natu-

rally with his personal aesthetic. "I grew up 

listening to Motown records," Allen shares, 

"which to this day are my reference point 

for how music should sound." 

No matter what kind of music he's en-

gineering, Allen finds himself returning to 

techniques he can trace directly back to those 

records. "I'm doing a lot of things in mono 

these days, less stereo in terms of where 

things are sitting in the mix, especially with 

effects," he points out. "That spring and plate 

revert) used in those old Motown records 

was all mono, and it gives off this eerie qual-

ity but it's not super-wide and lush-sound-

ing. So, if anything, my mono effects have 
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become a bit of a trademark for me lately." 

While Allen's discography is decidedly 

urban—having engineered late-'90s New 

York City hip-hop and later helping to culti-

vate the Dirty South crunk movement—his 

work has attracted more rock bands lately, 

and most recently the über-experimental 

Brooklyn, N.Y., art-rock band Animal Col-

lective. "They hired me to record and mix 

because they wanted really aggressive low 

end on their new album," he says. "My back-

ground being in urban music, managing low 

end is one of the things I do really well." 

Just before hitting Chase Park Transduc-

tion Studios to mix the Animal Collective 

record, Allen describes the recording and 

premixing process: "To get the low end they 

wanted, we set up four different re-amping 

stations in the studio—using a Fender spring 

reverb, an Ampeg Portaflex bass amp, a little 

Gibson guitar amp and the huge QSC P.A. 

system they use for their live shows. They'd 

record things straight out of their samplers 

through the Neve 80 Series desk into Pro 

Tools and then we'd re-amp the kick drum, 

or the snare drum, or 20 snare drums, or bass 

synth parts through one of those stations, 

pick the sound we liked best and record that 

back into the computer." 

Ben H. Allen and Juno, the dog 

Putting up room mics and re-amping 

these low-end elements gives the band the 

"live" sound, as Allen explains. "We're using 

that setup to create ambience that didn't ex-

ist in the samples themselves, which makes 

them sound like a band playing in a room." 

Premixing in-the-box throughout the re-

cording process allows Allen to begin dab-

bling with effects early. "As each part gets 

recorded, and often triple- or quadruple-

tracked, I take all those mics and run them 

through an aux input in Pro Tools and ef-

fect it at that stage and get a balance," he 

explains. "So once I open up the Pro Tools 

sessions, the rough mixes are all balanced, 

and in mixing it becomes a question of what 

will be up front and what will go behind? 

Also, we've left it open enough so that we 

can make decisions on how much room—or 

dirt—we want on the sound, or how closed 

and tight we want it to feel." 

Going into the mix, Allen describes, 

"The whole vibe is to have this really tight 

and punchy low end, like a New York 

hip-hop record, and then this really washy 

Beach Boys-style vocal approach. We went 

and bought a bunch of spring reverbs and 

cheap reverbs on eBay that we're going to 

use for vocals, a lot of which are triple- or 

quadruple-tracked." 

Allen will use his 32 channels of outputs 

to submix on the Sony MXP3036 console at 

Chase Park, and plans to use the studio's 

plate reverbs, as well as outboard and plug-

in effects, including a recent discovery: Au-

dio Ease's Speakerphone. "They've booked 

two weeks to mix 12 songs and they want to 

experiment as much as possible." 

[Eds. Note: Read an expanded version of 

this feature at www.mixonline.com.) 

Janice Brown is a freelance writer based in 

New York City. 
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SMALL PACKAGES OFFER MAXIMUM FUNCTIONALITY 

Because many pro studios use comput-

er-based DAWs, operators are quickly 

seeing the benefits of total system 
control from their analog 1/0 de-

vices. For greater workspace efficiency 

and workflow enhancement, hybrid 

console/controllers are proving to be 

increasingly popular. To address some 

obvious problems presented by sepa-

rate hardware mixers and DAW control 

surfaces, ranging from size and price 

points to connectivity, many manufac-

turers now offer all-in-one solutions to 

meet professional needs. 

WHY WOULDN'T YOU? 

Hybrid console/controllers are becom-

ing exponentially smaller and more 

efficient, and to an extent their feature 

sets are dictated by users' analog de-

mands. Units range in size from those 

that are solely geared toward desktop 

editing/recording to ones as long as 

bowling alleys for full-scale orchestral 

recordings. 

According to Solid State Logic's 

Dan Duffel, "SSL has been doing the 

hybrid controller/console thing for a 

long time—our entire console range 

features DAW control capability. Trying 

to describe how big one of our hybrid 

environments would be—if it were to-

tally analog—is extremely difficult. Just 

imagine a 512-fader console with rnic 

pre, instrument, line-level, various digi-

tal inputs, EQ and dynamics, control 

surfaces, joysticks for 5.1 panning on 

every channel and sunound process-

ing tools." 

These days, it's feasible to re-

main exactly in the listening sweet 

spot—even when making edits across 

hundreds of virtual channels. This 

technology is epitomized by Smart AV's 

Smart Console, which has been in pro-

duction for four years now. "The key to 

this technology is in our optical touch 

sensor," says Smart AV (JO/chairman 

Joseph Narai, referencing a custom-

made meter bridge that arcs over the 

Smart Console. "It allows you to make 

a mix much more efficient. Firstly, you 

can access out-of-reach channels. So, 

for example, if I want channel 63, on a 

traditional long console I would do that 

by moving my chair across the unit. 

But in this case, my finger becomes my 

chair: I simply touch channel 63, and 

all of the channels appear around it on 

the control surface." 

Fairlight's Xynergi takes a com-

pletely different approach. Its control-

ler can be used as a desktop editor 

alone or as a 12-fader sidecar that's 

integrated into a larger system capable 

of providing 230 channels, 192 tracks 

and 72 buses. The desktop unit can 

also jump from functioning as a Fair-

light platform controller to a keyboard 

controller for Digidesign Pro Tools, 

Ableton Live or other DAWs. 

All of these console/controller tech-

nologies are easy to use, save time and 

space, and reduce a console's total 

number of controls by re-assigning 

them to cover many channels over vir-

tual layers. While analog consoles have 

strong advantages in situations where 

an engineer requires or desires quick 

access to dedicated controls, they're 

more costly than their digital equiva-

lents because surfaces that have one-

knob-per-job cost significantly more to 

manufacture. 

PICK A PROTOCOL 

Betore looking at hybrid console/con-

trollers designed for various segments 

of the media industry, one must first 

understand how they interface with 

digital audio workstations. Software 

and hardware must be able to "speak" 

to one another via protocols. One of 

the most common, basic protocols 

is HUI (Human User Interface), an 

open technology jointly developed 
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Hybrid Console/Controllers 

Current Models, At a Glance 

Alesis. anewalesis.com MasterControl $1,099 2 mic, 6 line, 18 digital. 
26 simultaneous 

6 analog, FireWire 26 NiA 001 Includes Cirbase LE 4, AbleIon Live Lite 

AMS Nene, MAI. ams-neve 
Corn 

Genesys 
From under 
$50,000 

16 to 128 ins micAine, 
AES optional 

8 groups into 2 main outs, with 
5.1 monitoring AES optional 

16 to 64 physical chs. 
. . 
m a straight or a dicu- 
teed Rame 

8 aux 8rou,  gp 
Pro Tools. Logic. Nu-
endo. Pyramix 

Recall ow, Nene 1084 ED, VCA-slyle 
dynamics, moving faders (with Nee 
Encore) 

Alii,t1 rf,, HAD Per conlig T.  ch at % kHz. 
MADI, AES/EBU 

672 MADI I/O in single engine 
MIOSVO: choice of analog. 
AES/EBU via MADI. 56 mono outs 
direct to Pro Tools HD 

1 24. 48 and 72 
options 

24, fully configurable/as- 
srgnable 

HUI over LAN control 
. Pro Tools Pyramix, 

Nuendo. Logic 

ba2. 6 nk/4 layers equals 24 pages per 
strip. floating-point DSP plug- ins 

Digidesign, unv.digidesign. 
Corn 

C124 
$9,995 

16 micAine, 160 simul- 
taneous 

8-ch ( 16 mono) 5.1 main control 
room; 160 simultaneous 

24 128 (Pro Tools HD) or 32 
(Pro Tools LE) 

Pro Tools HD. LE 6-character, dual-row LED scribble strip 

0111111 ,. •, 11111 
ICON 0-Corn- 
mand ES 

$30.995 
160 poss. via Pro 
Tools HD analog/digital 
combo 

Two 51 monitor outs: 160 
simultaneous 

8 phys lader/ch strips 
upgradable to 24 via 
16-ch modules 

128 ( Pro Tools HD) Pro Tools HD 
JLCii ,p.1 , IJr ,i.Ilit Lien', ,,, 0- 

c("7 , 1,11,1 

Digidesign 
I CON D-Con-
trot ES 

$66.995 
160 poss. via Pro 
Tools HD analog/digital 
combo 

Two 7.1 monitor outs: 160 
simultaneous  

16 phys. lader/ch strips 
upgradable to 80 via 
16-ch modules 

128 ( Pro Tools HD) Pro Tools HD 
40 plug-ins from Digidesign and third 
party: modular OSP, up to 54 chips 

dedicated to mixing and processing 

Digidemon 003 Factory $2.995 8 analog/8 digital 8 analog/10 digital 
8 bankable ohs of 
moving faders, rotary 
encoders and displays 

32 ( Pro Tools HD) Pro Tools LE 
Doesn't require Pro Tools interface 
for I/O 

Euphonix. wwweuphonixarn S5 Fusion Per conlig. MADI ins configurable. 
Remote prea optional 

24 analog; MADI outs per cusl. 
conlig 

24 phys faders, up to 
150 DSP chu, and 48 
phys. faders 

Cust conlig 
EuCon control ol Logic. 
Nuendo, Pyramix, Apogee 
Maestro, HUI 

Simultaneous DSP and DOW ch. control 

I Der conlig 
MADI ins configurable 
Remote pre's optional 24 analog. MADI outs per Oust 

coning Cust conlig . 600 
per core Cost contiq 

EnCii co/rol of Logic. 
Nuendo. Pyramix. Apogee 
Maestro: HUI 

Simultaneous DSP and DAW ch. control  

Fairlight. www.fairlighlaumm Upnecr-g916 Under $25k 192 digital/analog 192 dipital/analog 96 
32,8 sub buses. 12 aux 
sends ( 7.1), 24 mono 
multitrack 

Fairlight Pyxis Track, HUI 
72-bit ( loafing point; integrated SD or 
HD video; diat emceeing per ch. eme 

Xynergi MPC- 
614 

Contact Fanlight. 
for price 

192 digital/analog 192 digital/analog Up lo 144 
56 8 sob. 12 aux sends 
17 1). 24 mono multitrack 

Fanlight. Pyxis Track. HUI 
72- bit floating point. integrated SD or 
HD video. ded processing per ch stop 

Fairlight 
Xynergi MPC- 

144F. ( include 

Fader Sidecar) 

Contact Fairlight 
for price 

192 digital/analog 192 digital/anatog Up to 144 
56. 8 sub. 12 aux sends 
(7.1), 24 mono multitrack 

Fairlight, Pyxis Track. HUI 
72-bit floating point: integrated SD or 
HD video: buitt-In file exchange: dud 
processing per ch. strip. 

Xyriergi MPC- 
230F ( includes 
Fader Sidecar) 

Contact Fanlight. 
lor price 

192 digital/analog 192 digital/analog Up lo 230 
72. 8 sub, 12 aux sends 
(7 1). 24 mono multitrack 

Fanlight, Pyxis Track, HUI 
72-bit floating point, integrated SD or 
HO video: built-in file exchange: dad. 
processing per ch strip 

Fanlight Constellation 
From under 
$85k 

192 digitaVanalog 192 digital/analog Up to 230 
72, 8 sub. 12 aux sends 
(7.1), 24 mono multitrack 

Fairlight. Pyxis Track, HUI 
72-bit floating point; integrated SD or 
HD video; built-in file exchange: dell 
processing per ch. strip 

Contact Fanlight 
for price 

192 digital/analog 192 digital/analog Up to AO 72. 8 sub, 12 aux sends 
(7 1). 24 mono multitrack 

000 
Vintage Split. Classic In-Line and 
Constellation Post modes. Integrated 
surround monitor matrix included 

Mackie mv.mackie corn 
Digital X Bus 
200/400 

512.995/IBA 
Optional cards enable  
8 analog I/O, AES/EBU, 
digital and FireWire 

Optional cards enable 8 analog 
I/O, AES/EBU. digital and FireWire 

64 (96 kHz). 32 ( 192 
kW) 

8 mix 

Major DAWs including 
Pro Tools, Logic, Cu- 
base/Nuendo. Cakewalk, 
Digital Performer 

Accepts UAD-1 DSP cards VST 
plug-ins 

Merging Technologies. 
mou rn,q1nr, CORI 

Ramses 
MSC 8 From $32 500 

16 to 384 line/mic. opt 
analog. MADI. AES- 
EBU. SOIF TDIF ADAT 

16 lo 384. With opt analog. MADI 
AES-EBU SOIF TDIF. ADAT 384 Up to 256 fully conic; Pyramix VCrIbe and HUI 

Ch count depends on sample rate from 
44 1 to 384 kHz includes DXD.'DSD 

Merging Technologies 
Ramses 
MSC 16 

From $40,000 
16 lo 384 line/mic; opt. 
analog. MADI, AES- 
EBU, SOIF, TDIF, ADAT 

16 to 384; with opt analog, MADI. 
AES-EBU, SOIF, TDIF, ADAT 

,,,,, 
— 

Up to 256 fully conlig Pyramix, VCube and HUI 
Ch. count depends on sample rate from 
44 1 to 384 kHz, includese DOD/DSP 
mode 

Miii iiiiii l iii ii di, 
,,, 

MSC. 21 From $55.900 
16 to 384 line/mic. Opt. 
analog. MADI, AES- 
EBU, SOW. TDIF, ADAT 

16 to 384; with opt. analog. MADE 
AES-EBU SOIF MIT ADAT 

384 
Up lo 256 fully conlig. as 
sub, main. aux 

Pyramix. VCube and HUI 
Ch. count depends on sample rate horn 
44.1 lo 384 kHz. includes DXD/DSD 
mode 

Smart AV. NNAV. smartay.net Smart Console $30k lo $65k Ptv OUSkiller conlie Per customer config. 24, 72 or 96 Per coat. 
Pyrarnk Fake, 

ink Pro 

Engines avail. from Klotz, Merging, 
Faidight, Yamaha 

SSL. virkyw solid- stale- Iodic. 
Cum 

Me, 525 ,-tqt, 
16 mic/line ins 4 stereo 
returns 

Stereo monitoring Stereo digital 
I/O ( S/PDIF. AES/EBU) 16 

Dual stereo mix buses 
w/summing InSerts and 
reassign 

Pro Tools. Logic. Nu- 
endo. SONAR. Reason, 
Pyramix via HUI 

Hybrid analog console/PAW controller 
Rouling matrix lets user select from up 
lo 16 ext hardware processors 

SSL Duality Per config. 48 to 96 micAine 
24 outs, 4 FO sends. 3 stereo 
mix buses that double as full 5.1 

surr. bus. 
48. 72 or 96 6 main mix 

Pro Tools, Logic, Nu-
endo. SONAR, Reason, 
Pyrarnix via HUI 

- EL.145 jack for 100baseT Ethernet con-
nectivity, IP address 

SSL AWS 900. Per config 
24 Iffie/mIc 4 FA 
returns 

Two 51 mains. 2 Stereo Outs 
zero- latency headphone out 

24 
8 console track bus as- 
signment 

Logic Audio, Nuendo. 
SONAR, Digital Per- 
loner. Pro Tools 

Hybrid analog console/PAW controller 

Routing matrix lets user select from up 
to 16 ext hardware processors 

SSI. C300 HD Per config. 32 to 512 mix inputs 
Up to 512 micAine at 48 kHz (256 
ins and outs at 96 kHz). AES/EBU 
and MADI 

16 lo 96 80 mix 
Logic Audio. Nuendo. 
SONAR, Digital Per-
former, Pro Tools 

D irect (HUI) control of up to 4 DAWs 
simultaneously 

SSL C200 HD Per conlig 

Up lo 512 mic/line1/13 
al 48 kHz (256 at 96 
kHz) mic/line, AES/EBU 
digital and MADI 

Up to 512 mic/line at 48 kHz (256 
ins and outs al 96 kHz), AES/EBU 
and MADI 

16 to 96 
12 main log stereo/5.1 
audio sub grps 

Logic Audio. Nuendo. 
SONAR. Digital Per-
former, Pro Tools 

Dual faders ( large and small) per ch 
strip Dedicated processing per ch strip 

Tascam . .iviiw tascarn corn co DM-3200 $3,799 

16 mid/line, 24 TDIF, 
8 ADAT. Expandable to 
FireWire, ADAT. AES/ 
EBU, analog and TOIF 

Main. control room, 2 slots for 
expansion cards for additional 
analog or digital I/O 

48 16 
Pro Tools. Cabane, 
Nuendo, Logic, Cakewalk, 
SONAR, Digital Performer 

Optional MU-1000 meter bridge: 2 
built-in Fx processors 

i ,i III,' Ls, 54.999 

24 mic/line, 24 TDIF, 
8 ADAT. Expandable lo 
FireWire, ADAT, AES/ 
WU. analog. TDIF and 
Surf mon. 

Stereo, control room and studio 
. 

monitor outs, 8 analog 3 TDIF 
ADAT. AES/EBU. S/PDI.F. opt. 
card outs 

. 
' 

24 
Pro Tools. Cubase. 
Nuendo, Logic, Cakewalk, 
SONAR. Digital Performer 

Optional MU- 1000 meter bridge: 2 
eili_in Fo processors 

i Yamaha, vnm.yamahaca curl DM2000V2 $19500 96 

Analog, stereo, control room and 
monitor outputs; 8 balanced omni 
bus outputs. Up to 48 via I/O 
expansion cards; AES/EBU 

96 8 buses, 12 aux sends Nuendo, Pro Tools. Logic 
Onboard IDSP ( Interactive Spatial 
Sound Processing) 

Yamaha DM1000V2 $5.699 
48 ins/24 analog. 
Expandable to ADAT. 
Tascam or AES/EBU 

12 analog: expandable to ADAT, 
Tascam or AES/EBU 

48 8 buses. 8 airy sends Nuendo. Pro Tools. Logic Comes with 4 FX processors and Ver-
sion 2 software 
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Hybrid Console/Controllers 

by Digidesign and Mackie in 1996 and sup-

ported by many companies, including SSL 

and Tascam. HLTs downside: It's based on 

aging MIDI technology. 

Some of the newer console/controller 

hybrids instead use patented, higher-grade 

protocols. Digidesign, for example, has 

abandoned its emulation of the Mackie 

HUI in favor of an Ethernet-based alterna-

tive. This "closed system"—a proprietary 

protocol capable of transmitting higher-

resolution data—is exclusive to Digide-

sign. As an answer for those needing a 

more broad-based solution, Euphonix of-

fers its EuCon cross-platform protocol. 

Unlike Digadesign's high-end console/ 

controllers, all Euphonix EuCon products, in-

cluding the S5 Fusion and System 5-MC, are 

compatible with Logic Pro, Nuendo, SONAR, 

Final Cut Pro, Vegas Pro, Digital Performer 

and Pyramix, as well as Pro Tools. Euphonix 

sales executive Luke Smith expands: "EuCon 

allows its partner-manufacturers the full 

bandwidth they need to fully integrate their 

software into our control surfaces. In addi-

tion, EuCon's universal appeal proves it to be 

a powerful tool for so many differunt tiwrs 

regardless of their preferred DA \\ 

TAMOY 

ACCURACY THROUGH PRECISION 
Tannoy Dual Concentriem point source drive unit 

WideBancil SuperTweeterru extends frequency 
response to over 50kHz 

t Digital amplification with analogue and digital inputs 

Automated Activ AssistTM software driven digital calibration 

Prxecislow IDP 
AC 1 IVE: STUDIO (\JONI I O k S 

annoy United Kingdom T: + 44 (0) 1236 420199 F: +44 10) 1236 428230 E: enguiries@tonnoy.com 
onnoy North Americo T: ( 519) 745 1158 F: (519) 745 2364 E: inguiriesetonnoyna.com 

551 Matrix 

WHAT DO YOU NEED? 

Selecting a hybrid console/controller will 

depend upon the type of work you do and 

what software you use, as well as the level 

of control you need. In trying to establish 

the factors to consider when buying one, we 

spoke to some high-end users. 

"We have a Digidesign D-Command 

ICON system," says Alex Harris from the 

Gateway School of Recording in London. 

"But we still use a TL Audio 24-channel 

valve [tube] mixer as the front end because 

it gives a warmer, fuller sound. We are also 

looking at getting an SSL AWS 900+ hybrid 

console/controller, which has quality on-

board preamps." 

Harris is obviously looking to find the 

best balance between analog and digital. "By 

offering a tactile control surface, all of these 

systems save a huge amount of time and 

effort—and money—in terms of mixing," he 

says, "enabling the user to more comfortably 

interact with the sounds they are manipulat-

ing. We are, after all, analog creatures, with 

two hands and 10 digits. We work better with 

multiple, continuous controllers rather than 

just one nasty little mouse." 

London's Wave Recording Studios is an 

all-digital audio post facility, working with 

major accounts such as Sony, Microsoft, 

Tascam 3200 

Levi's, Guinness and Audi. I talked to sound 

designer Joe Mount about his experience 

with the new breed of studio tools. "As 

far as film production goes, it's probably a 



case of speed," Mount explains. "You can 

move mixes around and reference old ones 

as quickly as possible. These new mix-

ers—where everything is accessible out-of-

the-box—appeal to Wave because they have 

added functionality and enable us to do what 

we've always wanted to with analog desks. 

Moving automation down a timeline on a 

soundtrack isn't half as easy as doing it on 

clips in your DAW." 

Sitting on Mount's desk is a Fairlight Xyn-

ergi and a Euphonix MC5. "The Xynergi is 

very, very different to the MC5, and in turn 

the ICON is alien to the MC5, but essentially 

they are all doing the same thing," he adds. 

So in the face of Ethernet protocols, does 

Mount think MIDI-based ones like HUI may 
become redundant? "It's hard to say and 

depends on whether all the big players are 

making their own controllers," he replies. 
"The MC5 uses EuCon. It works nicely with 

the MC5, and its Nuendo functionality is 

seamless and superb. The protocol it uses is 

Fan-light Xynergi 

actually owned by its manufacturer, as op-

posed to a third party, which is nice to know 

when looking to buy an MC5." 

Does Mount find it frustrating that com-

panies such as Digidesign restrict their top 

controllers—like ICON—for use only with 

their own software? "It's not frustrating, but 

it's definitely something that factors in when 

making a decision whether to invest in the 

technology. If we were to switch systems, 

we wouldn't be able to use that controller 

anymore, as opposed to the MC5. Having 

said that, if EuCon doesn't catch on, Digide-

sign will still be making the same reputable 

hardware." 

I ask Tim Vine-Lott, technical manager of 

AIR Studios—founded by Sir George Mar-

tin—for his opinion on the debate. "The 

Holy Grail is to have all your analog and 

digital needs catered for in a wholly inte-

grated system," he says. "It may not need 

to be one single unit. There are a few 

manufacturers aiming to make that a reality. 

I think Euphonix is pretty much top of the 

field at the moment. Meanwhile, Digidesign 

has gone a new way through ICON and 

D-Control via a protocol they don't release 

to the outside world. At the top end of the 

scale there are a number of users who don't 

think that's a particularly useful way of going 

about things. ICON and D-Command are not 

the best control surfaces in the world. You 

cannot, for example, record a film score with 

an 80-plus-piece orchestra on an assignable, 

layered digital surface. You need to be able 

to see every single thing, which is why we 

have a INevel 88R." 

AIR Studios has a Neve DFC in Studio 

3, which, according to Vine-Lott, is arguably 

the best film mixer available, providing a 

level of DAW control. "In a mix environ-

ment," Vine-Lott explains, "we're getting 

away from multiple users. Traditionally, for 

film mixing in dubbing theaters, you still 

do have music, dialog, effects and overall 

mixdowns handled by separate personnel. 

That's being shrunk down now, so you'll 

have one engineer that does music, dialog 

and effects and then bounces the whole 

thing up. That user wants something small, 

where everything's in reach from one seat, 

and this is where a small, assignable con-

sole comes into its own. But that's only at 

the mix stage. When recording on a large 

analog console, engineers know where 

everything is, so if something's wrong, they 

know exactly where to look. But if some-

one has to dive down three layers and four 

pages to get to a problem, they'll literally 

going to throw it out of the door, and that 

will be the end." 

DECISIONS, DECISIONS 

From what's been said, it's quite clear that 

there are some solid choices for studios look-

ing to buy a hybrid console/controller—al-

though it may not be the be-all, end-all. For 

instance, film scoring, recording studios and 

editing studios require different hardware 

solutions in terms of size, I/O, compatibility 

and configuration. 

On page 34, we've compiled a list of 

hybrids that offer line or mic inputs, have a 

monitor section for speaker controVvolume 

and the ability to control DAWs from their 

surfaces. To keep things focused, we did 

not include controller-only systems having 

no audio I/O capability, so products such as 

SSL's Matrix, Mackie's Control Universal Pro 

and the Euphonix MC Mix/MC Control are 

not included. 

No matter what solution you're seeking, 

keep in mind that hybrid hardware is still in 

its infancy. New models are coming out at a 

feverish pace, and it should be relatively easy 

to find something that suits your needs. • 

John Murray Hill is a London-base d journal-

ist, DJ and electronic music producer 

A that 

Rocks... Hard. 

Ulrich "ifild 
Mixer 

"The Symphony System finally 

brings near zero latency to native 

recording, and the converters 

(AD/DA-16Xs) sound absolutely 

fantastic. Logic Studio sounds 

much better than any other 

DAW I've used before. The low-

end is warm and the high-end is 

silky smooth. It is a very efficient 

program and not very taxing on 

the CPU, which, along with the 

new Intel Macs, leaves me with an 

astounding surplus of processing 

power. The quality of this system 

surpasses the large format analog 

consoles I was used to. " 

Recent projects: 

The Symphony System: 
Apogee X- Series 8, Rosetta Series Converters, 

Apple's Mac Pro & Logic Studio 

SOUND AMAZING 

...apogeedigitalcom/sympd 
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PREPARING FOR THE SUMMER 

GAMES AT NBC UNIVERSAL 

By Blair Jackson 

It goes without saying that televising the 

Olympics—winter or summer—is a mam-

moth undertaking, and the complexity of 

dud job has only increased as more and 

more programming is offered not just on 

network TV, but also through cable and the 

Internet, as well as increasingly presented in 

HD and surround. For this month's games 

in Beijing, NBC Universal is promising 

more than 1,200 hours of coverage across 

its network and cable stations, plus another 

3,500 hours of live streams, rebroadcasts 

and highlight packages through its www. 

nbcolympics.com Web hub. 

That's a whole lot of video—and, of 

course, there has to be audio to go with it. 

To get an idea of some of the challenges of 

televising the games from an audio perspec-

tive, we contacted two longtime veterans 

of NBC's Olympic coverage, both of whom 

were busy making preparations for the 

early August launch of the Beijing Games: 

Jim Starzynski, principal engineer and au-

dio architect of NBC Universal Advanced 

Engineering in New York (aka, "30 Rock" 

for its Rockefeller Plaza address), and Bob 

Dixon, director of sound design and com-

munications for NBC Olympics, who is on 

the ground in China in charge of coordinat-

ing the audio coverage there. Dixon, who's 

been designing sound coverage for the 

Summer Games since 1988 (in Seoul), says 

it takes up to two years to design the audio 

end of the Olympics coverage, "and after 

you get there, you need to go to each site 

and adjust plans to fit reality. The planning 

required is huge and filled with detail." 

UPMIX/DOWNMIX 

Asked whether anything he learned from 

working the Athens 2004 (summer) and 

Turin 2006 (winter) games affected the 

approach to the Beijing coverage, Dixon 

replies, "I was not happy with trying to 

make two channels sound like six. This 

time, we will be able to transmit six discrete 

channels from each venue when it's live 

and send it directly to our 5.1-equipped 

home audiences, as long as their local sta-

tions are equipped to deal with 5.1; not all 

are. Now there are times when we have to 

upmix—for example, if something has been 

recorded and edited. Our infrastructure still 

has a lot of hardware that can't interface 

with 5.1 so we do a manual downmix to 

2-channel at the same time we're doing our 

5.1. We do it manually to tailor and preserve 

as much as possible the openness of the ste-

reo. The more noncorrelated the 2-mix, the 

more an upmixer can do with it. This time, 

we're trying out the Linear Acoustic UpMax 

Neo for the upmix and that will happen as 

the piece gets played out to air. 

"I've also concluded that microphones 

need to be delivering noncorrelated signals 

if you want an uprnix to sound alive and 

spread out," he continues. "Any matrix up-

mixing device will deliver identical signals 

in the left and right channels to the cen-

ter-channel output. That can very quickly 

become a pretty big lump of sound." 

Meanwhile, on the New York end, Star-

zynski adds, The Beijing games will be the 

rust opportunity that we have to go with 

discrete audio distribution for the back-

haul signal from the International Broadcast 

Center [IBC] in China to the Broadcast Op-

erations Center [BOO at 30 Rock in New 

York City. Our current plan is to use new 

transport-stream-encoding technology that 

accepts and encodes an HD-SDI [serial-

digital interface) signal with video and data. 

and up to 12 channels of discrete embedded 

audio. The integrated receiver/decoder that 

is receiving the signal at the network in New 

York City hands off exactly the same HD-SDI 

signal for integration into plant distribution. 

This moves us from previous systems that 

used multiple devices to transport the video, 

data and multichannel audio, and stream-

lines what can otherwise be a complicated 

process." 

GEARING UP ON-SITE 

As t'ir the on-site audio production for the 

multitude of Olympic events, Dixon notes, 

"We have seven sites with production facili-

ties: athletics [track and field, ceremonies], 

gymnastics. aquatics [swimming and div-

ing], beach volleyball, boxing, basketball 

and volleyball. All of these sites have digital 

audio consoles. Some venues get two when 

we have someone mixing sound effects and 

iso record mixes, and the other console does 

the main show mix. We also have five other 

locations where the audio mixing is on a 

much smaller scale. However, a 51 mix is 

available at every venue, so if it's live, it can 

go 'home' with discrete surround audio." 

In the recent past, the Calrec Q2 has 

been the top-of-the-line on-site mixing con-

sole of choice, but for these games they've 

moved to a more compact Calrec Bluefin 

Omega because, "We can't have remote 

trucks here in China like we would nor-

mally," Dixon explains. "Those trucks have 

huge, beautiful consoles that let a sound 

mixer feel anything is possible, but the cost 

of transportation and paying for them while 

they're on the boat made it unfeasible. So 

we are using fly-packs everywhere. Some 

are from NEP Visions in England, one is 

from Bezel in the U.S. and several were 

designed and built by NBC Olympics. The 
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Wider, Better, More 

The National Swimming Center (left) and an aerial view of the city of Beijing 

size and power of a Bluefin Omega is a 

dream just made for these limitations. Their 

chief limitations are the number of faders 

one can have, so for our biggest venues we 

gave them two each. But the feature set has 

everything we're accustomed to having in 

our biggest remote trucks: having 5.1 in-

puts on one fader with spill panels to adjust 

the balance of the stems, and spill panels 

to enable a simultaneous stereo mixdown. 

Also, things like 5.1 monitoring with lots 

of internal and external 5.1 sources. I am 

very impressed with what Calrec has been 

able to do in a console of this size." How 

many inputs might an event require? "In 

the past, we had consoles with 128 stereo 

analog inputs on Calrec Q2 consoles and 

they were filled, and we even had smaller 

consoles feeding submixes into them." 

Dixon says that for the smaller-scaled 

locations, DiGiCo DS-00 desks will suffice: 

"Our small venues used to be happy with 

11 mono inputs and three stereo inputs," he: 

says, "but HD and surround have exploded 

the requirements for audio, even if we kept 

to the same number of elements, which, 

of course, we haven't. We've added more 

recording devices and more cameras with 

stereo microphones on them. But it's still 

a smaller event with a smaller budget and 

smaller amount of space to do it in. Trying 

to find something in between the Omega 

and the small digital consoles that aren't ap-

propriate for television in 5.1 has not been 

easy, but DiGiCo was very proactive in try-

ing to fill that gap for us. They have a usabli: 

number of inputs and outputs, they can 

monitor internal and external 5.1 signals, 

they have the build and sound quality, and 

the price point is very affordable." 

Queried whether the various mixers 

follow certain approaches to guarantee 

some sort of sonic consistency to the mixes, 

Dixon answers, "I have developed guide-

lines that they must keep in mind as they 

mix—ambience techniques, keeping things 

open and separate, not using limiters to 

do the mix, those kind of issues. But each 

mixer is quite experienced, and they do 

live sports for television for a living as free-

lancers. This is a very professional gn-Jup 

experienced in surround coverage." 

Most of the technical setup is being done 

by people who have s orked the Olympics 

for NBC before—contractors from the U.S., 

Canada and England mosdy—"but we also 

employ a great deal of local help," Dixon 

adds. "We are blessed in Beijing with a lot of 

local help that's smart and hard-working." 

MIC ISSUES 

Asked about the intricacies of scoping 

out a given sport site for audio, Dixon 

says, "It isn't very different from miking 

a drum kit, a piano or a stage filled with 

tap dancers. We have to know each sport 

intimately—what's involved and what does 

that involvement sound like'? Once you 

can identify the type of sound invoked 

and how that sound is made. you look at 

where you can get away with putting mi-

crophones. Will the International Olympic 

Committee allow us to put a microphone 

very close to the source of the sound if we 

make it invisible to the eye and to feet that 
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might trip over cables? Or will they say we 

can't get any closer than 8, 10 or 50 feet 

"For the Winter Games, there are a lot 

more long-distance sound pickups required," 

he continues. "People skiing down a moun-

tain need a lot of microphone operators 

pointing a lot of shotgun microphones over 

a very big area. Sounds of the Winter Games 

have a lot of scraping—edges of skis, edges 

of ice skate blades, edges of sled runners, 
curling rocks sliding on the ice. The Summer 

Games have a lot of footfalls, races, jumps, 

landings, springs from vaults, diving boards. 

All these require different techniques. You 

have to know your microphones: What do 

they do well? How will they work on captur-

ing this kind of sound from that distance? 

"Consider the issue of a 5.1 ambience 

from an outdoor stadium. The ambience in 

this case is mostly the sound of the crowd 

in a very big, open space. We don't want to 

mike individuals; we want the sound of a 

large group. However, we want to preserve 
the transients of handclaps and have the 

identifiable sound of a group shouting in 

unison. We don't want a bunch of P.A. in 

this signal either. You have to calculate that 

you need to have different sounds coming 

from five different speakers. Using lots of 

Bob Dixon has been designing sound coverage for 

the Summer Games for 20 years. 

mics is not my favorite thing to do; I think 

it destroys clarity. But a great directional mic 

can be suspended with its back to the P.A. 

speakers and give a nice representation of 

the sound of a crowd. Do this five times from 

five different places, and you can get a great 

foundation for your show mix. 

"Sometimes we mike different segments 

of the audience for their response to a sport 

happening right in front of them. As exam-

ples, athletics, gymnastics and wrestling have 

several competitions going on at the same 

time. So we would mike the audience right 

in that area as a sweetening to the coverage 

of that competition. We're using Audio-Tech-

nica 4050s at each venue to do this. This 

gives us the same type of sound from each 

venue, and I think they are terrific in their 

openness, clarity, transient response—all 

the things I want from a high-quality micro-

phone on a job like this." 

DISTRIBUTION—HALFWAY 

AROUND THE WORLD 

Even though 5.1 mixes tor all events will be 

delivered from Beijing, Starzynski assures, 

"We are also paying close attention to the 2-

channel downmixed version of our surround 

sound audio, as this feeds analog standard-

definition stereo viewers, still our largest 

audience. The network's standard-definition 

downmix will be set to Lo-Ro [stereo only] 

to create the absolute best stereo sound with 

much attention paid to the return monitoring 

feed at the main commercial control mix-
ing console in Studio 6A in New York. Mix 

engineers in China and New York are well 

aware of the importance of this soundtrack 

and will be monitoring it most of the time, 

in addition to frequent checks of the discrete 

5.1 for the DTV service and analog and 

digital air checks of WNBC and WNBC-DT, 
our station in New York City. We are also 

paying close attention to maintain a -23dBFS 

average loudness for the broadcast. Both 

W/Ige514. 
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location and sends this via HD-SDI com-

munications hard-line to the IBC. The IBC 

receives, processes, routes, mixes and ulti-

mately releases this signal via satellite using 

an MPEG transport stream to NBCU head-

quarters at 30 Rock. BOC in New York City 

receives and properly routes the signal to a 

specific control room assigned to do com-

mercial or release control for that event. 

"For commercial control for HD on the 

DTV network, event and commercial sources 

are each assigned a separate 5.1 fader on 

the mix desk and an engineer is responsible 

for monitoring the signals and timing of 

Olveinics Audio 

Beijing and Stateside engineers will make 

adjustments as needed to create great sound 

for both SD and HD." All programming that 

goes out in stereo only will also have a 5.1 

counterpart soundtrack that's printed on an 

archival HDCAM-SR videotape should the 

need arise for surround coverage on that 

event at some other point. The archiving and 

repurposing of many feeds to cover promos 

and feature packages—often involving post 

sweetening—is handled at 30 Rock. 

Starzynski describes the signal chain for a 

typical event at the Beijing games: "In China, 

the venue creates audio/video at the event 

SIENNHEISER 

Musmee ch 
MKH 8000 Series Mo ular Microphone 

Lou Mannarino of L&M Sound Design knows it takes a master microphone to faithfully reproduce 
a musical masterpiece. Lou relies on our MKH 8000 series to accentuate the already spectacular 
sounds of the New York Philharmonic. Our compact, modular mics are discreetly placed on-stage, 
lending subtle personality and warmth to the live mix. The MKH 8000 series mics feature special 
symmetrical capsules that eliminate transducer non- linearity while providing exceptionally low 
self- noise, accurate directional patterns, extended high frequency response, and much more. 

www.sennheiserusa.com 

MKH 8020 
Omnidirectional 

MKI-1 8050 , 
SuperCardio 

5ennheiser Electronic Corp • Tel 860-434-9190 , Latin America: Tel 52-55-5638-1020 • Canada: Tel 514-426-3013 www.sennheiser c.. 

Jim Starzynski is principal engineer/audio archi-

tect for NBC Universal Advanced Engineering. 

the crossfades between sources," Starzynski 

continues. "If there's a concern with the 

delivered audio, the New York control room 

contacts the IBC in China asking for a fix 

to the problem at the point of origin. The 

output of this room feeds HD distribution 

and a dowrunix feeds the Lo-Ro signal to 

SD distribution. 

"BOC then creates multiple time zone 

feeds on separate distribution channels for 

HD and SD: The SD signal remains stereo 

and is distributed digitally to our SD TV 

stations. Those stations apply processing as 

necessary to handle dynamics limitations 
in analog transmission. Each station accom-

plishes this differently. 

"For HD,' Starzynski continues, "the 

audio signal is demuxed from HD-SDI to 

AES-3id in 130C for both stereo and 5.1 sta-

tions. For 5.1 stations, it's applied as discrete 

¡IR, C, LFE, Ls, Rs and audio metadata to 

the satellite encoder. Stereo stations receive 

a downmix of the 5.1. The DTV stations 

take the appropriate feed and integrate it 

in their HD distribution system locally. The 
audio is ultimately applied to the DTV audio 

encoder. Surround-capable stations use the 

network metadata that's matched properly 

for loudness and dynamics, and transmit it 

with the audio to the audience to control 

home receivers with the network program. 

Stereo DTV stations send the downmixed 

network audio to the home, along with 

metadata chosen and distributed by the 

station. In the end, the audience receives a 

high-quality, highly produced 5.1 or stereo 

digital soundtrack of this world-class event 

with absolute minimal dynamics processing 

and consistent loudness." 

Complex stuff, to be sure. So when you 

hear a 350-pound Bulgarian grunting as 

he throws the shot put, appreciate not just 

the effort the athlete has made to hurl that 

16-pound metal ball more than 70 feet, but 

also the precision team of audio pros and 

high-tech gear required to deliver that grunt 

to your living room! 

Blairjackson is Mix 's senior editor. 
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Focus on one thing, and only one thing long enough, and you'll 
master it. That's our philosophy at KRK. We don't make PA gear, 
mixers or motorcycles. Rather our focus has always been to make 
the most accurate studio monLors available at any price. 

Our singular passion is about sound and the tools you need to deliver a great mix. So when you use a VXT 
powered monitor, you can be confident that you get the most accurate reproduction of your mix. VXT's 

diffracton-limiting curved surfaces, silk-domed tweeter, seamless crossover, and KRK's trademark yellow 

Kevlar woofer bring superior audio imaging, outstanding transient response, and amazing detail. Por over 20 
years, KRK has focused on the art of recording monitors. When you hear your music through a pair of VXT 4,6 

or 8" monitors, you'll understand our passion, our craft, our focus...and your mix 

Our Focus, Your Mix. 
For more information visit www.krksys.com/vxt 

©2008 KRK Systems, LLC. 
All Rights Reserved. 





EXPERIENCE MORE .:PASSION:. INTENSITY:. 

Never settling for good enough. It's just tha way we're wired. Meticulous engineering and 

innovative features strike a natural balance, delivering more sonic delight, more reliable 

performance, more for your investment. Whatever your audio demands, experience more. 

audio-technica.com 
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PROJECT STUDIO  
BY JANICE BROWN 

Vel Records 

Brooklyn Studio Gives Rise to New Music Company 

T
he newly formed Vel Records (www.myspace 
.com/velrecords) and its Brooklyn, N.Y.—based 

studio began as the private studio of EMI song-

writer/producer Camus Celli. Having come up under 

producer Nile Rodgers, Celli has produced such artists 

as Tina Ulmer, David Byrne and Arto Lindsay. As Celli 

has become a sought-after songwriting partner for major 

label artists-in-development, his project studio—which 

is built-out in a loft space situated on the edge of the 

East River—has become a creative commune. A recent 

studio expansion and the label's first in-house pro-

duction—a record by rock/rap phenom Krista that's 

scheduled for release in the fall in partnership with J 

Records—illustrate the vitality of the label's adaptive. 

pop-savvy team. 

Vel Studios now incorporates Celli's initial room, which 

is equipped with a full-tilt Pro Tools HD3 rig and his eclec-

tic collection of vintage analog gear and keyboard; also 

included are a large live room with staggering city views, 

a writing suite and a brand-new recording/mixing studio. 

Celli's partner in the facility is also his frequent songwrit-

ing and production collaborator, Paul Conte, with whom 

he established Vel Records. 

"Vel Records is a new-model music company," says 

Celli. "Basically, it's a collection of music industry vet-

erans. We're all into great music and figuring out how 

to make our projects work financially in a new, non-

traditional system. It's all about being fluid and nimble 

and providing whatever the project needs: production, 

marketing, management, promotions—identifying what 

it will take to get the artist to the next level and then 

providing that." 

In addition to signing, developing and producing 

new artists, Vel Records is also taking in songwriters to 

its publishing division, Vel Songs. The newly expanded 

studio supports the increased in-house production and 

now accœrimodates visiting mix engineers. "Vel, thç stu-

dio, will be operating like a kind of writer's camp at 

times," says Celli, "and so we needed a larger environ-

ment—a multiroom facility that could handle a few proj-

ects at once. Additionally, I wanted the new room to be 

an option for some of my professional mixer friends, so 

I incorporated some of their gear requests." 

The new recording/mixing room is in an oblong space 

with the control room (and more city views) at the far 

wall, with a sizeable lounge/recording area laid out before 

it and a fully floated vocal booth tucked into the comer. 

From the control room area up on a floated deck, engi-

neers have access to a second Pro Tools HD3 system, 

which minors the first in its fanatical plug-in selection. 

Vel Studios' rackmount gear includes a Chandler Limited 

Mini Rack mixer and the company's EMI/Abbey Road 

Cornus Celli in his new control room of Vel Records 

Series outboard units, including TG Channels and TG 

Limiters; API 550, 560 and 512Cs; dbx 160XTs and 162s; 

Neve 3314s; UREI 1176s; and Celli's choice Akec 458A and 

1567A tube mic pre's. Near-field monitors include Tannoy 

System 1000, ProAc Studio 100 and Yamaha NS-10s. 

"It was important that the studio be modular because 

a lot of people are mixing in the box and don't need a 

console, but will roll in with their rack and want to plug 

in and go," Celli notes. "We have a Sterling Mastering desk 

in there, which comes apart to fit the different control sur-

faces an engineer might bring in." Celli and engineer Josh 

Grant spent months perfecting the room's acoustic design, 

relying on RealTraps panels and trusted ears to achieve 

what he feels are reliable, transferable results. 

"I wanted to define two distinct environments without 

putting walls up," Celli explains. "The control area, which 

is floated with a drop ceiling, is a lot drier. And as you 

back away from that platform into the recording area, it 

gets slightly brighter. I let some of the concrete ceiling 

show through so you have a [livelier], airier sound for 

recording, but then I deadened the long wall so there's no 

slap-back into the control room. I had mastering engineers 

come in, and we did a lot of trial and error with speaker 

positioning before installing any of the gear." 

Celli and Conte recently co-wrote and produced 14 

tracks for Brenda Radney, who is newly signed to Justin 

Timberlake's Tennman Records, an Interscope imprint. 

Celli cut nearly all of Radney's vocals in the new room, 

right out in the open. "I'm a big fan of doing vocals in the 

control room, so this new room is perfect because there's 

enough space that we can set up a vocalist in front of or 

behind the producer/engineer, depending on whether 

they want that eye contact," he notes. "The fully floated 

anechoic chamber is there too, though—another touch 

to make the room totally client-friendly." 
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Waves thanks Mix Magazine for nom.nating The API Collection 

for a 2008 TEC Award in the category of Outstanding Technical Achievement, 

Signal Processing Technology/Software! 

• 550A 3-Band Equalizer • 550B 4-Bo Equalizer 

• 560 10-Band Graphic Equalizer • 2500 Stereo Compressor 

www.waves.com 
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THE MIX FOUNDATION FOR EXCELLENCE IN AUDIO PRESENTS 

24TH ANNUAL TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE & CREATIVITY AWARDS 
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MIX SUBSCRIBERS: 
Don't miss your oppor-

tunity to vote online for 

the best audio prod-

ucts and projects of the 

past year! Beginning on 

page 52 are two pages 

of nominee descriptions. 

More detailed informa-

tion may be viewed at 

www.mixfoundation.org. 

VOTE ONLINE 

How to vote: 

You must be a Mix subscriber. After 

making your choices, go to www. 

VoteTEC org. where you will find 

complete voting ir structions and ac-

cess to a secure cnEine ballot. (See 

additional information on page 52 

of Voter s Guide) Voting for the 

24th Anrual TEC awards begins on 
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FRONT OF HOUSE 
Gibson Foundation Official Sponsor Les Paul Award 
Gibson is known worldwide for producing classic models in every major style of fretted instrument, including acoustic and 

electric guitars, mandolins and banjos. Gibson 's HD.6X-PRO digital guitar and the Gibson Robot guitar represent the biggest 

advances in guitar design in more than 70 years. Founded in 1894 in Kalamazoo, Mich., and headquartered in Nashville since 

1984, Gibson's family of brands now includes Epiphone, Dobro, Maestro, Kramer, Steinberger, Tobias, Echoplex, Electar, Flatiron, 

Slingerland, Valley Arts, Oberheim, Sunshine Piano, Take Anywhere Technology, Baldwin, J&C, Chickering, Hamilton and 
Wurlitzer. Visit Gibson online at www.gibson.com. 

Harman Pro Group Sustaining Sponsor 
Harman Professional Group is the world's largest professional audio company. HPro companies include AKG, BSS, Crown, dbx, 

JBL, Lexicon, Soundcraft and Studer. Harman designs and manufactures audio products for recording, broadcast, musicians, 

cinema, touring and installed sound applications. Harman's brands are a guarantee of superior quality and performance. With 

Harman's proprietary control protocol HiC)net, providing the world's first complete audio system from mic to speaker, Harman's 

ability to deliver world-class value and performance has never been more assured. 

Mix magazine Founding Sponsor 
As the leading media resource for the professional recording and sound production industry, Mix covers the entire spectrum of 

pro audio and music: studio recording, live sound production, sound-for-picture and multimedia, digital audio technology, facility 

design and construction, broadcast production, education, game audio production and more. Founded in 1977, Mix reaches 

more than 325,000 professionals worldwide through its monthly print publication, www.mixonline.com, and various electronic 
publications. Mix is the founding sponsor of the TEC Awards. 

PLATINUM 
American Music & Sound 
American Music & Sound distributes the world's finest pro audio brands including Focusrite and Allen & Heath for the 

performance, recording, broadcasting and install markets. Focusrite Audio Engineering manufactures professional studio—grade 

mic preamplifiers and signal processors, including the Liquid, Red, ISA, Platinum and Saffire Series. Established for nearly 40 years, 

Allen & Heath designs and manufactures professional audio consoles for an international clientele in the live sound, installed 
systems and nightclub markets. 

Guitar Center Professional 
Guitar Center Professional (GC Pro) is the outside sales division of Guitar Center that focuses on the needs of professional users. 
Its clientele includes recording studios, audio engineers, producers, recording and touring musicians, live sound venues, post-

production facilities and more. Emphasizing extraordinary individualized service via local account managers, GC Pro offers expert 

consultation and a comprehensive selection of the world's finest equipment for music and audio professionals. Visit GC Pro online 
at www.gcpro.com. 

Meyer Sound Labs Audio Production Sponsor 
Meyer Sound Laboratories manufactures premium professional loudspeakers for sound reinforcement and fixed installation, digi-

tal audio systems for live sound, theatrical, and other entertainment applications, electroacoustic architecture, acoustical predic-

tion software and electroacoustic measurement systems. An innovator for over 29 years, Meyer Sound creates wholly integrated 
systems designed for optimal performance and ease of use. 

RODE Microphones 
As one of the world's premier manufacturers of audio products, RODE Microphones is extremely proud to be a sponsor of 

the 2008 TEC Awards. From its headquarters in Sydney, Australia, RODE Microphones has set a new industry benchmark for 

premium studio, live and location microphones and accessories. The RODE brand has become synonymous with intelligent 

design, product innovation, modern manufacturing and the highest levels of after-market care. 

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation 
Sennheiser is a world-leading manufacturer of microphones, headphones and wireless transmission systems. Established in 1945, 

Sennheiser is a global brand represented in 60 countries through long-term distribution partners and subsidiaries. Its pioneering 

excellence in technology has earned the company such prestigious awards as an Emmy, a GrammyTM and the Scientific and 

Engineering Award of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The Sennheiser Group is proudly affiliated with Georg 
Neumann, Klein+Hummel and Sennheiser Communications. 
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UNIVERSAL AUDIO 

(audio-technica 

broadjam.com 

Universal Audio Video Production Sponsor 
Universal Audio was founded by recording legend M.T. " Bill" Putnam. In 2000, Bill was awarded the Technical Achievement 

Grammy in praise of his innovations, including artificial reverberation, effects sends and the vocal booth. His equipment designs, 

including the 1176 compressor and the 610 tube preamp, remain industry standards. Today, UA re-creates analog classics and is 

the world leader in digital emulations of classic gear, with the UAD DSP family and Powered Plug-Ins. 

GOLD 
Audio-Technica 
Established in 1962, Audio-Technica is a leading innovator in electro-acoustic design, recognized for high-performance 

microphones, wireless systems, headphones and other audio equipment. A-T products set quality/durability and price/performance 

standards for live sound tours, broadcast and recording studios and more. Product lines include the critically acclaimed 40 Series 

studio microphones and Artist Elite microphones, and A-T's innovative SpectraPulse® UWB wireless system. 

Broadjam Inc. 
Broadjam is a music technology company providing consulting services to industry clients as well as Web-based tools to artists. On 

Broadjam.com, an international community of over 85,000 songwriters, engineers and musicians, sell song downloads, review each 

other's work, participate in contests and deliver music to various professional opportunities. Broadjam's Pro Services division develops 

custom technology for music industry clients including Warner/Chappell, Academy of Country Music, Yamaha and others. 

Digidesign 
Digidesign, a part of Avid Technology Inc., is the world's leading manufacturer of digital audio production systems and the winner 

‘111r of a technical Grammy Award and Academy Award of merit (Oscar statuette) for the Pro Tools workstation. Digidesign products 

eiligriclesig-rss are used in professional music, film, live sound and broadcast applications. 

G.A.N.G. (Game Audio Network Guild) Interactive Entertainment Sound Production Sponsor 
GANG. is a global non-profit organization established to advance the interactive audio industry by providing information, 

instruction, resources, guidance and policy to its members, content providers and listeners. GANG. empowers game development 

communities by establishing resources, publicity, and recognition for education, business, and the development professionals. 

GANG. also supports career development for students and aspiring game audio professionals. For more information, visit www. 

audiogang.org. 
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SHURE' 

Solid State Logic 
SOUND II VISION 

TCIGROUP 

Heil Sound Ltd. 
Established in 1966, Heil Sound Ltd. has developed many professional audio innovations over the years, and is currently a leader in 

the design and manufacture of large-diaphragm dynamic, professional-grade microphones for live sound, broadcast, recording and 

amateur radio markets. Heil Sound maintains corporate headquarters and manufacturing facilities in Fairview Heights, Ill. 

The Producers & Engineers INing 
Comprising almost 6,000 professionals, the Producers & Engineers Wing of The Recording Academy is an organized voice for 

the creative and technical recording community. The Wing addresses issues affecting the craft of recorded music, including new 

technologies, music education, and archiving and preservation, and it presents professional development events around the country 

throughout the year. www.producersandengineers.com. 

Shure Inc. 
Shure Incorporated is widely acknowledged as one of the world's leading manufacturers of microphones and audio electronics. For 
years the company has designed and produced many high-quality professional and consumer audio products that have become 

legendary for performance, reliability and value. 

Solid State Logic 
Solid State Logic is the world's leading manufacturer of analog and digital audio 

consoles and provider of creative tools for music, broadcast and post-production 

professionals. SSL's product range includes hybrid digital and analog consoles with 

integral DAW control, outboard processors and VO devices, DSP-powered plug-

ins, software products and the gravity content control system for broadcasters. 

TC Group 
TC Group comprises Tannoy, Lab.gruppen, TC Electronic, TC-Helicon and TC 

Applied Technologies. The Group formed in 2002 to design, produce and 

distribute the best engineered and most recognized and respected brands 

of high-performance audio products in the world. Differentiated from the 

competition by strong brands and a high-end profile, TC Group combines 

expertise with market access to lead the convergence of digital and acoustic 

technologies in the audio industry. 

SILVER 
Clair Shcnvco 
Groove Tubes 
Mackie 
Telefunken 
Trident-Oram Pro Audio 
Yamaha Commercial Audio Systems 

BRONZE 
Aphex Systems 
Apogee Electronics 
Skywalker Sound 
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2008 TEC Voter's Guide 
TEC NOMINEES I go to www.mixfoundabon.org for product descriptions. 
The official eligibility year is April 1, 2007, to March 31, 2008. Extended descriptions of each product 

can be found at www.mixonline.com. Please note that the Creative Awards are nominated by project. 

In each category, the engineers, mixers, producers and production facilities will receive TEC 

Awards recognition. For the Studio Design Project category, please check our Web page at www. 

mixfoundation.org for project photos and descriptions. Please take time to read through each category 
before voting. 

OUTSTANDING 
CREATIVE 
ACHIEVEMENT 
A. TOUR SOUND PRODUCTION 

Bruce Springsteen, Audio Analysts 

The Police, Clair Showco 

Justin Timberlake, Clair Showco 

Tool, Eighth Day Sound 

Roger Waters, Clair Showco 

B. REMOTE PRODUCTION/ 

RECORDING OR BROADCAST 

2007 Academy of Country Music Awards, 

CBS 

2007 American Idol Finale, Fox TV 

50th Annual Grammy Awards, CBS 

Garth Brooks: Live in L.A., CBS 

VH1 Rock Honors, Genesis/Heart/2Z Top/ 

Ozzy Osboume, VH1 

C. TELEVISION SOUND PRODUCTION 

24, Fox 

American Idol, Fox 

Battlestar Galactica, Sci Fi Channel 

Lost, ABC 

Saturday Night Live, NBC 

D. FILM SOUND PRODUCTION 

3:10 to Yuma, Lionsgate 

Ratatouille, Pixar Animation Studios, Walt 

Disney Studios 

Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet 

Street, DreamWorks Pictures 

The Boume Ultimatum, Universal Pictures 

Transformers, Dreamworks LLC, Paramount 
Pictures 

E. STUDIO DESIGN PROJECT 

2 Hard Records, Kingston, Jamaica 

Cream Recording Studios, London 

Inner Machine, Buffalo, NY 

Red Bull Studio, Red Bull North America, Santa 

Monica, CA 

Setai Recording Studio, South Beach, FL 

F. INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

SOUND PRODUCTION 

Bioshock, 2K Games 

Call of Duty 4: Modem Warfare, Activision 

Halo 3, Microsoft Game Studios 

The Orange Box, EA Games 

Uncharted: Drakes Fortune, SCEA 

G. SURROUND SOUND RECORDING 

Fear of a Blank Planet, Porcupine Tree, Atlantic 

James Taylor One Man Band, James Taylor, 

Hear Music 

Shakira: Oral Fixation Tour, Shakira, Sony 
BMG 

The McCartney Years, Paul McCartney, Rhino 

Vaughan Williams: Symphony No. S; 

Fantasia on a Theme By Thomas Tallis; 

Serenade to Music, Robert Spano & Atlanta 

Symphony Orchestra & Chamber Chorus, Telarc 

H. RECORD PRODUCTION/ 

SINGLE OR TRACK 

"1234," The Reminder, Feist, UniversaVPolydor 

"Icky Thump," lcky Thump, the White Stripes, 

Warner Bros. 

"No One," As Am, Alicia Keys, RCA 

"Umbrella," Good Girl Gone Bad, Rihanna 

featuring Jay-Z, Def Jam 

"The Pretender," Echoes, Silence, Patience & 
Grace, Foo Fighters, RCA 

I. RECORD PRODUCTION/ALBUM 

lcky Thump, the White Stripes, Warner Bros. 

Just a Little Lovin', Shelby Lynne, Lost Highway 

Long Road Out of Eden, The Eagles, Polydor 

Raising Sand, Robert Plant & Alison Krauss, 

Rounder 

Revival, John Fogerty, Fantasy 

OUTSTANDING 
TECHNICAL 
ACHIEVEMENT 
A. ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT 

Bag End E-Trap electronic acoustic absorber 

Dangerous Music D-Box DAW analog 

summing/monitor controVD-to-A converter/ 
talkback system 

Frontier Design Group AlphaTrack DAW 

fader/encoder controller 

Primacoustic Recoil Stabilizer studio monitor 

platform/decoupler/stabifizer 

SE Electronics Instrument Reflexion Filter 

microphone isolator/absorber 

Sensaphonics 3-D HW Active Ambient IEM 

System in-ear system with integrated ambience 

mics 

B. AMPLIFIER TECHNOLOGY 

Aphex HeadPod headphone amplifier/ 

distribution amp 

TO ACCESS THE ONUNE BALLOT, 
go to wvvvv.VoteTEC.org and follow the 
instructions. You will be directed to your personal 

passcode, which you will need to access the ballot. 

Upon accessing the ballot please vote in those 

categories in which you are most knowledgeable. 

Voting begins on AUGUST 1 and 
ends at midnight on AUGUST 31. 

Hot House Pro Audio Four Hundred SV 

studio power amplifier 

Lab.gruppen PLM 10000Q power amp with 

integrated Dolby Lake processing 

PreSonus HP60 studio headphone mixing 

system 

QSC PowerLight 3 Series touring/installed 

power amplifiers 

C. DIGITAL CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY 

Apogee Duet portable FireWire audio interface 

for Macs 

Digidesign Mbox 2 Micro compact USB-

powered Pro Tools LE system 

MOTU 828mk3 cross-platform FireWire interface 

with onboard effects and mixing 

PreSonus FireStudio Project recording system 

with eight mic pre's, converters and mixing 

Prism Sound Orpheus FireWire interface with 

eight analog and 10 digital VOs 

TC Electronic Studio Konnekt 48 studio 

interface with 48 V0s, onboard DSP, talkback 

and monitor control 

D. MIC PREAMPLIFIER TECHNOLOGY 

Focusrite LIQUID4PRE 4-channel unit with 

vintage preamp emulation 

Grooves Tubes SuPRE high-res, 2-channel tube 
preamp 

Millennia Media HV-3R remote-controllable 

8-channel preamp 

Rupert Neve Designs Portico 5015 single-

channel preamp/compressor 

SSL X-Rack VHD Pre 4-channel preamp with 

Variable Harmonic Drive 

Universal Audio DCS Remote Preamp remote-

control stereo preamp with headphone amp and 

M/S encoder 

E. MICROPHONE TECHNOLOGY/ 

SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

AKG GN ESP Series gooseneck mics with five 

capsule choices 

Audio-Technica PRO 92cW headworn 

condenser mic with IEM earpiece 

Audix M1250 ultraminiature condenser mics 

with instrument, hanging or podium mounts 

beyerdynamic TG-X 930 handheld condenser 
vocal mic 

Heil PR-35 handheld dynamic vocal mic 

Royer Live Series ribbon mics for live 

performance 
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Fast, Versatile 
tà reen 

Channel G 
The Ultimate Console 

DE555 
Advanced De-essing 

FutzBox 
Lo-Fi Distortion Effects 

"I use Channel G on every 

session I do! I get visual 

feedback from the EQ, the 

compressor and the gate all at 

the same time, without having 

to click on multiple plug ins!" 

NF575 
Flexible Noise Filtering 

INTRODUCING 3 NEW PRODUCTS 

AIL& 

Marc Urselli 
EastSide Sound 
Sting, Joss Stone, Eric Clapton, 

Luther Vandross, Les Paul, 

John Zorn 

A PRO TOOLS 7 
SOFTWARE 

ØPRO TOOLS LE 7 
FTWARE 

®PRO TOOLS 7 
,OFTWARE 

M cDSP PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PLUG- INS 

11 A 1. 17 A T 1 f) N1 • CC? AI V 0 1 p-rInN REVERB • MAS — ERING 

TAR AMP MODELING 

LS • SOUND SYNTHESIS 

Download free demos of our entire product line at www.mcdsp.com 
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F. MICROPHONE TECHNOLOGY/ 

RECORDING 

Audio-Technica AT2020 USB side-address 

condenser mic with USB digital out 

Brauner Phanthera cardioid studio condenser 

mic 

Earthworks PM40 PianoMic internal-mount 

stereo miking system 

Sennheiser MKH 8000 Series studio RF 

condenser mic 

Soundfield DFS-2 multi-capsule stereo 

surround mic 

Telefunken1USA Ela M 260 small-diaphragm 

tube mic with three capsules 

G. WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY 

AKG IVM 4 in-ear system with binaural 

simulations and dbx compressor/parametric EQ 

Audio-Technica SpectraPulse Ultra-

Wideband System pulse-based, interference-

f ree 6GHz wireless 

Electro-Voice REV Series handhelcVbodypack 

UHF wireless systems 

Kaltman Spectran HF4040 RF Analyzer 

compact wireless spectrum-analysis tool 

Mipro ACT-51 handhelcVbodypack UHF wireless 

systems 

H. SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

LOUDSPEAKER TECHNOLOGY 

Adamson Metrix ultracompact line source 

series 

JBL VRX932LAP powered constant curvature 

line array 

Mackie SRM450v2 active portable loudspeaker 

system 

Meyer Sound UPlunior compact high-output 

powered system 

Nexo GEO S12 compact tangent-array 

loudspeakers 

QSC WideLine-8 compact line array system 

I. STUDIO MONITOR TECHNOLOGY 

Blue Sky EXO 2.1 stereo monitoring system 

with subwoofer 

Dynaudio Acoustics BM12A two-way active 

near-field 

Genelec SE DSP System ultracompact 

subwoofer/satellite monitors 

Klein + Hummel 0 410 three-way midfield/ 

main monitors 

KRK Systems VXT Series powered studio 

near-fields 

Mackie HR824 mk2 active reference monitors 

J. MUSICAL INSTRUMENT TECHNOLOGY 

Dave Smith Instruments Prophet 08 analog 

8-voice poly synt 

Digidesign Structure RTAS virtual instrument 

Korg M3 music workstation/sampler 

Propellerhead Software Reason 4 virtual 

music workstation/sequencer 

Waves iGTR pocket-sized guitar processor/ 

effects 

Yamaha Motif XS6 music synthesizer 

workstation 

K. SIGNAL PROCESSING 

TECHNOLOGY/HARDWARE 

CEDAR DNS3000 Dialogue Noise Supressor 

background noise eliminator 

Chandler Germanium Compressor modern 

dynamics with vintage heritage 

Elysia Mpressor stereo analog compressor 

Empirical Labs DerrEsser dynamic HF processor 

Solid State Logic Duende Mini DSP-powered 

SSL processing 

Universal Audio 2-LA-2 stereo tube 

compressor 

L. SIGNAL PROCESSING 

TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWARE 

Antares Harmony Engine real-time harmony 

plug-in 

Roger Nichols Digital Spl-izer multiband 

frequency splitter/router 

Solid State Logic X-Comp compressor plug-in 

Universal Audio SPL Transient Designer 

transient processor plug-in 

URS Classic Console Strip Pro input channeV 

EQ compressor plug-in 

Waves The API Collection compressor/EQ 

bundle based on API modules 

M. WORKSTATION TECHNOLOGY 

AbeIton Live 7 music creation/production/ 

performance software 

Apple Logic Studio DAW bundle with Logic 

Pro 8, SoundtrackPro 2, MainStage, studio 

effects and instruments 

Bias Peak Pro 6 Mac-based stereo editing/ 

processing/mastering/delivery app 

Digidesign Pro Tools 7.4 DAW for music and 

post-production 

Solid State Logic Pro-Convert DAW Project 

Conversion Utility 

Steinberg Nuendo 4 DAW for music and post-

production 

N. RECORDING DEVICES 

AIR Master Analog Tape analog tape 

formulation 

Fostex PD606 8-track HD/DVD location 

recorder 

Korg D888 8-track digital recorder/mixer 

M-Audio MicroTrack Il compact 2-channel 

recorder 

Sony PCM D50 digital 2-track field recorder 

Tascam X-48 48-track hard disk recorder 

O. SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

CONSOLE TECHNOLOGY 

Allen & Heath iLive-80 64-input/80-fader 

digital mixer 

DiGiCo SD7 large-format digital mixer 

Roland RSS V-Mixing System digital snake/ 

mixer combination 

Soundcraft FX Series analog console with 

onboard Lexicon effects 

Studer Vista 5 SR live version of Vista 5 digital 

console 

Yamaha PM5DV2 large-format digital mixer 

P. SMALL FORMAT CONSOLE 

TECHNOLOGY 

Allen & Heath MixWizard3 12M rackmount 

monitor mixer 

Dan Dugan Sound Design Model E-1 

automatic mic mixer 

Digidesign C124 control surface for Pro Tools 

HD/LE systems 

Euphonix MC Mix Controller compact DAW 

mixing surface 

Mackie Control Universal Pro Series DAW 

controller/mix surface 

Soundcraft GB2R small-format, rackmountable 

mixer 

Q. LARGE FORMAT CONSOLE 

TECHNOLOGY 

Euphonix S5 Fusion large-format digital 

console 

Lawo c290 large-format digital console 

Rupert Neve Designs 5088 large-format 

analog mixer 

Solid State Logic C300 HD large-format digital 

console 

StageTec Auratus large-format digital console 

Trident 8T-32 RTB large-format analog mixer 

VOTE ONLINE 

wvvw.VoteTEC.org 

AUGUST 1-31 

For complete nominee 

descriptions, visit 

WWW.mixfoundation.org 
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Oi*vintageking.com 
new used I vintage 

• 
WORLD CLASS AUDIO WORLD CLASS SERVICE 

Shopping for studio equipment can be 
overwhelming. Don't know where to start? 
Call us today for friendly, expert advice. 
We offer the widest array of pro audio 
recording equipment in the world and our 
customer service is second to none. We 
also offer trial/demo periods for nearly 
every item we sell. 

So whether you own a small project 
studio or a world renowned mastering 
house, let Vintage King Audio be your 
creative partner! 

• 

T11E. P11()ENIX 
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• 

Thermionic Culture Phoenix Master Compressor 
The Phoenix Master Stereo Tube Compessor's hand built, point-to-
point wired, solid-state free design guarantees the smoothest sound 
compared to any other compressor you'we ever heard. l's not just a 
bunch of wires, metal and tubes thrown together, this bcx has a soul. 

THERMIONIC CULTURE,/ 

Purple Audio "500 Series" Modules 
"Odd" 4 Band Inductor Equalizer 
"Pants" Differential Microphone Preamp 
"Action" FET Compressor (reminiscent of Purple MC77 
"Cans" Discrete Headphone Amplifier 

Chandler Ltd. Germanium Compressor 
An extremely flexible modern tool with vintage heritage. the 
Germanium compressor is a musical powerhouse ready for tracking. 
mixing, and mastering. 

CHANDLER LIMILED) 

Mercury EQ-H1 & EQ-P1 Program Equalizers 
-Mercury EQs are one of the best sounding tube eq's on the planet 
The EQ-H1 & EQ-P1 are quite original. All the tone of a classic tube 
equalizer but without the noise and much more power. 
Mercury is Full of Tone!" - Joe Chiccarelli 

t7trit 7/,,J 

Digidesign ICON D-Control ES 
Intuitive control surface for serious Protools power users. Call us 
today to schedule your own personal one-on-one demo with a 
resident ICON expert at our Nashville location 

Pciiegticlitesiegirjg  

'BM Me Later. is subject te credlt approval as deternvned by the tender CIT Bank Sett Lake Cny Utah is governed by Utah and Federal Law and rs avadable to US customers who a:e el legal age rn 
See websde for Important escbsureS E bout payment amounts and terms 



STUDIO STANDARDS 
VINTAGE CLASSICS 

CUTTING EDGE DIGITAL 
RECORDING CONSOLES 

CONTROL SURFACES 
PATCH BAYS AND CABLING 

TURNKEY PACKAGES 
STUDIO INSTALLATIONS 

MASTERING 
LEASING 

Pay Laterr liBillMeLater FREE SHIPPING1' 
Subject to creole approval, When you order online. 

( 

Rupert Neve Designs 5088 Analog Console 
The 5088 is a fully discrete analogue mixer designed by the master 
h mself. Inquire with Vintage King today for a custom qJote to 
your specifications! 

Wunder Audio CM7-GT 
The Wunder Audio CM7-GT is an affordable replica of the classic U47 
that uses components of the highest quality. Your choice of hand 
made Berlin K47 or M7 capsules and custom wound L-ansformer put 
this microphone at the head of its class. 

+under audio 

Inward Connections Vac Rac TSL-3 
"Inward Connections limiters are kind of like old Fairchilals. They have 
two knobs and one setting: stun. Just insert & go" - Chris Lord-Alge 
"I found it finally - the Holy Grail of vocal compressors. This is your ab-
solute set it and forget it compressor." - Ross Hogarth 

INWARD CONNECTIONS 

LaChapell 583s 500 Series Tube Mic Preamp 
"The LaChapell 583's true-tube design. low noise. & massive sound 
easily land it on my short list of the best mic ipreamps ever." 
- Russ Long 

LaChapell Audio 

Retro 176 Limiting Amplifier 
Refined Vintage Compression. The 176 has the largest feature set 
in any variable-mu design, including Precision Knob scales for easy 
recallability. continually variable attack & release time, and four 
settings of conpression. 

FIFECRT)I 
 _) 

• 
Barefoot Sound MicroMain27 
Nearfield. Main. Mastering. In one. 
The Barefoot MicroMain27 is a ground-breaking active monitor that 
lets you hear what's reallyt-appening in yoiur mixes from top to bottom. 

Sr IJAIIJ,_J 
f3AR,8F-r ç'çr 

al 

Neve 1073 1 1084 1 1081 1 33609 J/D 
The AMS-Neve classic rance brings the warmth, character, and: 
velvety texture of vintage Neve To your mixes. Impeccably reproduced, 
this series has all the sonic goodness of the vintage counterparts. 

Neve 

888653.1184 I info@vintageking.com &I)vintageking.com 



Composer Bear McCreary 
Creating Soundscapes for Film and Television 
By Bryan Reesman 

H
e helps choreograph spectacular 
intergalactic dogfights and pro-

vides emotional support to a pow-

erful woman fending off robot attacks from 

the future. He has also been a first-hand wit-

ness to crazed serial-killer attacks and regu-

larly interacts with the denizens of a quirky 

town inhabited by wacky inventors. And he 

rarely has to leave the studio. He is perhaps 

the ultimate armchair adventurer. 

Los Angeles-based Bear McCreary is an 

indefatigable composer who juggles mul-

tiple film and television projects and seem-

ingly thrives on creative pandemonium. His 

exotic Eastern sounds, tribal percussion and 

symphonic strings elegantly accompany the 
outer-space drama of Battlestar Galactica. 

His music is the militant propulsion be-

hind, and the atmospheric grace beneath, 

Terminator. The Sarah Connor Chronicles. 

His eclectic, brooding soundscapes have 

provided the creepy backdrop to fear flicks 

such as Rest Stop and Wrong Turn 2. He's 

even played the accordion on a season of 

the Sci Fi Channel series Eureka. 

While McCreary's creative prowess has 
kept him very active, the composer readily 

acknowledges the assistance of engineer, 

mixer and producer Steve Kaplan—McCrea-

ry's musical co-pilot—who sits in on our in-

terview. "The sound of my music is so much 

influenced by his work that I don't think I 

could do it with anyone else," remarks Mc-

Summer Glau as Cameron Phillips and Thomas Dekker as John Connor 
in Terminator: The Sarah Connor Chronicles. 

Creary of Kaplan. "At the same time, I'm the 

one that gets to have my name plastered on 

the CD and gets to take credit for that, so 

anytime I can point out that there are other 

people who work on the music and really 

help bring it to life, I will." 

McCreary and Kaplan first worked to-

gether in January 1998 during the compos-

ers freshman year at University of South-

ern California, where he studied with El-

mer Bernstein and Joseph Harnell. Kaplan 

was the "go-to" engineer for student films 

at the school. 

"In college, Steve and I were, and still 

are, workaholics," McCreary says. "With the 

number of movies that I 

was doing, it was inevi-

table that he and I would 

work together. However, 

it was helpful that he and 

I can handle all the abuse 

that comes with working 

on a schedule like this. 

We ended up working to-

gether a lot. 

"When new projects 

come down the pipe-

line now, we know ex-

actly how we're going to 

handle it," he continues. 

"When I got Battlestar lin 

20041, I knew immedi-

ately that I was going to 

hire Steve, and we knew 

that there were certain people that we were 

going to call upon, especially the percus-

sionist we work with, M.B. Gordy. Doing all 

those little student films and independent 

projects helped me put together a group of 

people that I could call upon when real gigs 

started happening." 

McCreary and Kaplan have been friends 

long enough to subvert their egos and ap-

proach mutual criticism as a necessary con-

duit to creating the strongest possible proj-

ects. Their chemistry has become increas-

ingly important, especially during a hectic 

2007, when they went from working on 

one show (Battlestar) to two more (Sarah 

Connor and Eureka). What began as a two-

man operation evolved into something big-

ger. It was the only way they could survive 

the onslaught of deadlines. 

"We brought in some more orchestra-

tors, some assistant engineers, a couple 

other assistants and engineers for recording 

additional sessions," McCreary says. "At the 

same time, Steve will be off mixing a cue 

while I'll be off writing another cue." It has 

been a liberating and rewarding process be-

cause McCreary can get away from produc-

ing chores and dive full-time into "writing 

music full-time and churning out music that 

I'm really pleased with." 

That music is inspired by character emo-

tions and story arcs more than particular 

events in Battlestar and Sarah Connor. 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 60 
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Mamma Mia! 
Top NewYork Mixers Tackle ABBA Musical 
By Blair Jackson 

4 ven though 1970s pop titans 

ABBA have sold more than 250 

  million records worldwide, they 

were never huge in the U.S. (just four 

Top 10 hits), and it was definitely some-

thing of a surprise when the group's 

glossy, lightweight sound became the 

basis of a very successful Broadway 

musical, Mamma Mia!, nearly seven 

years ago. Less surprising is that the 

crowd-pleasing spectacle—still playing 

on Broadway and in touring compa-

nies—has now found its way to the big 

screen: Mamma Mia! is the first feature 

film directed by Phyllida Lloyd, hereto-

fore known primarily for her opera and 

theater work in England. It was shot at 

Shepperton Studios in London and on 

location in the Greek islands where the 

slight but cute story takes place. Meryl 

Streep is the unexpected "name" above 

the title who can really sing (though you 

already knew that if you saw A Prairie 

Home Companion), while Pierce Bros-

nan and Colin Firth are the eye-candy for 

the film's target audience of middle-aged 

female ABBA fans. 

The sound production crew was near-

ly entirely English, the music was pro-

duced mainly in Sweden (where ABBA 

members and film co-producers Benny 

Andersson and Bjorn Ulvaeus still live), 

but the final mix, at Sound One in New 

York, was headed by a pair of Americans: 

Dominick Tavella and Michael Barry. 

,HOIO PE IE N,JUNTAJN 0 2038 UNIVERSAL STUDIC 

Tavella earned an Oscar 

for his effects mixing work 

on Chicago in 2003, and 

has a long, distinguished 

career working on many 

of the top films to come 

out of New York, includ-

ing numerous music-ori-

ented productions. Music 

and dialog mixer Barry 

has likewise worked with 

many of the best indepen-

dent filmmakers (Woody 

Allen, the Coen Brothers, 

Robert Altman) and also 

on such major commer-

cial releases as Michael 

Clayton, Music and Lyrics 

and The Stepford Wives. 

"You would never know from look-

ing at Mamma Mia! that Phyllida wasn't 

an experienced film director," Tavella 

notes during a break from the final mix 

in Sound One's Neve DFC-equipped 

Studio A in the historic Brill Building on 

Broadway in midtown Manhattan. "She 

did a marvelous job. It opens up really 

nicely and it moves very well, which you 

want in a musical." 

"I can't compliment everyone who 

worked on this film enough," adds Barry. 

"It feels very cinematic to me rather than 

theatrical, although there are elements of 

each. It's faithful to the [stage] musical; at 

the same time, it uses the film medium 

Left: Music and dialog mixer Michael Barry. Right: Oscar-winning mixer Dominick Tavella 

AU. RIGHTS PRIVASES 

really well." 

From Tavella's standpoint, the most 

challenging aspect of FX mixing on a 

musical "is that the music is integrated 

into the rest of the film smoothly. You 

don't want to feel like the film is stop-

ping, the music is starting, then it stops 

again and then you're back in the film. 

The beginning and the end [of the songs] 

have to integrate with the dialog; it's got 

to flow. Once you're past the transition, 

you can do whatever you want, but get-

ting into the song has to feel as seamless 

as you can possibly get." 

Asked if there were similarities be-

tween working on Mamma Mia! and 

Chicago in that regard, Tavella replies, 

"They're different beasts in that the way 

the music in Chicago worked in the 

film was that people sort of went into 

dream states, and on just about every 

music piece in Chicago there was like a 

25- or 30-second flow from reality into 

the dream state. This was very different. 

This was more like a traditional musical 

in that people will talk and then they'll 

start singing. The musical pieces are very 

well-integrated into the story, but they're 

part of the story, so you want it to feel 

more like reality." 

Most of the music and singing was 

prerecorded in a studio and then lip-

synched during production, but Barry 

says that in some instances, the actors 
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sang live to playback. "Obviously, when 

Meryl Streep is singing on a cliff in Greece, 

that's probably not going to be live, but 

it's all done well enough that it's not so 

obvious." 

Although the music is always kept 

out-front as much as possible, for reality's 
sake care was taken to keep FX playing 

during the musical numbers. "You can't 

be too aggressive with it because you 

don't want Foley popping out," Tavella 

says, "but you don't want it to disappear, 

so it becomes only music. It's actually 

quite nice because in the quiet parts of 

the music, you can feel the wind or the 

crickets or some movement." 

Barry had extensive Pro Tools music 

stems with which to work in the final mix, 

though not many liberties were taken with 

these new versions of the original arrange-

ments, which the ABBA members wanted 

to preserve in the film. "The majority of the 

music is played for fun and energy and ex-

citement and the sheer joy of just listening 

to the music," he says. "This film was so 

much fun to work on. The music helped 

put everyone's spirits up constantly. To go 

to work every day and be in that environ-

ment was very exciting." 

Bear McCreary 
—FROM PAGE 58 

Many of the Battlestar cues are four or five 

minutes long. "Both of these shows have 

long character arcs, and that's one of the 

things that makes them really challenging," 

says McCreary. "I can't just look at a scene, 

and say, 'The monster jumps out of this 

door there, so this is where you do scary 

music.'" He focuses on the subtleties and 

ambiguities of the characters on the shows 

to guide his musical choices. 

Many casual viewers of Battlestar might 

not be able to readily identify themes for in-

dividual characters like Apollo or Starbuck, 

but that is because the music does not fol-

low a conventional Hollywood formula. 

"There actually are themes for each charac-

ter in Battlestar," McCreary clarifies. "I think 

that I counted 50-plus themes that I've writ-

ten. They're not themes in the traditional 

John Williams orchestral sense. Sometimes 

they'll be motific ideas, sometimes they'll 

just be an instrumental color. Certain eth-

nic instruments are associated with certain 

characters, so it's a very subtle, understated 

approach." 

The duo has done most of their orches-

tra dates at Warner Bros.—McCreary really 

enjoys the sound of the string section at the 
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Dynamic duo: Steve Kaplan (left) and Bear McCreary 

Eastwood Stage—and they also record at 

Kaplan's studio, Gordy's Studio, and their 

guitarist's studio. "Many times we'll rent out 

their studios because we'll have multiple 

sessions going on at one time," the com-

poser says. 

McCreary has a simple writing studio 

without any recording or mixing capabili-

ties. Once he has finished writing, the com-

poser passes off the music to an orchestra-

tor while the audio goes off to Kaplan at 

his studio, which has a small overdub room 

and a mixing room. "It's mostly Pro Tools, 

and I purchased some large ATC 150 speak-

ers," remarks Kaplan. "Bear gives me all his 

tracks, and we'll record overdubs here or 

we'll go over to the percussionist's house 

and record there. Then I'll bring it all back 

home. Bear usually comes over at the end 

once I get it all mixed." 

At his studio, the producer has four Pro 

Tools HD cards in a Mac G5. He also owns 

two other Pro Tools rigs, one "that I listen 

to and print mixes through," explains Ka-
plan. "There are so many stems going to 

the dub stage that I gave up trying to print 

them one by one. I use the second Pro 

Tools rig to print off the different passes 

like drums, bass, guitars or tabla. Then 

I have another computer to run [Audio 

Ease] Altiverb, which is just reverb. I have 

enough reverbs for each of the surround 

stems that I print for the show. It's a three-

computer setup." Kaplan keeps everything 

in the box, eschewing a traditional con-

sole—the better for working with 200 to 

300 tracks in an average action cue. 

McCreary acknowledges they do a lot of 

multitracking. Every MIDI instrument and 

synth is split out to its own audio track. 

Then, with an orchestra session alone add-

ing at least 48 tracks, drums filling up 10 to 

15, and vocals, guitar and bass swallowing 
up 40 or more, the soundtrack gets crowd-

ed fast. "When you have everything going, 

those are the cues that become mas-

sive and almost unwieldy," says Mc-

Creary. "But Steve gets it all together 

and gets it all done." 

On certain episodes of Battle-

star, McCreary and Kaplan have 

been asked to assimilate psychedel-

ic rock, bagpipes and classic rock 

tunes like Jimi Hendrix's "All Along 

the Watchtower" into a sonic frame-

work that also includes Taiko drums 

and Middle Eastern soloists. Work-

ing in the compressed-time medium 

of episodic TV, they have come to 

accept that they do not always have 

the time they need to try every idea 

they'd like, or fix things after the fact 

or create a better mix—but they get the 

opportunity to do that with the soundtrack 

CD that's released for each season, pre-

senting slightly different versions of music 

heard in the show. 

It is a point of pride for the composer 

that most of his sounds are custom-made, 

and he will usually spend the first couple of 

weeks on any new project designing new 

sounds by working with musicians and 

sampling sounds. He says he has phased 

out commercially available synths because 

he wants to make the sounds he wants. A 

childhood friend named Jonathan Snipes 

also assists him. 

"He does a lot with synth sound de-

sign and a lot of the crazy synth work on 

Terminator," states McCreary of Snipes' 

work. "He does a lot of analog stuff. It 

looks like Dr. Frankenstein's lab in his ga-

rage. He'll create all these incredible ana-

log sounds and sample them for me. He'll 

send them back to me, and I'll manipulate 

them further. 

"II have] a library that I have been work-

ing on for years and continually expand," 

he continues. "It's amazing some of the use-

ful sounds you can get out of household 

sounds. I even sampled my dishwasher that 

had a creaky door. I've used that in horror 

movies. It's a lot of fun." 

When he started work on the Sci Fi 

series, McCreary was not allowed to cre-

ate "themes" and was barred from using 

orchestral instruments or any melodic in-

struments other than the duduk and the 

bansuri. "I had this extremely lted pal-

ette of Taiko drums, pads, the duduk and 

a couple of other percussion instruments to 

make the music work," he recalls. "I had to 

make it communicate all the emotions that 
the show needed, so I really started falling 

back on some simple melodic and rhythmic 

ideas. From there, it has grown and become 

a very elaborate monster." 

by David Royer 

MA .200 

On the MA-100 

'Hoe does such a small mic 

make such a big sound? This 

thing [MA- 1001 is fat!" 

Ross Hogarth 
(Grammy wir ning 

ProcucerlEngineer, Ziggy Marley, 

Jewel, Keb Mo Black Crowes, REM) 

On the MA-200 

" I've tracked great sounding 

vocals, drums, guitars and bass 

through these mics, and my 

clients are consistently blown 

away by the results. From the 

moment I first put pair up, they 

have continued to impress me 

with a w'cle open and balanced 

sound." 
Ryan Hewitt 
(Engineer/Mixer Red Hot Chili 

Peppers, lbl nk-182„lkaltne Trioy 

Burbank, r 
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R.E.M. 

Lead vocalist Michael Stipe (right, with guitarist Peter Buck) sings 

through an Aorlix 0M7 and wears Future Sonics Ear Monitors. 

of nine V-DOSC and three dV-DOSC ¡sides], 12 SB218s 

[ground subs, six per side], two hangs of 12 dV-DOSC 

270 fill where applicable, a center hang of six dV-DOSC 

for front-fill and six ARCS (supplemental]. We had a little 

bit of a smaller system for the Greek." 

This is the first tour Eliason is using a Midas XL8 digi-

tal board; he's a longtime XL4 user. "The XL8 has the XL4 
head amp quality, which makes a big difference to me," 

Eliason says. "It is also a true 24-bit, 96k system, which 

you truly hear in its output resolution. We are running 

digital from the converters through the system proces-

ing, converting back to analog just prior to the amps." 

"I'm also a first-time user of the Midas XL8 console, 

and I love it," adds monitor engineer Squiers. "It's nice 
having the Midas sound in a digital format. Mixing is 

great with the XL8 because of its automation from song 

to song, its amazing sound quality and its very analog-

feeling surface." 

Photos & Text by 

Steve Jennings 

R.E.M. have released their 15th 

album, Accelerate, and are in 

the midst of a world tour. Mix 

caught up with front-of-house 

mixer Brett Eliason and moni-

tor engineer George Squiers 

during their two-night stint 

at the Berkeley, Calif, Greek 

Theater; gear is provided by 

Rat Sound. 

Eliason describes the RA. 

as comprising "two hangs of 

14 EL-Acoustics] V-DOSC and 

six dV-DOSC [mains], two 

hangs of eight SB218 subs 

Imam subs flown], two hangs 

From left: crew chief Lee Vaught, 

Midas support Howard Lindeman 

and EON engineer Brett Eliason 

Monitor engineer George Squiers 

FixIt 
PilotLight Audio Inc./White Stripes front-of-house engineer 

Philip J. Harvey recently multitracked the band's 10th-anni-

versaly tour in 2007 in 40 channels of high-resolution digital 

audio using a Metric Halo rig and his MacBook Pro laptop. 

We ended up with 36 channels, including two audience mics. 

I also recorded a 4-channel pre-mix with a separate MIO 2882+DSP unit utilizing the 

FOH board mix-left/right, plus a pair of Schoeps CMC6MK4 mics in an ORTF stereo 

configuration at FOH. I would delay the board mix using the Delay Finder in Metric 

Halo's SpectraFoo analysis software to get the time synched to the mics and record 

those tracks solitary, as well as mixed together at 16-bit/44.1kHz for an easily accessed 

overview of the gig. If the band wanted a CD right away, I could burn one or transfer 
the track to a thumb drive. 

inside 

Live Mix News: 

Tours, Events, Installations 

All Access: Robert Plant and 

Alison Krauss 

Tour Profile: Michael Bublé 

New Sound Reinforcement Products 

Dave Rat, founder of Rat Sound Systems (second 

row, in white shirt), led a four-hour discussion 

with students at Full Sail University (Orlando, 

Fla.) about the ups and downs of concert 

sound— and everything in the middle. 

The Black Crowes are currently touring in sup-

port of their latest album. The outing sees Scott 

"Scoobie" Scherban at FOH and Drew Consalvo 

at monitors. Mics are all Shure...Sugar Creek 

Baptist Church (Sugar Land, TX) added a DiGiCo 

CS- 05 at FOH; the board was selected by the 

venue's director of technical production, Rick 

Russell, and tech production assistants John 

Austin and Nya Dillard...Sheryl Crow's FOH en-

gineer, Sean " Sully" Sullivan, has put together a 

live sound system based on a Digidesign VENUE 

D-Show Profile integrated with a Pro Tools HD 

system.. Boston's Higginson Hall hired systems 

integrator Matrix 1 to convert and upgrade its 

P.A. from an announce system to a multifaceted 

one. Project manager Chaz Loews chose Martin 

Audio AQ5s in a distributed system...Browns-

ville, TN-based Tennessee Concert Sound han-

dled the numerous commencement programs a*. 

the University of Mississippi, bringing in a D.A.S. 

Audio loudspeaker system for the four different 

venues. 
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true colors. 

or should we say " no colors." 

With Yamaha's Tn Series of amplifiers, what you see 

is what you get. Clear, consistent, accurate sound. 

3 models — T3n, T4n and T5n run respectively into 

1900W, 2200W and 2500W per channel into a UL 

approved rating of 2 Ohms. Compatible with virtually 

any line array system, if you're looking to maintain 

control of your mix, trust in honest sound from 

honest amps, with reliability second to none. 

When you need help, time zones shouldn't matter. Yamaha provides coast to coast 
2477 technical support. With dedicated staff and regional service centers, assistance 
is amund the corner. If we cent fix it over the phone, we'll put a part or a person 
on the next plane out. It's that simple. 
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Dolly Parton 
At Mix Nashville, we got the chance to 

sit down and chat with Dolly Parton's 

longtime front-of-house engineer/pro-
duction manager, Mike Fechner. The 
Backwoods Barbie tour (named after 

ber latest release) is carrying a full sys-

tem provided by Thunder Audio (US.) 
and Major Tom (UK). To view videos 
from our Nashville event, log on to mix 

online.com/ms/nasbville08. 

What board are you using to mix? 
A Midas XL4 with all the goodies. It 

certainly takes up a bit amount of space, 

but it's just a great old classic, and with a 

couple of key analog pieces inserted here 
and there it works really well for us. 

What's in your outboard goodie bag? 

I have a bunch of Distressors, Alan Smart 
C2, some dbx—a lot of compressors, 
there's probably 20 in a rack. I use them 
on various things: vocals, drum fiddle, 

acoustic guitars. 

What are you doing to ensure that Dolly 

is beard loud and clear? 
One of the challenges I've had with 

her show is that fit isl 30 to 40 percent 
speaking and she uses a side-mounted 

cardioid mic, and you can imagine how 
difficult that is to put out to 18 to 25,000 

people. And she can be very soft-spoken 
at times; the Meyer Sound MILO really 

helped us a lot in that department with 
the intelligibility and coverage. I have a 
Lake Contour that's right on her vocal mic 
and that helps out a lot in bringing out her 

vocals, and a nice Manley Variable-Mu on 
there, as well. 

She's touring with an 11-piece band. 
How is that working out? 

It's a full stage and there's a bunch of 

multi-instrumenialists, so a lot of in-
puts; there's 48-plus. I'm maxing out the 

board. 

Are any of them on in-ears? 

No, there's a raw of 10 wedges on the 
stage. Jason Glass, our monitor engineer, 

makes sure it's not too loud up there. 

Now Playing  

Tom Waits 
Sound Company: Rat Sound ( Oxnard, Calif.) 

FOH Engineer/Board: Karl Derfler/Digidesign VENUE 

Monitor Engineer/Board: Deanne Franklin/Midas 
Venice 

P.A./Amps: L-Acoustics V-DOSC, dV-DOSC, 108Ps, 
SB218, HIQs; EAW MicroWedge 12s/L-Acoustics LA48A/ 

LA15A, Crown 2400/3600, Chevin Q6 

Outboard Gear: XTA DP428/DP226, dbx 160XT, Klark 
Teknik DN360, BSS DPR504/404, Empirical Labs Fatso/ 

Distressor, Lexicon PCM70 
Microphones: Sennheiser 421, 609; Shure SM57, Beta 

52, Beta 91, SM58, Beta 98 D/S, SM81, KSM9; Audio-
Technica 4050, 407LA; Beyer M160, Opus 67; Royer 
R-121, Crown PZM-30D 

Additional Crew: systems engineer Hoz Jones, monitor 

tech Mike "Milk" Arnold, production manager Daniel Choi, 

tour manager Stuart Ross 

Avril Lavigne 
Sound Company: LMG Inc. ( Orlando, Fla.) 
FOH Engineer/Board: Jim Yakabuski/Digidesign 

VENUE D-Show Profile 

Monitor Engineer/Board: Matt Peskie/Digidesign 

VENUE D-Show Profile 

P.A./Amps: L-Acoustics V-DOSC, dV-DOSC, KUDO, 

ARCs; Meyer Sound 700HP/L-Acoustics LA8 controlled 
by LA Network Manager 
Monitors: Sennheiser ew 300 62 IEMs 
Outboard Gear: all onboard plug-ins, including All 

Access Pack and Pro Tools HD 
Microphones: Sennheiser SKM 935 62 

with EM 550 62 receiver, e 935s, e 906s, 
e 901, e 602, e 908s, e 905s; Neumann 
KM 184s, TLM 103s 

Additional Crew: Systems engineer 
Evan Hall 
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'Acoustic Cloaking': A Realite I  

According to a study 
published by the Institute 

of Physics, researchers in 
Spain have proven that 

meta materials—materi-
als defined by their un-
usual man-made cellular 

structure—constructed 

with sonic crystals can 
be designed to produce 
an acoustic cloak to 

make objects impervious An illustration of the "acoustic cloak," where the circle represents the 
to sound waves; literally, "cloaked" object and the multicolored lines are sound waves 
diverting sound waves 

around an object. The idea of acoustic cloaking and its design was previously intro-
duced by Cummer and Schurig. 

The research—"Acoustic Cloaking in Two Dimensions: A Feasible Approach" by 
Daniel Torrent and José Sánchez-Dehesa from the Wave Phenomena Group, Depart-

ment of Electronics Engineering at the Polytechnic University of Valencia—showed 
that optimum cloaking requires approximately 200 layers of the metamaterial, but 

there is scope for far-thinner materials to be used than current technology can 
produce. 
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Photos by Steve Jennings 

ROBERT PLANT AND 
ALISON KRAUSS 

Text by Sarah Benzuly 

It's exciting enough to have Robert Plant and Alison 
Krauss sharing one stage—performing a bunch of 

tunes from their critically acclaimed duets album, Rais-
ing Sand—but then they throw in a truly stellar band 
(producer/guitarist T Bone Burnett, guitarist Buddy 

Miller. double-bassist Dennis Crouch, multi-instrumen-
talist Stuart Duncan and drummer Jay Bellerose). It 

all adds up to a remarkable show where both artists 
infuse classic Led Zeppelin tunes with a bluegrass 
twang, shuttle vocals back and forth on Krauss clas-
sics, and all the while intertwine their incredible new 
album into the set. Mix caught up with the tour at 

the Greek Theater ( Berkeley, Calif.) in late June. Paul 
Owen, VP of sound company Thunder Audio, told us 

about the production. 

From lek: Ian Sheppard and Matt Straw, guitar/backline techs; monitor engineer Dee Miller; 

Chris Moon, monitor tech; Paul Ackling, guitar/backline tech; FOH engineer Roy Williams; and 
Keith lex, Thunder Audio audio tech 
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Front-of-house engineer Roy Williams is manning a Midas 

Heritage 3000. Outboard gear includes dbx 160s, a handful of 

Avalon tube compressors, a TC Electronic D-One, and Yamaha 

SPX990s and SPX2000s. 

Monitor engineer Dee Miller is also working on a Midas Heri-

tage 3000; his outboard complement includes an Aphex Domino-

her on Krauss' Shure 700 in-ears, BS'S EQs, dbx 160 and Yamaha 

SPX9%. Krauss is the only artist onstage wearing in-ears; the rest 

of the musicians and Plant listen through Meyer Sound MIF212 

wedges. 

According to Owen, the moniker mix is "complicated as 

they all move all over the place and it changes from when 

Robert sings on his own, and then it changes when T Bone 

does a session on his own and Alison sings on her own, so 

there's a lot of things being flown in and out." 



Roy Williams is pushing the co-headliners' lavish sound through a Thunder Audio—supplied 

24-box Meyer Sound system (above), which comprises 16 MICA side-hangs, HP-700s and 

M'elodie side-fills, and HP-700 subs; control is via Meyer Sound Galileo and SIM. 

Bone Burnett (right) sings 

through a Shure SM58, 

while his electric guitars 

take Sennheiser e 609 and 

409s; his acoustic guitar 

is miked with an Audio-

Technica AE 3100 and a 

Countryman 85 DI. Above: 

Burnett's amp selection. 
— - 

Krauss' fiddle takes a Fishman Aura DI Plant sings through a Shure 

while she sings through a Shure SM57 Beta. SM58. 

- 
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Guitarist Buddy Miller's (above, lef) vocals are miked with 

a Shure SM58, while his instrument takes Audio-Technica 

AE2500s; his steel guitar is miked with an 5M57 while the 

Auto-Harp sees a Countryman 85 DI. Meanwhile, multi-

instrumentalist 5/Lart 

Duncan has 5M57.5 on 

the fiddle and guitar; his 

1 

t, 

mandolin and &ilia are 

taker DI. He also lends his 

vocals ta the mix, singing 

through a Shure SM58. 

Dennis Crouch's double-bass is miked with a Shure Beta 52 and an 

Avalon Pure Class-A Ultra 5 direct DI; slap pick-up fakes a Countryman 

85 DI. Jay Bellerose's drum kit has a multitude of mics, including Shure 

Beta 52 and Beta 91 on boss; SM57s on snare top/bottom and foot 

percussion; Audio-Technica AE3000s on rack and floor toms; Neumann 

KM100s for stage-right and -left overheads; Shure VP 88 for stage-center 

overhead; and Audio-Technica AT3527 on ride cymbal. 
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Live mix  

VOCALIST AND BAND SHINE IN SPECTRUM OF VENUES 

By David John Fa.-inella 

M
ichael Buhl is just about to step on the stage at the HP Pavilion in San Jose, 
Calif, for his 115th (or so) show during his Call Me Irresponsible tour, and 

by all appearances he doesn't have a care in the world. Granted, having 

a world-class voice and stellar live band helps, but audio folks know that an artist's 

comfort level onstage rests in the front-of-house and monitor engineers' able hands. 

Front-of-house mixer Craig Doubet joined Bublé's tour in June 2007 after touring with 
legendary singers such as k.d. lang and Luis Miguel. "I am a singer's mixer," Doubet 

says. "That's what I do. I enjoy painting the music around the voice" 

Bublé's tour carries a P.A. provided by Montreal-based Solotech, including 32 

Meyer Sound MILOs for the main array, 24 MICAs for side hangs and eight M3D subs, 

as well as a handful of CQls and M1Ds for fills. 

The P.A. is driven with three Meyer Galileo 

processors tied to a SIM 3 audio analyzer. 

The SIM 3 is put in place to tune the system 

every day, but Doubet doesn't use any kind of 

analyzers during the show. Rather, he uses a 

pair of Meyer HDls set above the Digidesign 

D-Show Profile to monitor the mix. "I've never 

had to use headphones," he reports. "With 

these, you can solo stuff and it pops up right 

in front of you, a little louder than the room, or 

you can pop the mix up to make sure." 

In fact, he explains, the combination of 

the SIM 3 system with the HDls provides a 
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Michael Bublé uses a Shure Beta 87C mic. 

FOH mixer Craig Doubet (left in red) and sys-

tem tech/crew chief Louis-Philippe Maziade 

Sirois stand at the D-Show console. 
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SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

CONSOLE TECHNOLOGY 

PM5D V2 Digital Mixing Console 

Thanks to 

the nominating panel 

of the TEC Awards for 

the following nominations. 

To the readers of MIX - 

We appreciate 

your support. 
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NEXO GEO S12 Series 

Loudspeakers 
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"Violet Design 
has a winner 
on its hands." 

Randy Poole, 
ProSound News 

the 

Amethyst 

e.b)- 
s 

violetusa.com 

better representation of the live mix. "You're 

usually not in the hest-sounding place in the 

room," he says of the FOH position. "It's very 

reverberant in the middle of an arena, in the 

middle of the floor. Nobody else hears that, 

especially on the sides; they are hearing a 

very dry, direct sound. So having that refer-

ence is very useful." 

The Meyer boxes were an important 

pickup, says Doubet, because of the vocal-

ist's range. "He has a very interesting voice 

that is smooth and deep. He can be very 

deep when he wants to be, and that's a 

challenge in lots of rooms because he hits 

the frequencies where the room goes. So it's 

good to have really good control over the 

array and be able to isolate that and make it 

as clean as possible so that it just doesn't go 

nuts when he gets low." 

A string of processors also helps Doubet 

keep control over Bubles range. The artist 

sings into a Shure Beta 87C, which helps 

because he likes to move the mic up and 

down his body during a show. That signal 

goes into the D-Show's built-in Digidesign 

preamp and through a Sony Oxford GML EQ 

plug-in, Focusrite Forte Suite plug-in and a 

TC Electronic DVR2 Digital Vintage Reverb 

plug-in. Outboard gear includes a BSS 901 

compressor and a Lexicon 480L reverb. 

Doubet also uses Drawmer Tour Pack 

plug-ins for the band, which comprises an 

eight-piece horn section, a bass player, two 

guitarists (one also plays keys) and a drum-

mer. Fitting the horn section around Bublé's 

vocals is a challenge, as is making sure the 

acoustic bass comes through. "When you're 

doing an arena show, it's important to make 
it sound like a pop show," Doubet reports. 

"It's got to have some bottom end, it's got to 

have some thump. But it's still an acoustic 
bass half the time, so there are a couple of 

pickups and a mic on the bass." Doubet is 

taking a direct signal, but the bassist has a 

cabinet to monitor himself onstage. 

As far as mics, Doubet has an interesting 

assortment that includes a matched pair of 

DPA 4061s in front of the horn section that's 

used for horn tracks, ambience and back-

ground vocals; Audio-Technica ATM 350s 

are placed right on the horns. He also uses 

the DPAs in the piano with a set of Schertler 

pickups. Shure KSM 32s mike the guitars, 

and Neumanns are set up on the drum kit 

as overheads and on the hi-hats. 

MONITORING AT STAGE-LEFT 

Monitor mixer Craig Brittain is mixing on 

a DiGiCo D5 board and uses a speaker to 

listen to his mixes during most of the show, 

although everyone but Bublé is on Weston 

ES2 custom-molded personal monitors. "Be-

cause Michael is on wedges, I listen to the 

cue monitor quite a bit through the night," 

Brittain says, "but I definitely put (personal 

monitors( in a dozen or so times a night to 

check on mixes." 

Five bandmembers rely on hardwired 

Shure PSM 600s, while the guitar player 

who travels down-stage during the show is 

on a Sennheiser SR3256-C. The bassist has a 

cabinet behind him that he uses to feel his 

parts, while the drummer is using a Drum 
Thumper. Members of the brass section mix 

their own monitors using Aviom A-16 audio 

networking mixers. "I send them eight chan-

nels of rhythm stems and then a direct node 

of each one of the horns filling up the other 

eight," Brittain explains. "The brass section 

was a big challenge when I first started with 

Michael because they are quite meticulous 

in what they want. I was trying to focus on 

Michael and it was getting pretty crazy." 

There are five flown Meyer M'elodie 

boxes per side and four L-Acoustics 115XTs 

on the stage's edge. "Michael likes it pretty 

hot onstage," Brittain reports, "so there's 
a fair bit of life filling the ear mixes from 

the sidefill going into open mics and 

whatnot." The singer gets a lot of vocal in 

the monitors, as well as what-

ever he can't hear acoustically 

onstage. 

The key for Doubet and Brit-

tain is making sure that Bublé is 

comfortable onstage, night in, 

night out. "Michael loves to sing 

off the room," Doubet says, "so 

we need to make sure the P.A. is 

consistent every night and that 

it's consistent back to him. If 

he hears the same thing every 

night, he can do what he has 

to do." 

At the CéiGiCo board, from left: monitor engineer Craig Brittain, David John Farinella is a 

P.A./stage tech Etienne lopré and P.A./RF tech Colin Saint-Jacques San Francisco—based writer. 
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quality your artists are used to hearing in today's recording studios? 

With the VENUE family of products, you can create stage and ear 

mixes using the same sound quality and processing tools used by 

top recording engineers and artists. What could be more rewarding 

than creating a mix that inspires a great performance? 

From intuitive control surfaces and easy-to- use D-Show software 
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your fingertips, discover how VENUE can make the monitor mixing 

experience rewarding for you and your artists. 

To learn more, visit your local VENUE dealer or 
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Live mix 

New Sound Reinforcement Products 

YAMAHA IM8 ANALOG MIXERS 

Designed tor rentals or installs, Yama-

ha's (‘‘ w.yamahaca.com) IM8 Se-

ries 8-bus analog mixers come in 

24/32/40-channel frames, all with four 

additional stereo inputs. All models 

feature 'FRS insert points, balanced di-

rect outs, eight aux sends, stereo and 

mono outputs, an 11x4 matrix, four 

mute groups, one-knob compressor 

on all inputs, 4-band channel EQ 

with sweepable mids, external power 

supply and a redundant power supply option. The mixers also have 

2-channel direct-to-USB recording outputs, and include Steinberg 

Cubase AI software. The M8-24 retails at $4,799; the IM8-32 is $5,799, 
and the IM8-40 is $6,499. 

AKG D7 

HANDHELD MIC 

Intended lor luat.1 and back-

ing vocals, the 07 from AKG 

(www.akg.com) features an 

improved supercardioid dy-

namic capsule, a humbuck-

ing coil to reduce electrical 

interference and an inte-

grated 80Hz highpass fillet 

to remove handling noise/ 

stage rumble for increased 

audio clarity and intelligibil-

ity. Its laminated Varimotion 

diaphragm design allows the 

diaphragm to be fine-tuned 

without extra tuning reso-

nators, offering the open 

sound of a condenser mie 

while maintaining the rug-

ged reliability of a dynamic 

FUTURE SONICS ATRIO REVISION 2 

limo\ atop, ol the original Ear Monitors pro custom earphones, 

Future Sonics (www.futuresonics.com) has updated its Atrio uni-

versal earphones. responding to both touring professionals and 

consumers. Available in black 

or cobalt blue, the Rev 2 ver-

sions offer TrueTimbreTm 18 

to 20k Hz frequency responso. 

and QuietCables H cables tot 

less tangling and a more corn 

fortable fit. Pricing remains 

the same $ 199 retail, which 

includes three pairs of inter-

changeable silicon sleeves to 

fit any ear-sized canal and two 

pair of foam sleeves. 

BEHRINGER ZONE MIXER 

The first Behringer ( ww. w.behringer.com) product tailored for the 

commercial/install markets, the Ultrazone ZMX8210 ($379) has 

six mic/line inputs with phantom power, two stereo line inputs, 

three independent output zones and a 4-band master EQ. This 

single-rackspace zone mixer features controller inputs for remote 

volume change/channel selection, independent ducking for each 

zone, bus links for combining two units as master/slave for more 

inputs, and Euro-type connectors to access mono I/O buses. 

-7.1ez 

RAPCOHORIZON LTI-1 STEREO INTERFACE 

Designed : or connecting laptttps, .‘103 players or other stereo 

3.5mm audio output devices to pPo mixers is the LTI-1 ($ 135) ste-

reo interface from RapcoHorizon (www.rapcohorizon.com). Built 

into a rugged, compact housing, the LTI-1 features built-in ground 

lift switches, a -20dB pad, mono/stereo-select switch and left/right 

XLR outputs. 

- - 

grid 
lift 

je  

pad>” qnd 
lift 

RCIPCCelpri7pn It eIl  Hi 

M  I 
laptop interface 

leq output tight output 
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TECH'S FILES  
BY EDDIE CILETTI 

The Discipline of Obstacles 

New Tricks From Old Technologies 

F
4 arlier this year, I interviewed engineer Richard 

Dodd (see "Tech's Files" in the May 2008 issue), 

who reminded me that on many a revered re-

cording, signal chains were chosen from a short list of 

"what we have," "what we have left" or "what we have 
working." The updated version of that is perhaps "what 

we have this century"—meaning, the luxury of many 

options, perhaps too many. 

This column focuses on the Discipline of Obstacles. 

Such obstacles might include—as an exercise—imposing 

a limit on outboard gear or plug-ins, turning the limita-

tions of vinyl into a basic ear-training session and being 

creative by using simple tools to do big things. 

STOP IN THE NAME OF... 

At oile tittle or another, all of us have become addicted 

to compression. But with the dynamics police monitor-

ing my every move, I've been instructed to direct my 

mouse away from the plug-ins menu and take advantage 

of one very basic tool—automation! 

Compression can make a mix very dense, which can 

be fatiguing. But assuming a performance was played 

dynamically, applying compression can remove dy-

namics that must be written back in with automation. It 

seems simple enough, doing the automation first creates 

more sonic real estate; any compression that is applied 
afterward will be more effective and less fatiguing. 

ORANGES AND LEMONS 

Al( )11g itli a near-constant interest in retro gear comes a 

renewed interest in vinyl. Can we apply an analog aes-
thetic that nurtures the appreciation of recorded music? 

My recollection of playing records in the '60s and '70s 

was that the top end was a bit understated—I was always 
reaching for the treble. Some of that was simply the way 

many recordings sounded and that records were mixed/ 

mastered for the technology of the day. 

In defense of mastering engineers, analog playback 

involves many things beyond their control. By contrast, 

digital is much more consistent. 

BACK IN THE DAY 

Back when records and tapes were the "final products," 
filling the grooves with just the right balance of bass and 

treble was a challenge. Short recordings could be louder 

on disc than longer ones. In addition, the groove and sty-

lus marriage does not tolerate low-frequency phase anom-

alies (panned toms in particular) or excessive sibilance. 

As a fledgling engineer, I never worried much about 

sibilance until doing an overdub session at Sigma Sound 

in New York. Engineer Carla Bandini asked why I wasn't 

using a de-esser/high-frequency limiter; she heard some-

This method of getting a worm analog sound from your hard disk 

is not recommended. 

thing I didn't. Sigma's New York and Philadelphia stu-

dios were close to Frankford-Wayne Mastering, giving 

their engineers a more intimate understanding of what 

could be transferred to disc. 

Keep in mind that sibilance level is nearly a constant 

compared to the dynamic range of the voice itself: The 

softer the vocal, the more pronounced sibilance could be. 

And while digital recording makes high-frequency limiting 

technically unnecessary, doing so can smooth the puzzle 

pieces of a multichannel recording into a more homog-

enous blend. It's not necessary to be heavy-handed—ad-
just until you can hear it and then back off a little. 

MID/SIDE = SUM-DIFFERENCE 

One ol the u ;1 s to get inside a stereo mix is with sum 

and difference processing—sum being left phis right 
(mono) and difference being left minus right: 

Encode:Sum = L + R Difference = L - R 

Decode: 2L = (L + R) + (L - R) 2R = (L + R) - (L - 

These simple equations show how a stereo recording 

is converted into its sum and difference equivalent and 

back again. Notice how the double-negative in the bot-

tom equation becomes addition. 

The funny thing about sum and difference procest4ng 

is that the basic math to explain the encoder/decoder is 

simpler than setting up a workstation template. (See ta-

ble, page 76.) That said, the simple math examples treat 

the left and right channels as if they were DC (direct 

current) signals. We all know that a stereo pair—as drum 

overheads, piano or room tracks, etc.—will have com-

plex phase information. The math could be expanded to 

explain the relationships, but I'll spare you that detour. 
Start by summing a mix to mono. Any tracks panned 

exactly up the middle will be 6 dB louder than the hard-

panned tracks. For the difference signal, one channel's po-

larity is reversed so that "adding" becomes subtraction-
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TECH'S FILES  

everything panned exactly up the middle will 

disappear. 

Listening to the difference channel, 

the most obvious "remainder" is what's 

panned—stereo reverb and effects—and 

for analog consoles, how much stuff is not 
panned as straight up the middle as you'd 
like. Dolby Pro Logic derives the rear-chan-

nel surround signal the same way. 

An abundance of out-of-phase, low-fre-
quency information in the difference signal 

translates into wasted energy that can keep a 
mix from being tight and punchy. Trimming 

such "fat" should happen during the mix 
process on individual tracks, but if it doesn't, 

don't be afraid to dial in a highpass filter. 

M/S TO STEREO 

To reconstitute, bring the difference mix 
up on two faders—panning hard-left and 

-fight--and then reverse polarity on one 

channel strip. Listening to this alone will 
tweak your ears a bit because the signals 
are 180 degrees out of phase (in mono, they 

will cancel), but as the sum/mono channel is 

gradually faded in, the mix can be as wide or 
as "narrow" as you like. The same technique 
is used by stereo mica that employ two de-

ferent capsules—a 

cardioid (for mid/ 
sum) and a figure-8 

(for side/difference). 

During the de-

code process, the mix 
of mid and side al-

lows the stereo width 

to be adjusted after 
the fact. In stereo, the 

left and right process-

ing (EQ, dynamics) 

must be identical, 

but in sum and dif-
ference processing, 

inverse processing can be very powerful. In 

conventional stereo, it would be almost im-
possible to help a dark and buried lead vo-

cal that is competing with very edgy, hard-

panned guitars. In mono, the vocal will be 6 
dB louder—that and a little creative EQ can 

help it stand out. Panned guitars are typi-
cally two non-exact parts, so they won't be 

as loud. Meanwhile the vocal will be absent 
from the difference channel; a completely 
different EQ curve can make the guitars less 
edgy and less competitive. 

Once the M/S is reconstituted as stereo, 

1 
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This template encoder/decorder can be applied to any analog or digital mixer. 

Sound design students create soundtracks for original film, animation 

and television. Launch your career in sound design with a B.F.A., M.A., 

or M.F A from the Savannah College of Art and Design. 

www.scad.edu/sound-design 

the balance between vocals and guitars 

should improve. Going too far is not a prob-
lem; you can always try again or mix the 

processed version into the original. 

Great recordings and mastering are more 
than just balancing the mix and knowing 
what sounds good. One trick is knowing 

what used to be the delivery media's limita-

tions and treating digital like analog. • 

This summer, Eddie's mixing a retro record-

ing of '60s and '70s R&B. You can hear 
samples at www.tangible-technology.com. 

Graduate sound design student Brandon Brow 
records a cougar at Oat land Island in Savannah, G 
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An investment in the heart of your sound control room should pay for itself in the 
long term. A mixing desk that will not become history by tomorrow is the goal. 

Better still, it should always be ahead of the pack. 

That's why we recommend AURATUS for broadcasters. Not just impeccable sound but 

every aspect of the broadcast audio production process is within your grasp. Extensive 

logic and control functions enable you to control everything for on-air production 

- from cueing to communications. 

And to keep you in the picture, AURATUS displays your every move with precision. 
High res TFT screens, user modifiable display fields and OLED displays - capable of 

imparting information in all the world's major languages. This is why we think AURATUS 

defines the competitive edge. 

Digital audio technology with passion and competence - 

for broadcast, stage and studio. 
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Tools of the Trade 

NEUMANN TIM 67 MICROPHONE 

Based on Neumann's (www.neumannusa 

.com) own workhorse mic from the '60s, 

the TLM 67 incorporates the same K 67 

capsule used in the original and a new 

circuit design that promises to closely 

reproduce the sound characteristics of 

the classic U67, without the use of tubes. 

Aesthetically, the mic offers a dual color 

design and a 3-D emblem embossed with 

the likeness of Georg Neumann. The mic 

switches between omni, cardioid and fig-

ure-8, and features a selectable 10dB pad 

and highpass filter. Prices: $3,459 with 

wooden box; or $3,859 with wooden box, 

shock-mount, windscreen and cable. 

TL AUDIO A4 SUMMING MIXER 

TL Audio's (www.tlaudio.co.uk) Ebony 
Series A4 ($ 1,599) 16:2 summing mixer, 

housed in a two-rackspace unit, features 

16 balanced inputs on TRS jack and D-Sub 

connectors with individual pan controls 

and brightly lit stereo analog VU meters. 

The box features LEDs for stereo peak, 

tube drive, insert on and power, and 

high-gloss alloy knobs that contrast with 

the black-ebony faceplate. All inputs are 

switchable between +4 and - 10; an option-

al tube stage on the master bus lets users 

dial in the exact amount of tube effect de-

sired across the mix. Insert points on the 

stereo master bus section are balanced, 

expediting the use of stereo processors. 

HIGHC MUSIC CREATION SOFTWARE 

Thomas Baudel, a French researcher in 

Computer Science and Human Computer 

Interaction, released HighC (www.highc 

.org), a new graphical music-creation 

software tool providing easy 

access to advanced audio 

synthesis. In HighC, users 

draw sounds on a continuous 

time/frequency diagram that 

looks like a musical score. 

The interface uses familiar 

graphical operations such as 

move/resize, copy/paste and 

group to produce rapidly 

complex audio effects or full 

compositions. Sounds remain 

as individual objects that can 

be edited and transformed with each 

other at will. A free entry-level version 

limits playback to 22 kHz; the $46.40 pro 

version provides access to higher play-

back rates and standard file-format export 

MOM» 

options. Be sure to listen to some original 

sample compositions at www.mixonline. 

COM. 

CHARTEROAK M900T MICROPHONE 

CharterOak Acoustic Devices (‘\ \\ \\ . charter 

oakacoustics.com) offers this small-dia-

phragm, front-address vacuum tube 

condenser, which uses the same 

cardioid, hypercardioid and omni 

capsules that ship with the M900 

transformerless mie. The M900T 

($1,299) features a two-step sen-

sitivity switch (0 dB and -15 dB) 

and 75Hz bass roll-off (6 dB per 

octave), and ships in a metal flight 

case that includes three capsules, 

Gotham Audio cables, power sup-

ply. shock-mount and mic clip. 

MINNETONKA 

DISC WELDER STEEL V. 3 

The latest update of discWelder Steel from 

Minnetonka Audio (www.minnetonka 

audio.com), Version 3 ($595) offers a 

subset of features from the company's au-

thoring application, discWelder CHROME 

fee. 1,111 

itegolle.11.11 

H, which was recently used to author the 

latest DVD-A release from Ringo Starr, 

Ringo 5.1. New features include DSD 

import, PCM conversion, Red Book CD 

burning and Auto-Mirror, which takes 

audio stored in the DVD-

Audio zone and automati-

cally creates or "mirrors" 

a Dolby Digital—encoded 

surround program, pro-

ducing a fully compatible 

DVD disc that can be 

played back in any DVD-

Video player. 
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PRESONUS FIRESTUDIO LIGHTPIPE 

Ihis nev, multichannel I () horn 

PreSonus (www.presonus.com) is a 32-

input, 32-output, 24-bit/96k Lightpipe-to-

FireWire computer recording system. The 

cross-platform FireStudio ($699) lets users 

convert up to 32 channels of ADAT or 

SMUX optical Lightpipe I/O via FireWire. 

Features include MIDI I/O, balanced TRS 

main outputs with volume control and 

headphone out with volume control, and 

it works with Cubase, Logic, Nuendo, SO-

NAR, Digital Performer and other DAWs. 

JetPLL jitter-elimination technology allows 

ultratight synchronization and improved 

imaging and clar-

ity, along with a 

34x4 DSP matrix 

mixer, enabling 

dual zero-latency 

stereo monitor 

mixes. The front panel sports LED meters 

for visual monitoring of all signals. 

YAMAHA 01V96, 02R96 UPGRADES 

Without raising prices, Yamaha (www. 

yamaha.com) updated the 01V96VCM 

($2,499) and 02R96VCM ($ 10,299) digital 

mixing consoles to include a variety of 

new processing options. Previously avail-

able as add-on 

effect pack-

ages, the VCM 

Channel Strip 

processors and 

REV-X reverb 

are now standard 

features on the 

boards. Proces-

sors include classic 

compression and 

EQ units from the 

'70s, simulations 

of several legend-

ary analog open-reel 

tape decks, a complete suite of REV-X 

reverb effects, a high-quality surround 

post-production package and a selection 

of vintage stomp boxes. 

MOTU 896MK3 INTERFACE 

The 896mk3 ($ 1,295) FireWire I/O box 

from MOTU (www.motu.com) works cross-

platform (Mac/PC) and features onboard 

effects and mixing. Connectivity is via 

eight mic/line XLR/TRS combo jacks of-

fering hi-Z instrument inputs for a total of 

28 inputs and 32 outputs. Other features 

include operation up to 192 kHz, signal-

overload protection, 32-bit floating-point 

DSP for mixing and effects processing, and 

two banks of configurable optical I/O. The 

two-rackspace box lets the user apply no-

latency effects processing to inputs, outputs 

or buses directly in the 896mk3 hardware, 

independently of the computer. Effects can 

even be applied when the 896mk3 is oper-

ating stand-alone 

as a complete 

rackmounted 

mixer. Ef-

fects include 

reverb, para-

metric EQ and 

compression/ 

limiting, and can 

be applied on 

every input and 

output (a total 

of 60 channels), 

with enough DSP resources for at least one 

band of parametric EQ and compression 

on every channel (48 kHz). 

MIDDLE ATLANTIC PD-915R-M 

The PD-915R-M ($213.84) is the new, ad-

vanced version of Middle Atlantic's (www. 

middleatlantic.com) 15-amp rackmount 

power unit, which provides power to 

nine outlets and monitors eight important 

parameters. The UL-listed device indicates 

total system load on a front-mounted LCD 

screen and is protected by the company's 

signature surge and spike protection, which 

does not pass noise to ground. Real-time 

power quality information includes volt-

age, current, watts, VA, frequency, power 

factor, KWh and run time. 

RODE SHOTGUN ACCESSORIES 

ROD1: .roclemn..com ) is uttering a 

new suite of products that are designed 

to work with RODE's own NTG-1, NTG-2 

and NTG-3 mics, as well as any shotgun 

mie with 

a diameter 

of 19-20 

mm or 21-

22.5 mm. 

It includes 

the PG1 

Cold Shoe 

Pistol Grip 

and RODE 

PG2 Pistol Grip shock-mount. Also for 

use with shotgun mies, the companion 

RODE WS6 and WS7 deluxe windshields 

are made of an open-cell foam inner core 

with an artificial fur outer. The WS7 will fit 

any shotgun with a maximum slot length 

of 186.5 mm (7%-inch) and a diameter of 

19-20 mm. 
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BAG END INFFASUB 

WITH P-500 AMP 

Upping the ante in the power department, 

Bag End (www.bagend.com) has added 

some additional juice to its signature sub-

woofer. The all-new, digital P-500 ($2,130) 

amplifier boasts greater power and stabil-

ity and is based on the Minima One pro 

digital amp series. Incorporated into both 

the Infrasub-12 and Infrasub-18 Home 

and Pro Series versions, the P-500 reduces 

weight and heat, and promises clarity all 

the way down to 8 Hz. 

ZAXCOM FUSION RECORDER/MIXER 

Zaxcom's (www.zaxcom.com) new high-

resolution audio mixer and recorder, Fu-

sion ($7,995), is a lightweight and power-

efficient unit with no moving parts. The 

multitrack recorder stores audio on two 

redundant CompactFlash cards and in-

cludes an integrated, lockable touchscreen 

interface that provides access to all of the 

system's mixing and recording functions. 

Four balanced AES inputs with sample rate 

conversion allow eight channels of audio 

to come from four different devices with 

varying sample rates or unlocked sample 

rate clocks. Fusion 

can mix 16 inputs to 

eight output buses 

for recording up to 

eight tracks. The 

system also works 

as a FireWire bus 

master to control 

and supply power 

to external hard 

drives or DVD-RAM 

drives. An optional 

effects package 

features a soft-knee 

compressor, high-

pass filter, delay and 3-band EQ with peak 

or shelving filters. The system includes six 

filters per channel, with frequency-select-

able highpass filters included and optional 

EQ and notch filters. 

BRAUNER PHANTHERA V MIC 

.iiig off in a more ..\ . 111.1,1, style 

where its cardioid-only big brother, Phan-

them, leaves off, Brauner (www.brauner-

microphones.com) introduc-

es the Phanthera V, offering 

cardioid, omni and figure-8 

patterns, and a switchable 

-10dB pad. It ships with a 

shock-mount and case. 

PROMINY SC 

ELECTRIC GUITAR 

Giving would-be rock gods 

more opportunities to shred 

inside the box, Prominy 

(www.prominy.com) of-

fers the SC Electric guitar, a 

software guitar instrument 

that replicates the sound of 

the Fender Stratocaster and 

includes more than 64 Giga-

bytes across 123,000 samples. 

The $399 package includes 

Kontakt Player 2 and offers 

real-time playability, repro-

duction of all five pickup 

positions, pre-loaded chord 

samples, auto-stroke detection, feedback, 

double-tracking and drop-tuned samples 

(from low C to low D-sharp). For more 

realism, the sounds are sampled at all fret 

positions on every string, while picking 

noises are recorded in multiple forms on all 

frets and strings. 

VIENNA ENSEMBLE 3 

Promising the first MIDI and audio LAN 

solution that works universally on Macs 

WIRELESS EC) TUNE 

FADERS SETUP 

ten Elrflet) 

STOP 

and PCs, the Vienna Symphonic Library 

(vsl.co.at) team has released Vienna En-

semble 3 (95 Euros). Developed for exclu-

sive use with Vienna Instniments, VE3 can 

host numerous Vienna Instruments plug-

ins on any number of slave machines and 

route all of those audio streams back to 

the main machine via an Ethernet cable. 

All computing (including GUI rendering) 

and hard disk streaming is done on the 

slave machine(s), preserving the master 

computer's CPU resources. The software 

also includes a stand-alone mode allowing 

the user to run VE3 and the sequencer or 

notation software on the same computer. 

Plug-in formats include RTAS (Mac PPC 

and Intel), Audio Units (Mac PPC and In-

tel) and VST (PC, Mac PPC and Intel). VE3 

has reportedly been tested with Cubase, 
Digital Performer, Logic Pro, Pro Tools, 

Sibelius and SONAR. • 
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Cakewalk SONAR 7 Producer Edition 

Upgrade Highlights Sequencer and Workflow Improvements 

C
akewalk has been consistent about 
upgrading SONAR annually, and 

the improvements have been sig-

nificant. For instance, SONAR 5 pushed 

the envelope by being the first 64-bit DAW, 
and last year SONAR 6 was fortified with 

ACT (Active Controller Technology), a 
dynamic means of remapping MIDI con-

trols, AudioSnap audio quantizing, Session 

Drummer 2 and the robust VC-64 Vintage 
Channel. 

SONAR 7 Producer Edition ($619) is 

packed with a slew of new features. A hefty 

MIDI overhaul includes Smart MIDI Tools 

and enhanced MIDI editing. Internal side-

chaining and delay compensation for exter-

nal hardware are also welcome features. The 
comprehensive Roland V-Vocal is also en-

hanced with MIDI functionality. True linear-

phase mastering plug-ins, Eu-Con support, 

workflow enhancements and new delivery 

options are also included in this update. 

DUELING SYSTEMS 

I installed SONAR 7 on two machines with 

two different operating systems, including a 

Mac. Cakewalk hasn't gone cross-platform, 

but advertises SONAR 7 running on a Mac 

under Boot Camp. I had a Windows XP 

partition on an Intel 2.66GHz dual-core Mac 

running OS 10.4.9 and a self-bulk Windows 

machine running Windows Vista Ultimate 

32-bit. Powering the Windows machine was 

a 3GHz Intel Core Extreme CPU Q6850 with 
4 GB of RAM. After the painless installations, 

both systems were updated to SONAR 7.0.2. 

For audio interface duties, I used two 

different setups. The Windows Vista ma-

chine was coupled with a MOTU 828mkII 

FireWire interface. On the Mac system, I 

used a new Lynx AES16e card connected 

to a Mytek 8x192 AD/DA via AES/EBU con-

nections. As for MIDI controller duties, an 

M-Audio Keystation 49e fit the bill. 

SHOW ME THE MIDI 

SONAR 7s Integrated Step Sequencer view 

allows for easy creation and manipulation of 

drum programming and rhythmic, repetitive 

patterns. Each sequence can have up to 16 

steps per beat with 64 beats per pattern, in-

cluding support for odd meters and a "fit-to-

ele:Amit• 0t • 0 0 at' 

Cakewalk SONAR 7's work environment showing the LP-64 multiband compressor, Roland V- Vocal 
and the new Step Sequencer 

quarters" function. Further controls include 
toggling between mono and polyphonic 
modes, articulation, swing and portamento. 

I inserted a soft synth with an instance 

of Session Drummer 2; SONAR conve-

niently created a track folder with a MIDI 

track and an instrument track. I loaded a kit 
within Session Drummer 2, and to see the 

proper drum sounds in the Step Sequencer 

view, I assigned the appropriate drum map 

on the MIDI track output. Creating a pat-

tern is as easy as left-clicking to add notes 

and right-clicking to remove notes. As the 

pattern cycled playback, I easily created 

a groove pattern that didn't require much 
technical attention, allowing the creativity 

to flow. Once created, manipulation is as 

easy as Ctrl-click-dragging to join and Ctrl-

right-clicking to separate notes. Velocity is 

controlled with a shift-drag up or down. 

Once you have an arrangement, Step Se-

quencer clips work just like MIDI Groove 

clips in Track view whereby you can just 
click-drag them out to repeat. 

Streamlining workflow has always been 

a strong point for SONAR releases, and with 

V. 7 the application pushes forward in the 

MIDI department with Smart MIDI Tools. 

The original Select, Draw and Erase tools 

may be completely configured under the 

Options>PRV Tool Configuration menu. 

Tool behaviors based on the cursor's posi-

tion, left/middle/right mouse buttons and 

combinations with modifier keys can be pro-

grammed to any MIDI editing action. Once 

Tools are programmed to taste, you have a 

complete custom MIDI work environment 

that can be saved in presets. For those of you 

accustomed to other DAWs, you'll appreciate 

built-in presets from programs such as Logic 

7, Cubase and Digital Performer. 

Other MIDI enhancements include a 

convenient MIDI Magnifier in the Piano 

Roll view, which allows you to cursor over 
dense MIDI data and edit without changing 

the overall environment zoom level: Select 

the MIDI Magnifier in the Tool Bar, hover 

over the MIDI notes with the mouse and a 

microscope action zooms in on the specific 

area, allowing you to edit away. Improve-

ments to MIDI visuals include a Velocity Col-

orizer, which provides velocity-dependent 

color coding (tinting) of notes; and MIDI 
Meters (responsive to velocity information) 

are now standard in the Track and Console 

view. Additional MIDI editing functions 

added to the MIDI tool palette now include 

Split Notes, Glue Notes, Event Mute, Drag 

Quantize and Repeat. Further MIDI imple-

mentation is added to Roland V-Vocal 1.5 

with Pitch-to-MIDI conversion, allowing, 
for example, a synth track accompaniment 

of a vocal performance via the vocal's MIDI 

data for added texture or effects. 
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"I've always liked 
a beauty with brains." 

Josh Homme, Artist/Producer. 
Queens of the Stone Age 
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SONTRONICS 
eIIPtuIl INSPIREU BY SUUND 

sontronicsusa com 
for a retailer near you visit 
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SONAR 7 features hardware insert delay compensation. This is the insert view, which shows offset in samples. 

NEW INSTRUMENTS AND PLUG-INS 

Virtual instruments are a welcome feature 

with any DAW, and SONAR 7's impressive 
stock includes favorites like Session Drum-

mer 2, the PSYN II subtractive synth and 

Pentagon I virtual analog synths; Cakewalk 

has also added a few more to the roster. 

DropZone is a drag-and-drop sampler and 
REX loop editor stocked with pads and at-
mospheres, basses, drum kits and REX loops. 

The Z3TA+ 1.5 is an analog-style synth of-

fering filters, six oscillators, built-in effects 

and band-limiting technology. Dimension 
LE, a lighter version of Dimension Pro, fea-

tures more than 400 sound programs span-

ning organ, bass, electric piano samples and 

synth sounds including the Garritan Pocket 

Orchestra, which comprises strings, brass, 
woodwinds, keyboards and percussion. Al-

though I enjoyed playing with this libran-, 

some of the samples were a bit noisy for my 

taste. As an example, the Viola Legato 3 was 

a bit raspy regardless of which sample rate 

I used (I tried 48 to 192 kHz) or machine I 

used. This was more of a problem when iso-

lated; once in a mix, the issue was masked. 

For the electronica crowd, Cakewalk also in-

cludes a version of its Rapture synthesizer, 

Rapture LE. with more than 200 programs 

and hundreds of oscillator shapes. 

It's always a bonus when you don't have 

to spend a fortune on third-party plugs, and 

SONAR users have always been accustomed 

to greats like the Sonitus bundle, Perfect 

Space convolution reverb and SONAR 6's 

VC-64. SONAR 7 sweetens the deal with new 

mastering plug-ins. The LP-64 linear phase 

EQ and the LP-64 multiband comp/limiter 
provide accurate control without any phase 

shifts, comb filtering or dull transients during 

processing. The LP-64 EQ offers 20 control 

points with the usual frequency, gain and Q 

manipulation. The multiband compressor in-

cludes two presets for mastering: lighter or 

stronger. A program-dependent release op-

tion provides five bands to control indepen-
dent attack, release, threshold, ratio and gain. 

I applied these over bus masters, and the 

results were always impressive. The presets 

were great starting points and sonically were 

as good as other expensive plug-in bundles. 

Another polishing plug-in is Boost 11, a lim-

iter/volume maximizer with a "look-ahead" 

feature and program-dependent release 
(PDR). Boost 11 provides dynamic waveform 

displays in real time of input vs. output, and 

lets you audition that loud, final mix sound. 

SONAR 7 also now incorporates internal 

side-chaining for the Sonitus fic Gate, Sonitus 

fx Compressor and the VC-64. Triggering in-

struments with other instruments, de-essing 

and ducking was a breeze. Simply insert one 

of the supported plug-ins over a track and 

address an output of a bus on another track 

to feed the corresponding plug-in/track. 

BUT WAIT, THERE'S MORE 

Incorporating external gear with DAWs can 

be a bit of a latency challenge. SONAR 7 

alleviates this issue with its new seamless 

External Inserts with automatic delay com-

pensation. Available over a track or bus, you 

have control over send/return assignments, 

automation for send/return gain and phase. 

Workflow improvements have been made 
for faster track I/0 assignments. Now you 

can assign consecutive or identical inputs 

over selected tracks. My only problem was, 

External Insert [ 1: Audio 11 - SONAR1 
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I couldn't find a way to assign consecutive 

outputs over tracks, just identical outputs. 

This feature would be beneficial when the 

user is assigning all outputs to a mixing con-

sole. Other workflow enhancements include 

a new Dim Solo mode that allows soloing of 

tracks without completely muting the others; 

rather, it "dims" them at -6, -12 or -18 dB. 
New import and delivery options keep 

this DAW current with the online audio 

world. SONAR 7 is fortified with the ability 

to import/export Sony Wave-64 (true 64-bit 

file format designed to overcome the 2GB 

limitation), AIFF, CAF, FLAC and SD2. To 

my surprise, with the immense popularity of 

iTunes, there is no support for AAC format. 

However, SONAR has a feature that supports 

external command-line audio encoders, so 

it is possible to configure this DAW to work 

with an app like FAAC (Freeware Advanced 

Audio Coder) to allow you to export AAC 

audio seamlessly from SONAR itself. SONAR 

7 can now rip audio CDs with burning inte-

grated within the app. Cakewalk's Publisher 
2 allows direct publishing online, enabling 

you to create playlists within a customized, 

streaming Flash-based music player. Publish-

er 2 connects to a Web host's FTP account, 

where the player can be uploaded to an art-

ist's Website and generate an HTML tag. 

A TRULY SELF-CONTAINED SYSTEM 

It's a no-brainer—if you implement MIDI 

into your workflow, SONAR 7 is well worth 

the upgrade. The new Step Sequencer allows 

drum programming to flow with minimal 

effort. In addition, complete customization 

and integration of the mouse with the Smart 

MIDI tools is a big time-saver. The MIDI 

Magnifier will leave many wondering how 

they ever worked without it. The new instru-

ments—Rapture LE and Dimension LE—are 

attractive additions, especially Dimension 

with its abundant sounds including the Gar-

ritan Pocket Orchestra. The linear phase LP-

64 EQ and multiband comp/limiter are great-

sounding additions to the plug-in roster. 

SONAR releases have always been 

stuffed with practical features. and V. 7 

is no exception, with faster track assign-

ments, a Dim Solo mode, internal side-

chaining and hardware inserts. SONAR's 

ability to create, complete and deliver mu-

sic via Publisher 2 to an artist's Website or 

MySpace account all "in the box" makes it 

truly a self-contained DAW. 

Cakewalk, 617/423-9004, www.cake 

walk.com. 

When he wrote this, engineer/studio owner 

Tony Nunes was rooting for his native Por-

tugal to win the Euro Cup. 

www.sonicus.net 

sE Electronics would like to thank Mix Magazine for nominating the 

Instrument Reflexion Filter for the coveted TEC Award. Vote 

online now for sE's Award Winning Technology at MixOnline.com 

Bad Drum Sound? 
Replace It. 

"14armissim 

Is your drum sound driving you nuts" Relax - Drumagog will make those old, 

stale drums sound like a million bucks! It works by automatically replacing 

what's on your audio drum tracks with samples of new drums. The industry 

choice for over 5 years, Drumagog is available for both PC and Mac, in VST, 

RIAS. and Audio Units p•ug-in formats. See why producers Chuck Ainlay, 

Brian Tankersley, and Greg Ladanyi use Drumagog in their projects every day. 

877-318-WAVE 
www.cirumagog.com 

WAVEMACHINE LABS 
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BY ROBERT BROCK 

Sonic Reality Ocean Way Drums Library 

High-End Drum Sounds With a Platinum Legacy 

Tlie first world-class studio I ever 
•,et foot in was Ocean Way in Hol-

lywood. The Gold and Platinum al-
bums lining the walls beamed an aura of the 

immense talent of those who worked there. 

Now, Sonic Reality's Ocean Way Drums 

(OWD) drum-sample library packages the 

sound, rooms and one-of-a-kind mic col-

lection found in that special place. Ocean 

Way studio owner Allen Sides and engineer 

Steven Miller spent two years painstakingly 
recording and creating the collection. There 

are no loops, pre-sequenced grooves or 

step sequences; OWD focuses on individual 

drum hits, delivered via Native Instruments' 
Kontakt 2 sample player, and available in all 
the usual plug-in formats. 

OWD's 19 drum kits cover the gamut 

from loose-sounding vintage drums to tight 

modem sets. Snares range from deep rock 
to popping piccolos, and include rolls, rim 

shots and ghost notes. Cymbals include tiny 
splashes to big rides, and feature numerous 

variations: bell hits, chokes, multiple edge hits 

and rolls. Hi-hats include sloppy, open rock 

sounds and crisp jazz timbres—with multiple 

open-hat positions. All instruments were hit 

with a stick—no brush or mallet samples. 

PICK YOUR PACKAGE 

The 3995 Gold edition has 40 GB of 48kHz 

samples spread over 19 different kits. Of-
fering the same sets at 96 kHz, plus ex-

tra kick drums, the 120GB Platinum edi-

tion ($ 1,995) is pre-installed on a USB 

2/FireWire hard drive. All kits have pre-

sets mapped for General MIDI or Sonic 

Reality's IMAP format for greater flexibility 

when playing "keyboard drums." 

OWD makes heavy use of Kontakt's di-

rect-from-disk feature, which streams sam-
ples from the hard drive. Most instruments 

stream 10 or more channels per drum hit so 

it's easy to exceed 40 audio channels when 

multiple drums are played at once; there-
fore, OWD should run on its own (7,200 

rpm or faster) hard drive. I had no prob-

lems using the Audio Units version of OWD 
in Apple Logic Pro 8. 

Opening OWD in Logic presents a ver-

sion of Kontakt 2 that's tailored for OWD. To 

me, the Kontakt workspace felt unintuitive, 

and users of plug-ins like BFD or Addictive 

Drums will probably want more from the in-

terface. There are no images of the actual 
sampled drums, and the labels for selecting 

kits and drums are generic, such as "Kit 1" or 

"Snare Drum 2." This convention isn't very 

useful when trying to find a piccolo snare. 

On the other hand, using your ears to 

sift through the options is not necessarily 

a bad thing when listening to drums that 
sound so good. Ocean Way's custom-built 

analog console yields drums with sparkling 

transient detail and a warm, defined bottom 

end. Many drums also feature an option 

for blending samples that were processed 

through hard-to-find gear such as an AMS 

RMX-16 digital reverb—a coveted mainstay 
in high-end studios. 

Complete drum kit presets come in the 

form of what Kontakt refers to as "multis." 

Each drum in the kit is then represented 

by an instrument block with gain knobs for 

each available channel, such as U47, AKG, 
OH, Room 1, etc. A pull-down menu can 

display channel panners, envelope settings 

or a velocity view to tailor how the drum 

responds dynamically to how hard you play 

your controller. These controls are indepen-

dent on every instrument and allow creative 

options that aren't possible with a conven-

tionally recorded kit, such as shortening the 

decay on the kick's room mics while leaving 

a long room decay on the snare. 

I had fun with the snares. Each kit has 

snare-on and snare-off versions. In snare-

off presets, the other drums in the kit, such 

as toms and kick, were played without 

snare rattle bleeding into the mics. One ap-

proach I loved was using stereo AKG C- 12s 

about 18 inches over the snare and two rare 

Sony 55Ps (also in stereo) for snare bottom. 

This unique flavor sounded wonderful. For 

contrast, the snares were also recorded with 
Shure SM57s in more traditional positions. 

With this many controls available, bal-
ancing the relative instruments within a kit 

could prove difficult, so OWD combines 

various channels from each instrument onto 

more manageable buses. The buses are rep-

resented in Kontakt's mixer as kick, snare, 

hat and toms, along with overhead and am-

bience channels. Each bus has its own vol-
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OWD comes with six preset mixes per kit that can 
be altered by the user. 

ume fader and includes multiple insert slots 
for additional processing. 

To get quick results without having to 
build a sound from scratch, each kit has six 

ready-to-go preset mixes. I wouldn't typically 

think that "producing by preset" would be 

useful, but these settings are almost like be-

ing part of a Sides clinic on mixing drums. 

ALL ABOUT THE SOUND 

What matters most is how drums sound in 

the mix. Playing sequenced drums from 

some of my projects, I quickly re-assigned 

them to OWD. I found it unnecessary to 

use any additional processing with OWD: 

I just blended the provided mics to my lik-

ing and simply let the undoctored sarnples 

shine through. As a bonus, at press time. 

Sonic Reality announced that users can drive 
OWD from Drumagog by downloading ei-

ther MidiPipe (Mac) or MIDI Yoke (PC). 
I'm not a fan of the Kontakt interface, but 

the drum sounds sold me on OWD. The mie 

choices, the room, processing options and 

the excellent recordings make this a one - 
of-a-kind collection. OWD brings you the 

sound of a unique and special place--even 

if you've never set foot on the Sunset Strip. 

Sonic Reality, www.sonicreality.com. • 

Robert Brock is an engineer music producer 
composer and pianist. 
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ISA One 
Classic Microphone Pre-amplifier with Independent D.I. 

With an installed studio cost of over $ 1,000,000, the Focusrite Studio console (72+ channels) 

was probably the most expensive, and sonically impressive console ever built. Its unique 

sound has contributed to countless gold and platinum recordings over the last two decades. 

The Focusrite consoles were based around the ISAII0 Microphone Pre-amplifier and EQ 

module, originally commissioned in 1987 for Air studios, London, to extend the custom 

Neve console in Studio One. Sir George Martin, the AIR Studios team and Focusrite tuned 

the microphone pre-amplifier by ear. It went on to form the cornerstone (if all ISA products. 

The topology has never changed, except for the addition of a variable impedance circuit, 

providing ISA users with increased control and a broader variety of sounds. 

The new Focusrite ISA One shares the same pre-amplifier topology, featuring the original 

Lundahl LLI538 transformer and bespoke Zobel network. A host of other features, including 

an independent D.I. and an optional class-leading 192kHz A-D converter, ensure this classic 

design fits seamlessly into your modern studio environment. 

Now ) oti too can own the million $ pre. Only one thing has changed. The price - $799.99* 

www.liwusrite.com/million$pre 

The Focusrite Studio Series console 

BOP Studies, Soulli era 

MINE 

• The flexible and independent DI, allows engineers 

to blend a mic'd cabinet and D.I'd Instrument, or 

track a vocal and guitar simultaneously. 

• ISA One's optional Stereo 192kHz A-D card 

embodies cutting-edge conversion technology 

within Focusritr analogue circuitry to deliver the 

best performance in its class. 

• ISA One comes in its own flight case, built to protect 

your ISA One from the rigors of ! he road. 

* US MAP Price 5799.99 

audio heritage I sonic integrity I professional solutions 

Focusrite For more information: 800-222-4700 or www.sweetwatencom 
www.focusrite.com 
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Minnetonka Audio Workflow Engine (AWE) 

Automated Editing, Encoding, Conversion and P-ocessing 

B
efore the boom of digital audio, 
managing your resources meant 

keeping your work well-document-

ed and your tape reels in a cool, dry place. 

Today, knowing where your digital audio 
resources are (before and after mixing and 

processing), managing your jobs, keeping 

repetitive tasks consistent and passing the 

best possible work to the next person in 

the audio chain are major concerns. To help 

organize this sometimes-jumbled world of 

computerized jobsites comes Minnetonka's 

Audio Workflow Engine (AWE), a scalable 

set of Mac-based tools designed for auto-

mating and organizing audio files during 

the editing, signal processing, encoding 
and conversion processes. 

LET'S GET ACQUAINTED 

Nlinimuns requirements tor AWE are a G4 

running at 1 GHz or better or any Intel Mac, 

256 RAM and 40 MB of free drive space. Iran 
AWE on a MacBook Intel Core 2 Duo run-

ning at 2.2 GHz with OS Version 10.5.2 with 

good results. AWE is iLok-compatible or can 

be authorized using the call/answer method. 

When you first open AWE, you are greet-

ed with a GUI sporting four tabs that take 

you through setting up a job. The Input tab 

selects files to be processed from a browser; 

the Processing tab offers a choice of "pro-

cess"; Output determines where and how 

files will be stored once the job is done; and 

Job Queue lets you monitor and prioritize 

jobs, stacking them up for processing, even 
across a network. 

AWE includes automated audio process-

ing tools so you can append, cut, fade in/ 

out, insert silence, mute, normalize, convert 

sample rates, apply delay compensation, 

trim time, change volume and even change 

the input/output assignments on your com-

puter's I/O device. You could easily perform 

these tasks individually and be done with 
it, provided that you're only processing a 

small, predetermined number of files. But 

the power of AWE comes into play when 

you have to do this across a vast range of 

resources, such as a game audio content 

provider who must create thousands of 

short files that must be downsampled for 

integration into a game engine, or during 
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AWE can run several plug-in jobs offline at the same time: here, a Normalize plug-in is shown along with 
the iZotope Multi-band compressor and Mastering EQ. 

the creation of repetitive files for phone 

calls on-hold, Web or broadcast that require 

fade in/outs, normalized volume and/or 5.1 

encoding. In these situations, AWE shines. 

While the stock set of AWE processors 

are very good—for instance, you can per-

form sample rate conversions from 8 kHz 

up to 192 kHz—AWE also offers two op-

tional companion processor packages: the 

Master Bundle and the SurCocle for Dolby 

Digital plug-in. The Master Bundle takes the 

AWE's operational ability to the next level, 

providing Minnetonka Audio's TimeStretch 

and PitchShift plug-ins, which are powered 

by iZotope's Radius plug-in technology, as 

well as iZotope's Mastering EQ (with high/ 

low shelving and four bell curves), Master-

ing Limiter/Maximizer, Mastering Reverb 

plate/room simulator and Multi-Band com-

pressor plug-ins. The Dolby Digital plug-in 

lets you automate and create fully compli-
ant AC-3 files for playback in any Dolby 

Digital—capable receiver or decoder. 

STOCKED-UP TEST RUN 

I started testing AWE by surfing the browser 

using the Input tab. You can use this method 

or simply drag-and-drop files into the Input 

stmcture. I loaded my files, clicked the Pro-

cessing tab and chose Fade In as the first job 

in my processing chain. This brought up the 

simple Fade In GUI, which offers a choice of 

stock linear or logarithmic fades and the fade 

time. (I'd like to see more fade choices here.) 
I then double-clicked on Fade Out, adding 

the next process to my chain. I liked how 
I could build my chain with any number of 

plug-ins. Selecting a 5-second Log fade-out. 

I was ready to run my job, but not before 

auditioning it using the transport controls in 

the Preview section. Although it wasn't effec-

tive with such a short fade-in/out, you can 

change parameters on all plugs in real time 

and hear the results live. 

Once satisfied with my fades, I went to 

the Output window to see where it would 

store my files. You can direct the system to 

overwrite the existing files, or generate its 

own folder or one of your choice in any lo-

cation. You can also modify the output files 

by pre-pending or appending the date, time. 

job name or custom name. I hit the Submit 

button and watched my job progress in the 

Jab Queue. If you're on a network, you can 

assign the job a priority to optimize system 

performance. It took less than a minute to 
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PERSONAL STUDIO SERIES  
THE COMPLETE RECORDING GUIDE/11M 
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CDs vs. 1.4P3s 

Electronic Musician magazine 

and Disc Makers have tearied 
up to create the third volume in 
its Personal Studio Series, The 

Complete Recording Guide. 

This special- issue magaziie and 
bonus DVD delivers the essentials 

on studio design, recording, mixing 
and mastering, distributing and 

marketing your music and other 
techniques and strategies for the 

personal studio owner. 

The Complete Recording Guide 
aVso features EM's famous in-
depth application articles aid 

interviews, large color graphics, 

aid a supporting DVC coitaining 
tutorials, product demos. examples 

and more! Plus, a dedicated 

Web site complements both the 
magazine and the DVD. 

Edited and produced by tie staffs 
of EM & Mix, this special issue is a 
must-have, one- of-a kind resource 

fpr all personal studio entusiasts! 

Plus: 
•Acoustic Treatments for the 
Personal Studio 

• Fixing Vocal Tracks 

• Replace Those Weak Drum Tracks 

• Recording Guitar 

• Artist Management 

• Do- It-Yourself Mastering: How to 

Finish the Job 

• Marketing & Selling Your Music 
Online 

• And More! 

To order the Personal Studio Series, The Complete Recording Guide, or any of our other publications. 

please visit www.mixbooks.com, or find it on newsstands wherever EM is sold 
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Nominated for this years Technical 
Excellence & Creativity Award 
for Studio Microphone Technology 

300 Pleasant Valley Roaa wwwitelefunkenusa.com South Windsor, CT 06074 
860.882.5913 

The Ela M 260 Small Diaphragm Tube Mic. 
Featuring a New Old Stock Telefunken 

EF-732 tube, three interchangable capsules 
(Cardioid. Omni and Hyper-Cardioid) 

and a custom adapter 

ring for use with 
original AKG CK1 
capsules and the 

RED Lollipop 
style capsules. 

eooKs 
Books DVDs Software 
Merchandise & much more... 

Look for downloadable digital 
sheet music coming soon... 

Over 145,000 Titles! 

CLICK TO LEARN 
timmumeomixbooks.com 

run my fades on a group of 10 files. All the 

fades came out just as I'd auditioned them, 

and I ran the entire job offline while I was 

checking e-mails. 

Next, I normalized, EQ'd and multiband-

compressed a group of MP3s I'd recorded 

in the field using a handheld recorder. Each 

time you run a job, the procedure is exactly 
the same, except that only the files, output 

location and processors change. I liked how 

the Normalize plug-in allowed me to choose 

peak or RMS, with the latter providing me 

parameter choices such as target max RMS 

level and attack. I could also scan the files 

for peak dB, max RMS and average RMS. The 

iZotope plug-ins are excellent. I could add 

presence EQ into my files and take out a bit 

of an overpowering bottom end by simply 

lowering the lowest band of the multiband 

compressor. These optional plugs give you a 

nice set of pro-level tools to use with confi-

dence. This job came out beautifully, and it 

was nice having the ability to run such a so-

phisticated process across such a broad range 

of resources without opening my DAW. 

My last job was a 5.1 Dolby AC-3 en-

code from a surround percussion session. 

The process was exactly the same. I loaded 
my files using a 5.1-channel file group. I 

dragged my filename.L.wav file into the L 

box and the rest of my files auto-loaded 

with the exception of the filename.lf.wav: I 

ended up having to drag that one manually 

into the LFE slot in the file group. For fun, 

I changed the name of my .1f.wav file to 
Ife.wav and it auto-loaded perfectly on an-

other try. This minor problem could surely 
be fixed in a future version upgrade. 

AM I IN AWE? 

AWE is well thought-out, intuitive and good 

at automating and organizing large amounts 
of files and processes. Once I was familiar 

with the interface's hierarchy and flow, it was 
easy to do any task; it works basically the 

same no matter what tool(s) you choose. 

AWE will become more valuable as au-

dio processes and applications become in-

creasingly complex. This set of tools would 

be perfect for game audio producers, Web 

audio pros, music librarians, mastering engi-

neers, past houses or anyone who does a lot 

of repetitive processing—locally or across a 

network. As a time-sayer that increases out-

put and improves consistency and workflow, 

AWE is well worth looking into. Prices: AWE, 

$395; Master Bundle, $295; and Dolby Digital 

for AudioTools, $495. 

Minnetonka Audio Software, 952/449-

6481, www.minnetonkaaudio.com. • 

Kevin Becka is Mix's technical editor. 
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Apogee, Apple, and Sweetwater... 
the Sweetest Sounding Symphony 

••• 

••• 

Ensemble 
Multi channel FireWire audio interface 

The Symphony System 
Up to 96 channels of I/O 

Duet 
Portable, Two channel 
FireWire audio interface 

From the Garage to the Studio, advanced audio for any application 
Whether you're recording a simple guitar part or an entire orchestra, capture it all with the legendary sound 
quality of Apogee and with the power and ease of Apple.The combination of Apogee interfaces, Mac computers 

and Apple audio creation software offers unsurpassed professional recording solutions for any application. 

Gamed:land 

Let the pros at Sweetwater configure your custom Apogee/Apple System. 

gAuthorized Reselier Sweetwater 
Music Instruments& Pro ,\Ildio 

(800) 222-4700 
www.sweetwater.com/apogee 



BY BARRY RIJDÛtPW 

Avant Electronics Avantone CK-40 Stereo Mic 

Flat Response and Independently Switchable Twin Capsules 

Topping Avant Electronics' line 
of C Series condenser mics, the 

Avantone CK-40 uses two 35mm, 

center-terminated gold-sputtered capsules 

mounted in separate cavities—one above 

the other. While the lower-capsule assem-

bly is fixed, the upper rotates from 90 to 

270 degrees. Priced at $599, the CK-40 ships 

with a basket shock-mount, 32-foot cable, 
splitter/fan-out box, foam pop filter and 

padded aluminum attaché case. 

A CLOSER LOOK INSIDE 

Ihe ch- i(i s chassis and electronics are 

housed in a machined-brass tube and held 

in place by a large chromed nut at the bot-

tom. The housing is finished in a metal-

lic Cabernet wine—red that contrasts with 

chrome plating on the mesh screening and 

other metal parts. Inside, two matched cir-

cuit boards contain the discrete Class-A de-

sign FET (Field Effect Transistor) head amps 

and line drivers. There are no transformers 

in this mic. The mic is rated at just 17dBA 

(A-weighted) noise level, with a max SPL 

of 147 dB and a 20 to 20k Hz (±3dB) fre-

quency response. A single, 5-pin stereo XLR 

connector at the bottom of the mic sends 

audio for both mics down a cable to a small 

splitter box terminating in standard male 3-

pin XLRs. The mic is phantom-powered and 

draws 3 rnA of current for each capsule. 

The CK-40 has two sets of rugged, on-

board, three-way toggle switches: One pro-

vides cardioid, omni and figure-8 pattern 
selections; the other lets you choose be-

tween either a low-frequency roll-off filter 

(80Hz, 6dB/octave), flat response or -10 dB 

of attenuation. 

INTO THE STUDIO 

I hist tested the CK-40 on an acoustic gui-

tar for a rock session. I don't usually record 

acoustics using more than one mic because 

the time and tedium of setting up two con-

densers as an accurate stereo pair usually 

precludes their use. I set the CK-40's cap-

sules as crossed cardioids in a 90-degree an-

gle, X/Y configuration. For all my acoustic 

guitar recordings, I placed the CK-40 about 

18 inches from the soundhole and left both 

the attenuator and roll-off switched off. I 

used my FiveFish Studios SC-1 preamps set 

to about 50 dB of gain. 

Recording in Pro Tools, I panned the 

two mic tracks left and right for a notice-

able stereo image that was fuller sounding 

than the same guitar recorded with just one 

mic; it was fully mono-compatible without 

being super-wide. The result was an up-
front recording of the instrument. Without 

any processing, I easily achieved an ac-

curate documentation of the performance, 

the instrument's sound and a little of the 

recording space around it. 

Sonically, the CK-40 does not "hype" 

either the high or the low frequencies—its 

response seems very flat, with a clear focus 

on the midrange frequencies. The -10dB pad 

is necessary for most sources, such as close 

drums or electric guitar amps, where the mic's 
output level will overload your preamp. 

Next, I tried two crossed figure-8 patterns 

rotated 90 degrees from one another. This 
is the classic Blumlein array, and to set the 

angle difference between the top and bot-

tom capsules accurately, the CK-40 has sev-

eral "dots" at 15, 30, 45 and 90 degrees on 

the upper-mic's skirt. This time, the sound 

image was wider and contained more of the 

ambience of the recording space. It's a lovely 
sound aided by the back-facing pattern lobes 

of the two figure-8 patterns pulling in the 

room's sound. Although this configuration is 
less mono-compatible, in a good-sounding 

room it gives you a great output for a fea-
tured acoustic guitar performance or solo. 

I then tried an M/S recording. The bot-

tom capsule was set to cardioid to serve as 
the M, or "mid" component, while the S, 

or "side" component, came from the top 

capsule set to figure-8 and facing sideways 

at right angles to the sound source. I used 

bx_digital's M/S mastering equalizer plug-in 

to record and process the separate M and S 

signals into L/R stereo, although you could 

easily configure three faders in Pro Tools to 

de-matrix the M/S signals to conventional 

stereo. I liked using the mic for this method 

of stereo recording because it is perfectly 

safe for mono and I could manipulate the 

stereo width after the recording. 

You can't beat a phase-coherent stereo 

room mic for drums. I tried many different 

distances and stereo methods. If you put 

the mic right in front of the kit, you'll have 

a killer, single-mic drum sound; you could 

perhaps add a close-miked kick drum for 

punch. When I moved the mic farther away, 

it seemed to enhance the close drum mics 

easily to create a larger space around the 

kit. Again, I preferred the Blumlein method 

because it is wide and requires no post-pro-
cessing. Compromising the stereo width by 

moving the L/R panning inward will adjust 
the stereo size to fit Ole pnxItietion. 

AFFORDABLE TWIN TRANSDUCER 

I lie - open:, many stereo possibilities 

because it provides you with easy access 

to recording methods and sounds that you 

cannot obtain with single mics. Experiment-

ing with recording in stereo has never been 

simpler. However, keep in mind that it also 

works well using just one of the capsules 

like any large-diaphragm condenser. 

Undeniably, the CK-40's sonically flat 

performance and flexibility make it an ex-
cellent first-time professional stereo mic 

purchase. 

Avant Electronics, 909/931-9061, www. 

avantelectronics.com. 

Burry Rudolph is an L.A.-based record-

ing engineer/mixer. Visit www.burryrudolph 

.com. 
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Visit Our SuperStore 
420 Ninth Ave, New York, NY 10001 

Drop by our SuperStore where you can 

handle the gear of your dreams. You'll find 

an oasis of competitively- priced stock, and 

unrivaled customer service with the most 

knowledgeable sales staff anywhere. 
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800-947-5508 
Speak to a Sales Associate 

TOOLS 
FOR 

CREATION 

With more than 30 years of renowned 

service, we continue to be your 

professional source. Our sales staff is 

made up of industry professionals with 

years of experience. Simply call, and a 

sales associate will assist you with all your 

individual needs. 

MICROPHONES 

INTERFACES 

MIXERS 

RECORDERS 

f 

bhproaudioxom 
Shop conveniently online 

180,000 products at the tip of your fingers. 

Quick searches and live support help you 

get everything you want and exactly what 

you need. Create an account, make a wish 

list, and sign up for our newsletter, all in 

our secure environment. 



At Famous Studios in Mumbai (L-R): engineer Farhad Dadyburjor, violinist Kola Ramnath, keyboardist/orranger 

Louiz Banks, executive producer Yusuf Gandhi and producer Bob Belden 

11111S MOM MID 
MUSICAL WORLDS COLLIDE AND 

COME TOGETHER 

By Blair Jackson 

In many ways, Miles From India—a two-CD set of 

Indian musicians and a host of Miles Davis alumni 

interpreting a number of the jazz great's works—is 

a natural. Many of his pieces—particularly from his 

early electric period—were rhythmically intriguing 
and open-ended enough that it is easy to imagine 

Indian percussion fitting in. Plus, on Davis' Bitches 

Brew ('70) and On the Corner (72) sessions, he actu-

ally used some Indian musicians on a few tracks, so 

he clearly had an affinity for those exotic textures. 

Even so, Miles From India is full of surprises, 

as mellifluous Indian vocalists soar above trumpet 

and electric guitar; tablas 

and traps combine to create 

driving rhythms; and sitar 

and bass clarinet merge in 

unlikely ways over the course 

of a dozen wild, diverse and 

unpredictable tracks, ranging 

from classic pieces like "So 

What" and "All Blues" (from 

Kind of Blue) to "It's About 

That Time" (In a Silent Way), 

"Spanish Key" and "Miles 

Runs the Voodoo Down" 

(Bitches Brew) and "Ife" (On 

the Corner). What's perhaps 

most remarkable about the project, though, is that 

the Indian and American musicians were recorded 

months apart in their native countries; the perfor-

mances were then stitched together, much as Davis 

producer Teo Macero assembled some of Davis' late-

'60s and early '70s albums. 

At the helm of this unusual project was producer 

MILES 

INDIA 

Bob Belden, who has shepherded the release of 

many of Columbia's "complete recordings" boxes 

of Davis' music, the most recent of which was last 

year's epic six-CD On the Corner Sessions. Belden 

conceived the project along with veteran executive 

producer Yusuf Gandhi (whose specialty has been 

soundtrack releases), and then was on hand produc-

ing as the project moved from Mumbai to New York 

City between November 2006 and July 2007. 

The foundations for each of the tracks were 
laid in India, with Nepalese jazz keyboardist Louiz 

Banks working closely with Belden to figure out 

some basic arrangement notions, tempos (some of 

which were changed from the original recordings) 
and ideas for grooves. The Mumbai sessions took 

place at Famous Studios' Galactica A, which has 

a Pro Tools HD3 system, Euphonix System 5-MC 

console, Dynaudio Acoustics monitoring, a large 

selection of analog and digital outboard gear, and 

plug-ins galore. Microphones used on the sessions 

included B&K 4006s and 4007s, Neumann U67s and 

87s, Manley Reference. Schoeps MKs and Collettes, 

AKG C-4145 and C-12s, "and some others from my 

personal collection," comments session engineer 

Farhad Dadyburjor. "These mostly went through 

Focusrite, Avalon and Digi pre's and some through 

the console. Mostly. the instruments were miked in 

mono; sometimes dual-mono and sometimes stereo. 

Bob was always admonishing me to keep things 

simple as we had no idea where the mixes and 

overdubs might happen at that point." 

Dadyburjor says that all the players were "the 

cream of Indian musicians," and that a typical ses-

sion might involve listening to the original recorded 

versions a couple of times, "deciding on a tempo and 

letting it rip. We had a lot of experimentation with 

different combinations and setups. I pretty much 

printed everything, and a lot of the rough or guide 

parts were used in the final. They sometimes played 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 100 
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Phantom Planet (L-R): drummer Jeff Conrad, lead vocalist A,ex Greenwald, guitarist Darren Robinson and bassist Sam Ferrer 

PH111110111 PLIIIE 
POP AND POWER 

FROM L.A. FOURSOME 

By Blair Jackson 

Like a lot of people, I first heard the L.A. 
band Phantom Planet when their inesistible 

pop anthem "California" was selected to be 

the theme song for the excellent Fox teen 

dramedy The 0.C. Getting a song on a series 

that lasts four seasons is a pretty good score, 

but it can also pigeonhole a band. Though 

Phantom Planet have long had strong pop 

leanings, "California" wasn't exactly typical 

of their sound—they had many harder-edged 

tunes, a penchant for somewhat unusual 

sonics (their second album, The Guest, was 

co-produced by Mitchell Froom and Tchad 

Blake) and the piano bounce of their hit 

masked the fact that they have always really 

been a guitar band. 

And in this case, "always" is a surpris-

ingly long time: The original group—of 

which three members remain—got together 

some 13 years ago when they were in their 

mid-teens in high school. They played on 

the indie circuit in Southern California and 

two of the members also pursued acting: 

Charismatic leader/singer/songwriter/guitar-

ist Alex Greenwald had a role in the cult 

film Donnie Darko and drummer Jason 

Schwartzman—nephew of director Francis 

Coppola—became a bona-fide movie star, 

appearing in such flicks as Rushmore, Slack-
ers, I Heart Huckabees and Marie Antoinette. 

He left the band in the summer of 2003 and 

was replaced by Jett Conrad. The other two 

founding members were bassist Sam Farrar 

and guitarist Darten Robinson, who remain 

Phantom Planet's latest, Raise the Dead 

(on the hip indie label Fueled By Ramen), 

marks a further evolution of the group's 

harder, rockin' side. While still filled with 

strong hooks and superb varied lead vocals 

from Greenwald that range from pop to 

deeply passionate. it's the avalanche of gui-

tars played by Greenwald and Robinson that 

really define this album's highly adventurous 

sound. After a couple of false starts with other 

producers, the band eventually tagged Tony 

Berg, who has helmed cool discs by a slew 

of great artists through the years, including 

Eclie Brickell, Michael Penn, Public Image. 
Squeeze, X, The Replacements, Pete Yom 

and fabulous newcomer Jessica Hoop. He's 
known for working well with strong song-

writers, and in Phantom Planet's Greenwald. 

he certainly has that. But it also turns out he 

has deep roots with the band. 

"I've known them since they were boys," 

Berg says by phone from Williamsburg, Va.. 
where he and his engineer, Shawn Everett. 

were tracking the new Bruce Homsby al-

bum at the pianist's home studio. "I was al 

Geffen when they were signed; they were 

about 16 then. And they've been coming 

around my house for 12 years. In fact, Alex, 

the singer, is my daughter's best friend. She 

has a band, too—The Like, on Geffen, with 

Mitch Froom's daughter and Pete Thomas' 

daughter—and they gigged together for 

years. I'm very close to Jason, Alex and Sam; 

they come around the house a lot." 

He calls Greenwald "an incredibly talent-

ed guy; very dedicated and prolific. For this 

album, Alex came in with 103 songs fully de-

moed. The only person who's ever presented 

me more songs was Peter Gabriel," Berg says 

with a la*. "We weeded that down to 30, 

we recorded 25 and then we chose the 12 

that ended up on the album. Alex makes 

extremely sophisticated [Apple] GarageBand 

demos on his laptop; they're very impressive. 

He really puts a lot into the arrangements of 

his demos, and since he's a multi-instrumen-

talist they have a lot of textures. His arrange-

ments don't always stick or determine how 

a song might ultimately sound, but he re-

ally invests himself in the process. Anti there 

were times on this album when we actually 

borrowed pieces from his demos and flew 

them into the ultimate recording." 

Berg says that one key piece of gear that 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 102 
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classic tracks 

THE [OVID' SPO011f1JUS 
"DO YOU BELIEVE IA moor 
By Gary Eskow 

Fortunately, nice guys don't always finish last. Some-

times they reach the top of the hill and stay there for 

quite some time. One such nice guy is John Sebastian, 

the principal writer and lead singer of the Lovin' Spoon-

ful and composer of this month's "Classic Tracks," "Do 

You Believe in Magic." 

Raised in New York City's Greenwich Village, long-

haired Sebastian spent a fair amount of time during his 

high school years getting hassled by blue bloods at the 

Blair Academy, a private school in New Jersey. But he 

also hung out with artists back on the block during the 

off-season. The Village gave Sebastian first-hand expo-

sure to some of the best musicians in the folk universe 

of the late '50s and early '60s, including Woody Guthrie 

and Burl Ives. As a member of the Even Dozen Jug 

Band, The Mugwumps and eventually the Lovin' Spoon-

ful, Sebastian would take elements of folk, jug band and rock 

and toss them together to create his own sound. 

Sebastian eventually teamed up with guitarist Zal Ya-

novslcy, another luminary in the New York folk scene. Along 

with drummer Joe Butler and bass player Steve Boone, they 

formed a group that took its name from a line from a Mis-

sissippi John Hurt song: the Lovin' Spoonful. A rapid rise, 

however, wasn't in the cards. Led by The Beatles, the Brit-

ish Invasion was in full throttle and record execs of the day 

couldn't imagine that the Spoonful's folk-influenced sound 

would attract a sizable fan base. 

"We were turned down by every record company in 

New York City," says Sebastian. "But we'd play each night. 

For a while, we were working at a club that was mainly for 

beatniks. The crowd would snap their fingers in mild ap-

predation of what we were doing. Hardly the rock 'n' roll 

audience of your dreams! 

"There were some odd cabaret regulations back in those 

days, and one of them outlawed dancing," Sebastian contin-

ues. "People in these clubs didn't routinely dance anyway 

like they did uptown at the Peppermint Lounge. But this one 

night, while we were playing our set, a girl started dancing 

by herself. It wasn't the Lindy, but some new, personally 

expressive set of movements, the kind of dancing you were 

going to see at Woodstock in a few years. We looked at each 

other, and without saying a word shared a common thought: 

Our moment had arrived! Sure enough, the following week 

the audience had changed. Those 50-year-old beatniks had 

drifted off, replaced by a horde of 16-year-old girls. I took 

that memory, and in the next couple of days started to work 

on an idea that would become Do You Believe In Magic." 

A novice in the recording area, Sebastian had been 

looking for unusual sound combinations, and that curiosity 

would inform the songs he wrote, including "Do You Believe 

in Magic." "I played Autoharp and knew it had never been 

used on a pop record. I'd been screwing around with the 

DO YOU 
BELIEVE IN 
MAGIC 

idea of taping a ukulele contact microphone to the back of 

the Autoharp, and hearing its amplified sound was a real 

'Eureka' moment. I realized instantly that this could be the 

heart of a new sound. 

"When I finished writing `Do You Believe in Magic,' I was 

certain that it was going to be a hit, but I wanted it CO have 

something unusual about it. The regular Autoharp tuning 

doesn't allow for the minor 7th chords that climb in the intro 

of the song, so I retuned it for that section. However, when 

we went into Bell Sound, the hot 2-track recording studio 

in Midtown at the time, we knew that the Autoharp on its 

own was too thin, so Jerry Yester [who would eventually 

replace Yanofsky in the group] doubled it on the piano. We 

buried the piano part and used it to create the effect of a 

huge Autoharp. 

"We recorded 'Magic' back in 1964, and it was the first ex-

ample of a scheme that developed between Zal, our producer, 

Erik Jacobsen and myself. We'd start out with familiar sounds, 

add something else and then mix them together so that the 

listener couldn't quite tell what the instrumental combination 

was. That was our personal dawn in the mysterious and magi-

cal use of technology. We instantly realized that we could use 

this 3-track recorder to create something new, so we experi-

mented. For example, we'd double a guitar lick with a set of 

orchestral chimes, and then bury the chimes far enough under 

the guitar so that they wouldn't be heard as a seperate instru-

ment. The result was the chime-lest guitar I'd ever heard! 

"By the way, the Guild Thunderbird that Zally played 

was not a very popular guitar at the time. He loved it be-

cause it was very twangy—a single-coil instrument, which 

Zally played through a Fender Super Reverb. He fek that its 

sound resembled that of a pedal-steel guitar, and one of his 

goals was to sound like a pedal steel. 

-Do You Believe in Magic' was one of four songs that 

we recorded during that session, and like the others, the 

band was tracked in one pass. The idea was to record the 

things you wanted to project most out of the mix last. We 
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ONE FOR 
THE ROAD 
REBATE 
BUY ANY FIRESTUDIO RECORDING SYSTEM GET A 
FREE INSPIRE 1394 MOBILE RECORDING SYSTEM 
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FIRESTUDIO 
24x24 FireWire Recording System 

I 
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"The FireStudio took my studio u II notch! I can now record an entire ban 
sending each musician their own headphcin 
mix." 

Sam Daniel, Engineer, Producer End Mt_isiÈa 

The award-winning FireStudio is PreSonus' flagship and highest channel count professional recording 

system with 26 simultaneous inputs and outputs including eight XMAX preamplifiers, 16 channels of 

optical ADAT, MIDI and SPDIF I/O, zero latency DSP mixer/router with up to 9 individual stero mixes, 

optional MSR remote controller and more, perfect for recording bands and general music production. 

FEATURES •24-bit/96K FireWire ( IEEE 1394) interface 
•26x26 simultaneous record/playback channels 
*8 XMAX microphone preamplifiers 

•8 analog line Inputs, 2 Instrument Inputs 
•16 channels of optical ADAT I/O 
•SPDIF I/O, MIDI I/O 
•Control console - zero latency DS P mixer/router 

•ProPak Software Suite with Cubase LE 4, plug- ins, 

virtual instruments, loops and samples 
*Windows and Macintosh compatible 
•Works with Cubase, Nuendo, Sonar, Logic, Digital 
Performer and more 
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expand. 
One of the most unique features of the FireStudio is its expandability. PreSonus has created a number 
products that integrate flawlessly with the FireStudio to enhance your music creation process. Adding 
microphone preamplifiers, talkback, speaker switching, transport control and fader automation is 

easy. A complete FireStudio System with MSR remote, FaderPort and two DigiMax FS' delivers the 
power and flexibility you need to effortlessly create your music. 

MSR 
Optional Remote for FireStudio 
Communicate from your control room with built 

in talkback, control your mixes with 3 mix modes: 

Track (9 stereo mixes), Mix (allows switching 

between 3 sets of stereo monitors), Surround 

(5.1 speaker switching) and more. 

FaderPort 
USB Automation Controller 
Write single channel or group channel 

automation, pan and mute automation, 

complete transport control, quickly select 

windows in your DAW, and enhance your music 

recording and production. 
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DigiMax FS 
8 ch. mic preamplifier with lightpipe I/O 
Easily add eight channels of X MAX preamplifiers to your FireStudio with the DigiMax FS. The DigiMax FS features the same high-quality, 

24-bit 961< word clock from the FireStudio, along with Jet P LL jitter reduction technology.Take advantage of direct outputs and inserts on 

every channel for ultimate flexibility. Add up to 2 Digi Max FS for 16 additional microphone preamplifiers to your FireStudio. 



FIRESTUDIO TUBE 
16x6 FireWire Recording System with 2 SuperChannels 

- "...the tube preamps with 
limiters soundlruge on• 
vocals and electric guitar!'" 

BB ters, producer and 
Ln u0ician 
- 

The FireStudio Tube is loaded with the perfect combination of inputs and outputs for bands, producers, 

musicians and engineers to produce commercial-quality recordings: SIXTEEN analog inputs with 

TEN microphone preamps (two vacuum-tube preamps with analog limiter), input and gain reduction 

metering, MIDI I/O, zero- latency monitor mixer with up to 5 individual stereo mixes, and more! 
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•24-bit./96K FireWire ( IEEE 1394) interface 

•16x6 simultaneous record/playback channels 

•2 SuperChannels ( tube mic/instrument preamplifier 

with analog limiter) 

•8 X MAX microphone preamplifiers 

•6 balanced T RS line inputs/outputs 

'MIDI I/O 

- 

•FireControl - zero latency DS P monitor mixer 

• Rrolpak Software Suite with Cubase LE 4, plug- ins, 

virtual instruments, loops and samples 

•Windows and Macintosh compatible 

•Works with Cubase, Nuendo, Sonar, Logic, Digital 

Performer and more 
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FIRESTUDIO PROJECT 
10x10 FireWire Recording System 

"I recorded my last record with 
- the FireStudio Project. It's rock-
solid and sounds amazing!" 

Roland Guerin - Producer, 
Composer, Bassist 

Great for project studio recording, I've sound recording, podcasting and more, the FireStudio Project 

is designed for flexibility and ultra- high sonic performance. Whether you need to record a live drum 

set, mic a guitar amp, cP.• a complete band, the FireStudio Project is ready and more than able. With 

the FireControl Mixer/Router you can send up to five individual mixes to different musicians during 

recording so that every band member can have a custom headphone mix. 

FEATURES •24-bit/96K FireWire ( IEEE 1394) interface 

•10x10 simultaneous record/playback channels 

•8 XMAX microphone preamplifiers 

•8 Analog Mic/Line Inputs, 2 Instrument Inputs 

•8 Analog Line Outputs 

•S/PDIF Digital Input and Output, MIDI Input and 

Output 

•FireControl - zero latency DSP monitor mixer 

• ProPak Software Suite with Cubase LE 4, plug- ins, 

virtual instruments, loops and samples 

•Windows and Macintosh compatible 

•Works with Cubase‘ Nuendo, Sonar, Logic, Digital 

Performer and more 
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FIRESTUDIO LIGHTPIPE 
32x32 ADAT to FireVVire Recording System 
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"1 can now offer 32-channels 
of recording on every live 
everrt I mix''.' 

Ryan Miller - FOH and 
• Recording Engineer, Premier 

Sound Services 

Great for recording live performances and house of worship. Connect a FireStudio Lightpipe directly to 

a digital mixer or add up to four Digi Max's and record up to 32-channels simultaneously via FireVVire. 

Compact, portable, professional, powerful, the FireStudio Lightpipe makes live recording effortless. 

FEATURES •24-bit/95K FireWire ( IEEE 1394) interface 
•32x32 simultaneous record/playback channels 
•Word Clock I/O 
•MIDI I/O 
•Balanced IRS stereo main outputs with volume 
control 
•Headphone output 

•Fast-acting LED input metering 
•FireControl - zero latency DS P monitor mixer 
•Windows and Macintosh compatible 
•Works with Logic, Cubase, Nuendo, Sonar, Digital 
Performer and many others 
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ONE FOR THE ROAD REBATE 
L I M T- IM r R! 

Buy any FireStudio Recording System get a 
FREE Inspire 1394 Mobile Recording System 

Rebate valid on FireStudio, FireStudio Tube, FireStudio Project and FireStudio Lightpipe sales from June 1 to August 31, 2008. 

4110 

FEATURES 

•24-bit/961K FireWire ( IEEE 1394) interface 

• Four simultaneous input channels 

•Two microphone/instrument preamplifiers 

• 

Take your music recording and production anywhere with 
the Inspire 1394. Loaded with professional quality microphone and 
instrument inputs, software controlled for recallability, portability and 

tougi-.ness and bus-powered the Inspire 1394 is ready for the road. Buy 

a FireStudio today and get a FREE Inspire 1394! 

•Switchable line input or phone input(with RIAA filter) 

•Software control panel and zero- latency mixer 

•Daisy-chain up to four Inspire 1394's for 16 channels of I/O 

• FireWire bus-powered or powered externally 

• ProPak Software Suite with Cubase LE 4, plug- ins, VI's, 

loops and samples 

•Windows and Macintosh compatible 
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This September 17th- 20th, Atlantis and Remix Hotel take over Atlanta to 

provide independent and aspiring musicians the best music, opportunity, 

and access to the music industry in the country. Register now to take full 

GET IIIIVOLUED! or call 770.499.8600 for more info. 
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recording notes 

were kind of doing a kindergarten ver-

sion of what Phil Spector became known 

for. After we tracked the band, we added 

Jerry's piano part and then an acoustic part 

of mine. I played this part as loudly as I 

could, knowing that it would get buried 
beneath the drum track. But that was okay; 

we used this guitar part to help create a 

bigger-sounding drum track. 

"The vocals came last. I think my lead 

was done in five or six passes. Toward the 

end, someone said, 'Give me a little Dion,' 

which was our signal for the Italian guy do-

ing doo-wop bit! That's where the gospel tail 

comes from. Then we began to work on the 

backing vocals. As would become the norm 

for the Lovin' Spoonful, backing vocals were 

executed by me, Zal and Joe Butler. Joe lent 

a very legit quality to our background parts, 

which we doubled a few times." 

Mixing was really producer Erik Jacob-

sen's area. A banjo player turned Beatles fan, 

Jacobsen was intent on creating something 

new in the studio. "Bell Sound was the hot 

place," says Jacobsen. "It was a mastering 

room as well as a recording studio. Big Dom 

mastered all of the Rolling Stones singles that 

would be sent over from England. A lot of 

Latin groups worked at Bell, and there al-

ways seemed to be a group leaving when we 

came in. Alan Lorber, who was an arranger 

in town at the time, came by and helped us 
with the vocal arrangement on the ride-out. 

Harry Yarmark was the engineer on the ses-

sion. There was no such thing as a splicing 

block back then, just a guy with a pair of 

scissors cutting tape that someone else held 
at a certain angle. 

"Once we finished the four-song demo, 

we shopped it around, but nobody wanted 

it! I owned the acetate for about 10 months 

before Kama Sutra became interested. We 

kept being told that no one had heard a 

sound like this and that it was terrible!" 

To the surprise of everyone except the 

group and its producer, "Do You Believe 

in Magic" raced up the charts when it was 

released in 1964, topping out at Number 

9. In a flash, the nice guy who had been 

given noogies at school was being given 

the full star treatment. "Within two weeks," 

says Sebastian, "we went from playing 

high schools to being headliners at the 

Crescendo, the wildest club in L.A., which 

would become The Trip a few years later. 

"Then we got invited to play the Rose 

Bowl on a bill with Herman's Hermits, the 

Bobby Fuller Four, the Beau Brummels— 
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and the Beach Boys! We took a plane from 

New York to the West Coast, rented a car 

and headed out to the Rose Bowl. We played 

through Beatle amps that we were totall 

unfamiliar with and our sound was terrible, 
but it didn't matter because the screams of a 

million girls drowned us out completely! We 

finished our four-song set, got back in the care. 

and I never imagined just how many teen-

aged girls could fit on the top of car!" 

Beatlemania-ish hysteria followed the 

Lovin' Spoonful for the next several years. 

How did it feel? "Wildly inappropriate!" Se-

bastian says with a laugh. "Okay, I wasn't 

going to complain if our music attracted 

beautiful young women, but we thought 

our sound was something that you snug-

gled up to, the opposite of the edgy attitude 

that inspired such idol worship." 

It turns out that the Lovin' Spoonful 

were just getting started. Over the next sev-

eral years, they would etch their brand of 

sunny, opitmistic folk-rock into the popular 

culture with a string of hits that included 

"You Didn't Have to Be So Nice," "Day-

dream," "Nashville Cats" and "Summer in 

the City." And Sebastian would embark on 

a long and successful solo career, as well, 

which continues to this day. 
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to a click, sometimes jammed 

along with a basic groove and 

loops, often tracking three or 

four guys together." 

Belden adds, "The guys were 

so easy to work with because 

what they do—which is kind of 

different—is they build music 

there. It's not like they go into 

the studio and spontaneously do 

this. Most of the recordings we 

know of hardcore Indian music is 

very patterned and structured and focused, 

and our stuff is pretty loose—'close enough 

for jazz' applies. So it was interesting to see 

them loosen up and be more spontaneous. 

Generally, the Indian mindset is much more 

serious." 

From India, the project moved to New 

York City's Midtown Sound, where engi-

neer/co-owner Scott Noll presided over a 

series of sessions featuring various combina-

tions of some of Davis' bandmates from dif-

ferent periods ("cast" by Belden), including 

bassists Ron Carter and Michael Henderson; 

drummers Jimmy Cobb, Ndugu Chancier 

Miles Davis alumnus Pete Casey during the Midtown Sound sessions 

and Lenny White; alto saxophonist Gary 

Bartz; tabla player Badal Roy; guitarists Pete 

Cosey, Mike Stern and John McLaughlin; 

bass clarinetist Marcus Miller; and keyboard-

ists Chick Corea, Robert Irving III and Adam 

Holzman, plus the great trumpeter Wallace 

Roney in the "Davis" slot—improvising over 
the musical beds that were created in India. 

Belden and Noll have worked together on 

various projects for nearly two decades, so 
it's a comfortable, symbiotic relationship. 

Belden is quick to note that he made a 

point of not asking any of the distinguished 

alumni to re-create past triumphs. "But if 

you say, 'Jimmy Cobb, here's 

an Indian classical vocalist, now 

what are you going to play? One 

take—react! Bye!' you're going 

to get something interesting. I 

think rehearsing kills jazz. We 

were letting them all be musi-

cians, not re-enacting some 

historical moment. We weren't 

trying to recapture the vibe of 

the original records in any way. 

No one wanted to do that. What 

would be the point of that?" 

Adds engineer Noll, "Bob 

wanted them to respond to 

something they'd never heard before. These 

guys knew the tunes, of course, but they 

were hearing it in a new light. I mean, 'All 

Blues' on sitar? It was a blast." 

Midtown Sound has three live rooms 

(the largest is 18x22 feet), a giant iso booth 
and an office that doubles as a recording 

space. "It's all sliding-glass doors and huge 

windows, so when the curtains are open it's 

like they're all in the same room together," 

Noll describes. "I do a lot of jazz, so I need 

to be able to do drums, acoustic grand 

piano and acoustic bass live. 

"The stuff from India was very close-

't was suspect at first. ¿Matera 
few minutes with the Remits I 
realized how much offfeence they 
male Especially on the low end 
I'm keeping these They work 

-Al Schmitt 
Engineerproducer .- Barbara 
Strersand Sleety Dei Ray Charts, 
Quincy Jones 
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rniked," Noll continues. "I 

had assumed that everyone 

played on a giant Bollywood 

soundstage with everyone 

playing together, but when 

I saw the photos, I saw that 

was not the case— it wasn't 

a big room and a lot of it 
was overdubs. We did a lot 

of that, as well. Other than 

the two rhythm section days, 

there was a day with Mike 

Stern and a couple with 

Wallace. And we did some 

by ISDN from other cities." 

John McLaughlin's title song 
arrived as a finished master. 

Belden comments, "Wal-

lace Roney was stunned I got 
the horn to sound the way it does. I said, 'I've 

worked on all these Miles records with great 

engineers at Sony—they told me everything'; 

it was like graduate school." Noll adds, "Bob 

really wanted that classic, dark Miles tone—a 

lot was in his playing, but EQ is a tool, too. 

Trumpet is a very bright instrument, and a lot 

of that high end—especially if you don't want 

it Ito sound] piercing—isn't terribly necessary, 

so we rolled off a bit of that and then added 

Sitar player Ravi Chary during the Murnbai session dates 

delay and reverb to put him in the mix. 

There's very little compression anywhere on 

the record. I tried not to disturb their dynam-

ics." All the reverbs Noll used were plug-ins, 

including Altiverb (his favorite) and Waves 

Renaissance Revert) and TrueLèrb. (For 

Roney's basic horn sound. Noll used an 87 

through an Avalon 737 preamp.) 
According to Belden, "Reverb is orches-

tration, compression is orchestration, stereo 

imaging is orchestration to 

some degree. I also looked 

at this as a chance to go 

into human orchestration. 

I could put in people who 

played a certain way that I 

thought could get a certain 

reaction. Then I could put 

another player on top of 

that and get a reaction. 

And I could then manipu-

late it all in the digital realm 

to take Teo Macero's idea 

one step further. I talked 

to Teo a lot about what I 

was doing. I had a linear 

conception in mind and 

from that it was building 

everything horizontally to 

create this labyrinth of sound." 

The amount of editing and manipula-

tion varied from song to song, even sec-

tion to section. The mix was done entirely 

-in the box." Belden says, "[The tune) 'Jean 

Pierre' is ridiculous because I had a drum-

mer play to a click-track in Mumbai, with a 

flute player and some percussionists, and 

then I took it to the States and I had [drum-

mer] Vince Wilburn play to the click-track 

"The Recoil Stabilizers improve the 
bw end and tightness of my 
monitors increase the punch and 
bang the !rids into better focus 
They've really facilitated more 
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of field in my mixes" 
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nfi.,ri- L-navLcban 
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without hearing the other drummer. Robert 

Irving heard the Indian drummer, Adam 

Holzman heard Vince, and then I put it all 

together and it matched. We had to take 

out some of the hams of the bass drums, 

but once you're in that digital realm you 

can do slight-of-hand. I would take a flute 

solo from one spot and put it in another 

spot if I wanted to create a bridge. You can 

also edit people out, so I would have them 

overplay and you create a counterpoint 

where someone would react to somebody, 

but then you don't necessarily keep both 
parts of the interplay. I thought in the 

tradition of Miles and Teo, you don't tell 

anybody anything. And in the end, nobody 

remembered what they played on, which 
is good because then they don't know 

what's missing. But also I know these cats 
as people and they trust me. 

"The goal is to make the end result 

sound like a record, which again was in 
the spirit of Teo's work. What he was really 

saying in his post- 1970 work was that we're 

in another realm of composing now and 

the studio is just another instrument. The 

engineer is just like a bassoon player, the 

tape machine is part of the band. Now, so 
is Pro Tools." 

PHMITOM PI_MIT 
FROM PAGE 95 

has helped Greenwald's demos sound so good 

is Apogee's Duet, "which is a very portable 

stereo converter and pair of mic pre's and 

phantom power. You can sit on a mountain-

top with a laptop, bring an 87 [mid with you, 

plug it in and do beaufflid recording. Alex 

got really great at it." Another of Greenwald's 

favored pieces was PSP's VintageWarmer 2 

plug-in compressor/limiter, which he used to 

crush and distort various sounds. 

An arranger and guitarist himself, Berg 

and the band next convened in the producer's 

home studio, "and the five of us would bash 

around arrangement ideas, sometimes staying 
fairly clase to Alex's, but also trying different 

tempos, working out new parts—the types of 

things that a good band can do with songs. 

To Alex's credit, he knows there are three 
guys who bring something that he doesn't. 

That's what makes it a band." The group 
spent a few days laying down some basics 

at the Malibu Performing Arts Center's huge, 

API-equipped tracking room ( Berg is creative 

director there), "but 95 percent of it was done 

at my house," he says. "I have an API that 

was in the Record Plant in New York in 1970, 

about 400 instruments and just about every 

mic and amp and keyboard and piece of 
outboard gear there ever was. [Laughs] 

"My space is small," he continues, "but 
that worked to our advantage on this album. 

It's part of that weird, pressurized sound. If 

you go back and listen to The Beatles' Yer 

Blues' on The White Album, they're actually 
in a tiny room and it gives it that crazy super-

charged sound. My room achieves a similar 

thing when all four guys are playing at the 
same time." 

Berg's primary studio partner for the past 

two years has been 25-year-old Canadian 

engineer Everett, who came out of the highly 

respected (and progressive) Banff Centre arts 

scene in Alberta. Together, they've crafted 

albums by Simon Dawes, Yom, Hoop, 

Phantom Planet and now Hornsby. "He's 

got incredible talent," Berg says of Everett. 

"He sets out on every record wanting it to be 

new and fresh and original, and the artists 

really respond to that. He knows plug-ins 

like nobody I've ever met—he's actually 
invented techniques with plug-ins that no 

one knows. And he may be the fastest Pro 

Tools engineer who ever lived. I'm not kid-

ding—he's like a blur!" 

Berg gives Everett major credit for help-
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ing create and facilitate the album's intriguing 

tapestry of effects and textures that sound al-

most orchestral in their implementation. But 

the engineer is quick to note, "Sonically, I'd 

say Alex brought the most to it; he's ridicu-

lous about that kind of stuff and has a lot of 

great ideas. I was trying to make it not sound 

like a typical four-piece rock band, and the 

way we made the album lent itself to having 

a bit of a quirky sound." 

Indeed. The MO. changed radically from 

song to song: Some were built instrument by 

instrument, while others had the foundation 

of the band playing together. There were also 

hybrid tracks in which certain instruments 

were replaced, and then layer upon layer of 

other guitars and effects were added over the 

course of weeks or months. "On the song 

'Dropped,- Everett says, "there's probably 

15 different performances over the course 

of two years from three different rooms, at 

different tempos, maybe even different keys, 

all kind of playing on top of each at the same 

time; it's completely insane." 

"We always left room for creativity and 

for chance," Berg notes. "Broken pieces of 

equipment, toys, mistakes—I'm always at-

tracted to those unusual moments." 

Everett says he likes to commit to effects 

while he's recording rather than laying them 

in exclusively during the mix stage, in part 

"because people get used to hearing the 

roughs, and I wanted them to get comfort-

able with the sounds rather than being sur-

prised by them later." 

Still, the mix—on Berg's API—took many 

interesting turns before all was said and 

done. "We were adding and subtracting all 

the time," Berg says. "Halfway through the 

mix, Sean would say, 'I've turned this upside 

down; listen to it, what do you think?' Some-
times Alex and I would look at each other, 

and go, 'Stop it!' And sometimes we were 

like, 'Holy smokes! That's amazing!' He'd re-

pan, make something so wet as to be almost 

unrecognizable, print a backward reverb and 

then put that through an effect. There was 

never a dull moment!" 

As a support act of this spring's sold-out 

Honda Civic Tour headlined by Panic! at the 

Disco, Phantom Planet was playing mostly to 

enthusiastic teenage girls, and the good news 

is that the material from Raise the Dead— 

some of it fairly dark and raucous—went 

over as well as their better-known songs. 

"Their audience will grow with them," Berg 

offers. "The band doesn't pander to them, 

but they also don't look down on them. They 

just really love to play and they've got a lot 

to offer." And with Raise the Dead, they've 

given their growing following a lot of food 

for thought. 
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C OAST 

GRAPEVINE 

by Bud Scoppa 

In 1978, Larrabee Studios owner Kevin Mills 

asked mix engineer Dave Way, his friend 

and colleague, to check out Andora Studios 

in the Cahuenga Pass, which was up for sale. 

The facility—originally built in the '70s for 

singer Tom Jones, who'd christened it Bri-

tannia—had everything you could ask for 

in a rock studio, and Way gave it top marks. 

Dave Way has been co-owner of The Pass since 2005. 

Based on that recommendation and with-

out setting foot in the studio himself, Mills 

bought Andora, renaming it Larrabee West. 

At the time, Way had no idea that he'd 

become a co-owner of the facility in 2005, 

buying the building, doing the necessary 

renovations and renaming it The Pass. Be-

fore he made the leap of faith, Way's wife, 

Jamie, who'd been the studio manager at all 

three Larrabee locations, had run the num-

bers and encouraged him to jump on it. 

"At the time," Way recalls, "my friends 

were saying, 'Why would you buy a studio 

now when so many people are record-

ing and mixing in their homes?' I'll admit 

that I'm guilty of that myself. I'm in a po-

sition where I can be with my two kids 

and set up a mix room to my liking; I'm 

fortunate that way. But you can't have a 

tracking room like this one at your house. 

You can't accommodate 20 string players 

and the A&R people, and have the services 

that you have here—with runners available 

to go get guitar strings and that kind of stuff. 

Clients are cutting their budgets where they 

can, but you can't replace all of that with a 

home studio. I think that as we get past this 

crunch period, people are gonna realize the 

value of these studios, especially as some of 

them fall by the wayside." 

Way and his partners 

bought the place with all the 

goodies thrown in, including a 

pair of Neve 8078s, one in each 

room. While the board in the 

mix room came from Smoke 

Tree, the one in the tracking 

room was bought new in 76 

and stored for 10 years be-

fore being installed, so Studio 

T's control room has been its 

only home. They also picked 

up tons of complementary out-

board gear: 1176s, LA-3As and 

LA-2As; Pultecs; Tube-Tech 

compressors; a Fairchild 670; 

an Alan Smart compressor; 

two EMT stereo tube plates; 

Motown and GML equalizers; 

a pair of Gates Sta-Levels; two 

Lang EQs; some Neve 2254s; and API 550As, 

along with a nice mic collection. 

I hadn't been inside the building since 

1978, when I dropped by with my song-

writer pal Geoffrey Cushing-Murray to visit 

a session for the Beach Boys' LA. (Light Al-
bum), on which Cushing-Murray had three 

co-writes. As I recall, the décor was chrome 

and glass with dark surfaces, so I hardly 

recognize it as Way shows me around. The 

big studio is practically iconic in its 70s rock 

vibe; the second-floor lounge has big win-

dows overlooking the studio, giving it the 

feel of a VIP balcony, and the new own-

ers have opted for earth tones throughout, 

giving the facility a laid-back air. There's a 

gigantic flat-screen TV on the far wall, and 

cushy couches are arranged to form a seat-

ing area. This strikes me as the sort of place 

you could spend some time in. 

The funny thing is, despite all the obvi-
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In Nashville, celebrities are often treated just 

like other human beings. Lyle Lovett can eat 

among the Pancake Pantry proletariat with-

out being hassled for photos. Enunylou Har-

ris can take in a Nashville Sounds ballgame 

and sign nary an autograph. Star sightings are 

frequent enough to inspire little in the way 

of fuss or freak-out. 

This year, one of the celebs around 

Nashville was not only unmolested, he 

was completely unnoticed. Marc Marshall, 

whose huge baritone voice is normally 
heard within a German singing duo called 

Marshall & Alexander, is a regular presence 

on television and on major stages across 

Europe. Six albums of pop, semi-classical 

and other material have made Marshall & 

Alexander one of Germany's most popular 

acts (insert David Hasselhoff crack here, if 

you must), and the uproar can be distract-

ing when it comes time to make music. 

"This is refreshing for nie," says Mar-

shall sitting in the control room of Ocean 

Way Nashville's Studio B, readying him-

self to sing the album's only cover song, a 

duet with Nanci Griffith on her "Gulf Coast 

Highway." Thomm Jutz, the German-born 

guitarist in Griffith's Blue Moon Orches-

tra, co-produced the album with Marshall 

and musical director Frank Lauber, and Bil 

VomDick engineered. Laughing, Marshall 

surveys the room, and cracks, "My first 

country record." 

Marshall is joking about the country 

part. Waylon Jennings liked to quip that 

his pronounced twang meant he couldn't 

go pop with a mouth full of firecrack-

ers. Marshall's operatic voice means he 

couldn't go country with a mouth full of 

farm dirt. Juta and his other collaborators 

didn't try to force any kind of genre colli-

sions, though the musicians in the room 

were certainly capable of playing in a style 

closer to their Tennessee homes. The re-

cord, which is likely to be released in the 

fall, is lush, yet decidedly organic. Most of 

the tracking was done in Studio B, through 

a Neve VRP 96-input console and record-

ed onto Pro Tools HD. Strings and horns 

were tracked in the 38x50-foot Studio A, 
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with an enormous 80-input Neve 8078. 

"The A room is a 100-year-old church," 

said director of studio operations Pat McMa-

kin. "And Studio B is a great, medium-sized 

tracking room with a wonderful Yamaha 

grand piano and a VR that's heavily modi-

fied. It's one of the best-sounding Neve Vits 

I've ever heard." 

Though Ocean Way Nashville was pur-

chased by Belmont University in 2001 and 

students often work in a downstairs studio 

that is well separated from the A or B rooms, 
the environment at Marshall's sessions was 

anything but academic. 

"Ocean Way was built [by co-owners 

Gary Belz and Allen Sides, with significant 

contributions from acoustical contractor Mi-

chael Cronin and technician Sal Greco] to 

be a world-class studio, and the intention 

has not changed at all," McMakin says. "I'm 

proud of the association with Belmont, and 

proud that students get a sense of what a 

professional environment is like. And in a 

declining studio environment, we're able to 

keep this place right and keep the equip-

ment well-maintained, in part because of 

our marriage with Belmont." 

Lately, Ocean Way has also been the site 

for sessions involving Faith Hill, Toby Keith, 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 110 

In Ocean Way Nashville: Bil VomDick (seated, left) and Marc Mar-

shall. Standing, L-R: Nonci Griffith, Frank Lauber (co-producer), Peter 

Cronin (co-writer), Jacob Murray (assistant engineer), Thomm Jutz 

(co-producer, guitar), Pat Mclnenery (drums), Tim Louer (keys), Mark 

Fain (bass), Morgan Hobbs (assistant engineer). 

by David Weiss 

A new world-class recording/mixing 

studio has just touched down in New 

York City But exactly what could make 

Troy Germano want to launch Germano 

Studios in 2008 in the land of excessive 

commercial rents, savvy personal stu-

dios and dozens of dashed big-facility 

dreams? 

"You're not the first person to ask 

if I'm crazy," says Germano, owner/ 

president of Germano Studios. "My 

response is that I'm not insane at all 

because there needs to be a place like 

this, a place that was truly inside and out-

side of the box, in a way that other people 

in this country aren't going to do it." 

Now five years removed from the mas-

sive responsibility of running the legend-

ary Hit Factory franchise in New York City, 

London and Miami, Germano is returning to 

Manhattan to head up what he feels repre-

sents the state-of-the-art in audio facilities. 

With just two rooms on one floor to oversee, 

he is free to focus on maintaining an elite 

balance of equipment, acoustics and atmo-

sphere in the intimate downtown space. 

The vibe at Germano Studios kicks in 

before visitors even set foot in the studio, as 

the lobby of this stylish NoHo neighborhood 

building envelops them in one of the city's 

artistic treasures: an original 

Keith Haring—painted lobby. 

Upstairs, conditions are up-

scale but relaxed, with huge 

old windows spilling light 

into a long hallway that con-

nects Studio 1, Studio 2 and 

the in-house mastering facil-

ity helmed by A.L.L. Digital 

veteran Drew Lavyne. 

"I looked at about 55 

different spaces that I might 

lease or purchase," Germano 

recounts. "I was reluctant to 

see this space initially be-

cause it was a former studio 

[Platinum Island] and I was 

really looking at raw space. 

But inside of five minutes, 

I saw it was the skeleton of 

Mastering engineer Drew Lavyne plays for Germano 

Studios owner/president Troy Germano 
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what I wanted to do: I envisioned a bou-

tique-like, very musician-friendly studio 

downtown, and I got a vibe off of this neigh-

borhood. I also had a very set idea of what 

the setup would be for equipment, which is 

a really inense hybrid between the produc-

er's desk and the analog console." 

The highly accurate acoustic environ-

ments were designed by Germano and Da-

vid Bell to ensure that form follows func-

tion. "It's the typical design that Dave and 

I have done over the years—we real)} tried 

to keep it true to the original footprint, but 

improve upon it with more diffusion and 

absorption," Germano explains. "I wanted 

the large speakers to be true and accurate, 

and I wanted people to be able to listen on 

the near-fields and know where the mixes 

were. 

With me, it's always more about feel. Of 

course, the rooms have to sound great, and 

these are two of the best control rooms I've 

ever been involved with. I'm as proud of 

them as anything I've done in the past with 

my dad, Ed Germano, or on my own." 

At the center of each room is an SSL 

Duality 48-input analog console with Total 

Recall, supplemented by an SSL 32-input 

X-Rack monitor mixer with Total Recall for 
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RECORDING RECKLESS KELLY'S BULLETPROOF 
AUSTIN BAND SPREADS OUT AT PEDERNALES 

By Barbara Schultz 

Rocking Americana band Reckless Kelly tracked their lat-

est release, Bulletproof, in Pedernales Studio ( Lake Travis, 

Texas), and they have to be happy about this first project 

for their new label, Yeproc. Most of the band's past albums 

were made in smeler studios, but this time around they 

were given the opportunity to spread out and self-produce 

their project in Willie Nelson's legendary rooms. "We've 

always worked in stu-

dios with killer gear 

and killer people," says 

guitarist David Abeyta, 

"but this was the tra-

ditional big-studio 

layout where we could 

all have sight lines to 

everybody, have big 

rooms for guitars. I 

really feet like the stu-

dio is a big part of the 

sound of this record. 

Being able to hone in 

on some roomier gui-

tar sounds helped the 

overall sound. I hadn't 

worked there before, but when I heard that they had all these rooms that scrt 

of orbit off the main room sounded like something we could really use to our 

advantage." 

Engineer John Smerek recorded the analog-minded band to a Studer A800 

2-inch machine, using Pedernales' 80 Series Neve console. "That Neve was on 

the front end of just about everything," Smerek says. Smerek also appreciated 

the space at Pedernales: "That big control room is very comfortable for play-

1.- R: Vocalist/guitarist Willy Braun, vocalist/multi-instrumentalist Cody Braun, 

bassist Jimmy Mcfeeley, lead guitarist David Abeyta and drummer Jay Nazi 

Engineer John Smerek in the Pedernales control room 

back—to have everyone come in and give things a listen," he says. "I also 

liked the fact that the 2-irch machine has its own little booth with doors. 

You could close it off and get rid of added noise. And the fact that we were 

able to stay analog as long as possible was great." 

Abeyta says the band generally plays live in the studio, "with the -rdea of 

getting keeper bass and drum tracks, but we also ended up getting a lot of 

guitar tracks. I even played guitar solos live this time. I usually think about 

coming back and hitting those again, but everything was working really well. 

We all liked the fact that we got some of that stuff on the fly." 

Abeyta, who is the band's self-described "techno-geek," produces and 

records other Texas bands in his spare time, and is usually very hands-on 

throughout Reckless Kelly's mixing process, but he respected Smerek's desire 

to get some mixes built on Pedernales' SSL G Series before bringing the band 

in for input. "It worked out great because we did have fresh ears when we 

came ci," Abeyta says. 

Most of the songs were mixed in Texas, but Smerek, who lives in De-

troit, drove to Nashville and mixed a few songs at House of David when 

the project ran or..t of time at Pedernales. Another couple were mixed by 

engineer Adam Odor in his personal studio, Stone Cringe. These included 

vocalist/songwriter Willy Braun's song about New Orleans "Godforsaken 

Town," a beautifully produced track that includes a quiet, mournful trum-

pet as a dreamy backdrop. Mastering was done by Jim Demain at Yes Master 

(Nashville). 

"I have to say, too, that since I've been with this band, which is about 

eight years, we've always been promised we'd get to do a vinyl pressing," 

Abeyta points out. "And now that we're with Yeproc, we finally get to do 

one. I was telling Willy, because of the timing of when I came up, I've never 

worked on anything before that came out on vinyl." 

Whatever format you enjoy, Bulletproof is a fine album of wen-crafted 

songs, big sounds and inspired playing. Find audio clips and more sticlic pics 

at www.mixonline.com. 
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• TRACK SHEET 

ROCK SESSIONS 

311 AT OCEAN 
ROCK PRODUCES NEW ALBUM 

L-R: Chad Sexton of 311 with producer Bob 

Rock, bandmate Tim Mahoney, engineer Eric 

Helmkamp and assistant engineer Albert Mata 

The band 311 began recording a new album at 

Ocean Studios ( Burbank, Calif.) with producer 

Bob Rock, engineer Eric Helmkamp and as-

sistant engineer Albert Mata. Studio manager 

Greg Ruoff reports that the band set aside the 

project to go on the road, but they tentatively 

plan to return for more tracking after complet-

ing their summer tour. 

NIGHT RANGER RETURNS 
NEW STUDIO ALBUM AT CAMP 

L-R: Guitarists Jeff Watson and Brad Gillis, lead 

vocalist/bassist Jack Blades, engineer/keyboardist 

Michael Lardie, engineer/producer Joey P. and 

vocalist/drummer Kelly Keagy 

Night Ranger recorded some of the tracks for 

their first studio album in 10 years, Hole in the 

Sun, at Camp Studios ( Mill Valley, Calif.) this 

summer. The album, which features a dozen 

new songs, was co-produced by band co-found-

er/guitarist/songwriter Jeff WatIon, along with 

Michaal Lardie, engineer/produce- Joey P. and 

Matt Cohen. The album was mixed by Juan 

Urteaga at Trident Studios ( Pacheco, Calif.). 

SOUTHEAST 

Montgomery Gentry recorded their new album, 

Back When I Knew It All, at Ardent Studios 

(Memphis) with producer Blake Chancey, en-

gineer Tony Castle, and assistants Brandon 

Perdue and Adam Hill. Also at Ardent, Mikey 

Jukebox mixed Hello Dreamer with engineer 

John Hampton and assistant Hilt...Audio Mat-

ters (Kodak, TN) owner Trevor Reddick has 

upgraded Studio A with several new pieces of 

gear (True Systems Precision 8 pre, ADL 1500 

stereo (imiter, Waves SSL 4000 collection, etc.). 

Recent sessions at Audio Matters have included 

the Triumphant Quartet tracking with produc-

er Jeff Stice and engineer Greg Huffman and 

John Thomas Oaks self-producing tracks with 

engineers Reddick and Huffman. 

Wyclef Jean at Serai Recording's SSL C-200 

NORTHEAST 

At Electric Lady (NYC), David Bowie self-pro-

duced tracks for an upcoming EMI compilation; 

Mario McNulty engineered. Bob Dylan was also 

in, mixing basement tapes and bootlegs for an 

upcoming release with engineer Chris Shaw... 

John Mayer self-produced tracks in Avatar Stu-

dio's (NYC) A, where he worked with engineer 

Chad Franscoviak and assistant Justin Ger-

rish. Also at Avatar, The Academy Is tracked 

in Studio C with producers Sam Hollander and 

Dave Katz, engineer Claudius Mittendorfer and as 

sistant Gerrish; and Allen Toussaint mixed in Studio E 

with producer Joe Henry, engineer Kevin Killen in 

assistant Rick Kwan...Mick Guzauski mixed several II 

Divo tracks in his Barking Doctor Recording (Mt. xis-

co, NY)...Jay Newland produced three Lucky Peterson 

albums at Sear Sound (NYC) and mixed them at River 

Music (Norwalk, CT)...Brandon Mason recorded the 

score for the film Public Enemies at Log Cabin (NYC)... 

Rock trio The Subways released a new album that 

was mastered by Emily Lazar at The Lodge (NYC). . 

Singer/songwriter Christian Cuff mixed a new release 

Studio Wizardry: Writing/production team the Wizardz of Oz 

worked with Tim Palmer on projects for up-and-corners Freddy 

VVYCLEF IN SOUTH BEACH 
PRODUCER COLLABORATES IN 

SETAI RECORDING STUDIO 

Producers Wyclef Jean and Jerry Wonda visited 

the recently opened Setai Recording ( profiled in 

June Mix, "The Class of 2008") to record Abishek 

Bachchan's vocals for a track called "Hollywood 

Meets Bollywood." Dave Gauss engineered. Setai 

Recording is situated in the penthouse of Tne Setai 

Hotel (South Beach, Fla.). Since the facility opened 

for business this past spring, high- profile artists 

such as Timbaland, Chris Cornell, Mary J. Bige, Jay 

Z and Cat Power have also recorded there. 

called Silo at Rocking Horse Studio (Pittsfield, NH). 

Cuff co-produced his release with producer/engineer 

Brian Combes...Jeff Glixman, Zak Rizvi and John 

Andreas mixed 11 unreleased Kansas tracks as part of 

their work on the remastered reissue of the bard's live 

Two for the .;how LP...Doo-wop group Kenny Vance & 

The Planotones worked on their new CD, Countdown 

to Love, in The Music Lab (Elmont, NY) with engineer 

Lou Gimenez and producer Johnny Gale, 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

At Red Bull Studio (Santa Monica), Lovedrug tracked 

and mixed an album for The Militia Group with 

producer Michael Beinhorn and engineer Eric 

Stenman; and Valencia mixed their abum for 

Columbia with engineer Dave Schiffman...Pro-

duceriguitarist Jerry Stucker was in Capitol 

Mastering (Hollywood) with mastering engineer 

Ron McMaster to finish up a new release for 

Professor R J Ross & The University of Soul... 

Christine Wu of L.A. Strings recorded and en-

gineered violin parts for the soundtrack to Co-

lumbus Day (starring Val Kilmer) at Final Mix 

Studios ( L.A.)...Hans DeKline mastered online 

retea:es for Tim Finn and an iTunes exclusive 

for Morcheeba at Sound Bites Dog Recording 

(L.A.,. 

and Chester French in Emerald City Studios. Pictured (L-R) are 

Palmer, Wizardz' Andrew Bojanic and Liz Hooper, Freddy, D.A. Send"Track Sheet" r:ews to bschultz@ 

and Max (Chester French), and a friend. mixonline.corn. 
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SWEETWATER PRODUCTIONS 
SETTING AN EXAMPLE WITH GREEN DESIGN 

By Barbara Schultz 

Before Sweetwater became an audio household 

name, Chuck Surack's mega-successful retail busi-

ness began as an offshoot of the studio business 

he started in his Volkswagon bus in '79. His early 

use of the Kurzweil K250 in the mid-'80s led to 

relationships with musicians and recordists, and 

he quickly found himself providing gear, sounds 

and advice to a new age of music-makers. Since 

then, his studio business and retail operation 

have grown exponentially, each lifting the other. 

Surack took both sides of his business to a new 

level this year, with the construction of Sweetwa-

ter's new studios, performance theater and retail 

headquarters in the company/owner's home town 

of Fort Wayne, Ind. Three new recording facili-

ties and the theater are situated in an impressive 

structure that also includes the warehouses and 

company offices. "As the company has grown from 

the days in my VW bus to today, when we have 343 

employees," Surack says, "one of the things we try 

to do to separate ourselves is to really take care 

of our employees. So when we built this building, 

we wanted to take things to the next level for our 

employees, as well as our customers." 

On the recording studio side, that meant 

creating acoustically isolated spaces that fulfill 

a variety of functions but are all interconnected. 

From left: studio manager Chet Chambers with staff 

engineers Chris Liepe, Justin Zellers and Jeff Steeg 

Surack retained the Russ Berger Design Group to 

help realize the ambitious project. "We wanted a 

studio that was a mix of traditional functions but 

was very contemporary in terms of equipment and 

interconnectivity," Surack says. "Our studios can 

connect to each other, they can connect to our 

theater, which can connect to our conference haft 

and to an outdoor amphitheater that we have, 

and we can record 

from any of those 

places." 

Another mandate 

that Surack gave to 

the studio designers, 

building architects 

and contractors was 

to keep this project as 

"green" as possible. "I 

recycled at home be-

fore it was in vogue, 

and we've done it at 

work for decades," he 

says. "And when we 

started looking at fur-

niture and materials 

for the new building, it became clear that we could 

be a leader for northern Indiana—and maybe for 

the whole audio industry—by setting an example 

that made good business sense." 

The team of architects, dessners and builders 

did such an excellent job that the project is set to 

be awarded the U.S. Green Building Council's LEED 

(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) 

Gold status. "Many elements that helped this 

project achieve LEED certification include win - 

dows and skylights throughout the building, 

which help reduce or eliminate the need for 

electric lighting. Sweetwater's previous stu-

dio was cut off from all direct outside light, 

so staff and clients really appreciate the pos-

itive difference that natural tight can have 

on the vibe of a session," Berger explains. 

Surack also cites the choice of renewable 

bamboo hardwoods, water-saving bathroom 

fixtures, and nonpetroleum-based glues, 

carpets and paints as parts of the sensible, 

green studio design. 

The studios are managed by Surack's 

longtime friend and colleague Chet Cham-

bers, who also had a good deal of input into 

the design of the facilities' workflow. Cham-

bers explains that the three rooms are all 

equipped with Pro Tools HD3 systems, and an en-

viable collection of plug-ins, outboard and mics, 

but each room was designed to perform different 

functions. Studio A, with its ADAM 2.5 surround 

monitoring and Digidesign ICON with D-Control, is 

the largest and includes a tracking room and two 

iso booths. Studio B is equipped with an ICON 

with D-Command and JBL 4000 Series monitors; 

Sweetwater Productions' Studio A includes a C7 grand piano with MIDI in 

addition to Pro Tools HD3 and a Digidesign ICON with D-ControL 

this mid-sized room was designed for mixing and 

overdubs. The C room (stereo pair of ADAM 2.5s) 

is set up for mastering and audio restoration. 

But Chambers emphasizes, above all, "You're 

not buying the room or rooms, you're buying our 

staff and our expertise. At a typical studio, you 

rent a room and the time," he says, "but this is 

a full production facility. On almost all of our 

projects, people ask us to produce, sometimes 

co-write, definitely arrange. We're involved all the 

way through the creative process. 

"We have to offer more than just studio time 

because, let's face it, my biggest competitors are 

on the other side of the aisle from me," Chambers 

continues. "Sweetwater's sales engineers are sell-

ing Pro Tocis systems all day long, saying, You 

can do this yourself in your bedroom: And in the-

ory they can. But maybe their ski:l level or their 

budget isn't such that they can do it all—all the 

way through to mastering and duplication. Our 

studios are designed so that people will do what 

they can and let us help with the rest." 

Recent clients at Sweetwater Productions 

have included Mercy Me, Kevin Cronin of REO 

Speedwagon, Ed Roland of Collective Soul, and 

numerous local and regional artists. 

"Chuck and I are both Fort Wayne hometown 

boys," says Chambers, "and for us to be able to 

pursue our music dreams in our nome town in 

the middle cf Indiana is an amazing ride and a 

blessing." 

Visit mixonline.com for more detaiLs about green 

studio design and more information about Sweet-

water Productions. 
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L.A. GRAPEVINE FROM PAGE 104 

Oils pluses—n(4 Ilk katit of which is its locu-

tion, a stone's throw from Hollywood and the 

Valley, right off the Barham Boulevard exit of 

the 101—The Pass doesn't yet have the pro-

file of many of LA's high-end studios. 

Nonetheless, the studio has quietly at-

tracted its share of A-list clients, including 

Rick Rubin, who put Andora on his short list 

in 1994, when he mixed Tom Petty's land-

mark Wildflowers there with Richard Dodd. 

He returned to mix a chunk of the Red Hot 

Chili Peppers' Stadium Arcadium with Ryan 

Hewitt soon after Way took over. 

Since then, Rich Costey has mixed the 

Foo Fighters at The Pass, Bill Bottrell has 

done projects with Sheryl Crow and Rosanne 

Cash, the Smashing Pumpkins locked out the 

tracking room for months to cut an album 

with Roy Thomas Baker and Teny Date, 

Dave Sardy was in for mix dates with Wolf-

mother and the Rolling Stones, Neal Avron 

mixed the last two Fall Out Boy albums, 

George Drakoulias cut Liverpool's Zutons 

and T Bone Burnett did some sessions with 

Robert Randolph. 

The Pass' rock clientele remains its bread 

and butter, but with fewer major-label rock 

projects and tighter budgets all around, the 

j. 

need to diversify is a no-brainer. "We also get 

movie soundtracks and scoring sessions, even 

things like photo shoots and video shoots," 

Way says. "New Kids on the Block were in 

here recently for that purpose. It seems that 

some people want to use the place just for 

the way it looks as opposed to all the great 

gear and everything. We also have these live 

in-studio performances that are mainly show-

cased through the Internet. Bands come in 

and set up a full-on live performance in the 

big room, we videotape it and it goes out on 

the Web a couple weeks later. 

"But we have rock clients in here hun-

kered down for five or six months at a time, 

particularly in the tracking room," Way con-

tinues. "There are always gonna be people 

who want these consoles and tape ma-

chines—you don't see those outside of stu-

dios like this one anymore. 

"The Pass is quietly becoming a favorite 

room for a lot of top producers and engi-

neers, and that's without any advertising. 

Now that we've had a few years to gather 

up some great clients and great records, we'd 

like to get to those people who haven't been 

here since it was Andora." 

Send L.A. news to bs7777@aol.com. 
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1\elh Clarkson, Marc Broussard and others. 

Marshall sat with Jutz, Peter Cronin and 

Charlie Stefl and wrote the songs. Jutz and 

Marshall knew each other in Germany before 

Marshall's career ascended to its current level. 

During tracking, Lauber often conferred with 

the singer in German about vocal technicali-

ties, while Jutz worked with musicians (in-

cluding banjo virtuoso Richard Bailey and 

Blue Moon Orchestra percussionist Pat McIn-

erney) and VomDick manned the Neve. 

"It was the right thing to have Frank here," 

Jutz says. "He knows Marc's voice well, and 

knows how far he can push him and when to 

hold back. VomDick worked his magic, and 

we just put a microphone in front of Marc 

and recorded what we got. We hardly did 

any overdubs on his vocals. And when we 

needed to work with the orchestra in A, we 

just took the hard drive and carried it down 

the hall. Both boards sound incredible." 

Most tracks came straight into the Neve 

consoles, though Marshall's voice did go 

through a Martech preamp and a Universal 

Audio LA-3A audio leveler. In control room 

B, Marshall listened to a playback through the 

Ocean Way custom four-way L/C/R monitors. 

"That's the way my voice sounds," he says. 
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B&H Pro Audio Catalog • 
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Visit Our SuperStore 
420 Ninth Ave, New York, NY 10001 
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Marshall & Alexander often perform with 

large ensembles in a live setting, but the 

Ocean Way experience was a rare chance for 

the singer to work in real time with the play-

ers while in a studio setting. "In Germany, a 

singer is not a musician in the mind of a lot 

of the musicians," Marshall says. "Here, it's 

a different approach, and I am included in 

everything. I knew it would be right because 

I knew Thomm. He's a great producer and a 

great guitar player, and after this record more 

people will realize that." 

Send Nashville news to skylinemixelive.com. 

NEW YORK METRO FROM PAGE 105 

that this is the right decision," he says. "I 

played with the console in London, and the 

fact that Alicia Keys has this console really 

opened my eyes. She's definitely ahead of 

the curve here. I realized that this was a lot 

more than an AWS 900. People believe that 

the Duality is simply a bigger version of the 

AWS; it's not." 

Germanos gear selection for the outboard 

racks goes hand-in-hand with the Duality. 

Reasoning that effects should come purely 

from the vast array of plug-ins that the Dual-

RECORDING. STUDIO. CAREER. PICK ANY THREE 

Experience matters - learn from the pros 
how to be a pro. Musicians Institute, the 
world's most innovative school of 
root. mporary music and recording. 

AfL/S/C1.4,VS »VST17:LITE 

FOR MORE INFORMAI . 

1.800. ALL PLAY (US and Canada) 
1.323.462.1384 International inquiries) 

visit us online: wvvw.mi.edu 

ity and Pro Tools HD3 Accel system could 

accommodate, Germano allocated almost 

no real estate for hardware effects boxes. In-

stead, all outboard racks are packed almost 

exclusively with row upon row of EQ, limit-

ing and dynamics. 

Modern-day essentials include Empirical 

Labs Distressors, Millennia SIT1 channel 

strips, Rupert Neve Portico 5032H channel 

strips, Thermionic Culture Phoenix stereo 

tube compressors and Lavry Engineering 

AD 122 A/D conversion. Those boxes are 

joined by new reissues of classics that in-

clude Chandler channel strips, Neve 1081 

channel strips, Tube-Tech EQs, Universal 

Audio LA-2A limiters and 1176 compres-

sors, and much more. 

While much of the gear may sound vin-

tage, the plethora of reissues were specified 

to support Germano's philosophy of maxi-

mum reliability and minimal downtime; this 

is a man who spent way too much of his 

past life hunting down obscure parts and in-

demand technicians. "A studio may have an 

80-input console, but if six or seven are not 

working, why would you want to pay for 

that?" he asks. "Reissues, you know they're 

going to work: They won't buzz, they'll be 

balanced from left to right. So the idea was 

to pick the hardware pieces that I thought 

people would want to use as tools to shape 

their sound, and I don't believe in charging 

people for plug-ins when you're a mixing 

studio. Clients should have the ability to sit 

at the console, and if they want to work in-

side the box, fine. If they want to merge the 

two, fine. If they want to listen on the big 

monitors, great, and if not, they have lots of 

near-fields to choose from." 

More than likely, visitors will want to listen 

on the big monitors at some point. The mains 

are Exigy S412G four-ways packed with four 

12-inch cones, making for a thrilling listen 

at high volumes—no subwoofer needed for 

full-body bass response. "I think they're ex-

tremely accurate and loud. Having four 12s 

as opposed to two 15s is more focused, and 

I wanted these monitors to be able to come 

through whether we were making hip-hop, 

rock or jazz records." 

After a five-year absence from the studio 

scene, it's safe to say that Germano is glad 

to be back in the saddle again. "I've done 

other things in the record industry the last 

few years," Germano says, "but I missed 

having this platform. I think I know how 

to make artists comfortable and make them 

want to come back. This is a rock 'n' roll 

hotel. That's something my dad always said, 

and I feel the same way." 

Send Metro news to david@duvrds.com. 
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'Llke ail great mics, the Horizon's got a 'The Horizon Is a Go-To 
SOUND... Built like a tank, this mic can on all of my sessions" 
handle anything." MeT 2r 
mar nasker.c.r- .nnong Producer* neteet 
(a•bae cCiv. ,,ek Cm Celt, Velvet Revolver, 

Our users say this is their best mic for Acoustic Guitar, 
Guitar Amps. Drums, Piano, Strings and Voice-overs. 

5-StudioSuite 8 
ST 131:1111, AVIATIAITIET.11ElgT SOFT 
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Simplify yow Manage your Organize your 

Office Studio  
with 

Product! 

1.800.450.5740 
International: 1.818.752.3900 

alter 

she leaders in ô 8i dad manufacturing 

$1180.00 
SUMMER SPECIAL 

1000 RETAIL READY CD'S 
4 PANEL WALLET WITH 3 COLOR DISC 

CALL TODAY 13E18.891 9091 or VISIT WVVW.MEDIAOMAHA.COM 

CRYSTALCLEAR,g 
OISC, PROMO R APPAREL 

Cie al 
Ft ETA' L. 
Ft IE ED lf" 

CZ:110 

$999! 
111.3110 EXPERIENCE FOR OM 35 YEARS' Ill 

WHITE 
TIE 1E5 

1S1 

$991 
I-81188110r13 INN.CRY11111:111falS.CON 

CO/DIO MANUFACTURING4-SHIRTS/APPAREI•STICXERS/POSTERS•ONLINE SALES•INGITAL DIMINUTION 

IN-HOUSE CD • DVD • VINYL MANUFACTURING 
CD Includes: color booklet 30 -  Package: 775.00 ifilmcoloirew(exeljrprolsrrs:pt ready 

Includes: 4-color booldet 8 

_ Packag 1000 C D 1, 199.00 2 rotor, CD label hom-supplied 
e: ortwwk jewelbox, sivinkwrop 

1 2" VINYL PROMO 
1 00 I 2" VINYL $849.00 Adchhonal LP's: $ 1.80 each 

500 12" VINYL $ 1,329.00 REORDER $760.00 

1 000 12" VINYL $ 1,939.00 REORDER - $1369.00 

PACKAGES INC UDE WHITE JACKET w; HOLE • MASTERING FULL PROCESSING • 
TEST PRESSINGS* MOTOR LABELS (stalt bo(kground) • SKRINKWRAP • WICK TURN AROUND 

RA1NBO RECORDS %%AV, COIWORAtio• 

8960 Eton Ace., Canoga Park, CA 91304 • t 818)280-1100 
18181 280- 1101 • nwn.rainboreaords.tom • inlo. rainboretord,com 
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side-address cardioid 

talr 

,Lr 

11e§eph-s-

F e)— 

IISS AUDIO 

Alb Discount Pro Audio 
1-877-258-0563 

IN IN IN. 
sweet waveaudio 

.com 

GENELEC Omani 
Sock Sudo 

AVALON n DESIGN 
leldcon DPAO 

DRAWMER 

AKG, Audix, Auralex, Avalon, Crown, DBX, EV, Focusrite 
Furman, Ghost, Grace, Heil, JBL, K&M, Lab.gruppen 
M-Audio, Mackie, Presonus, Primacoustic, Radial 
Engineering, Tascam, Ultimate, and much more! 

JOSEPHSON ENGINEERING 

122 S transformer output condenser 
-Gene Pètg. 

(Editorial Pireclor, Mix Magazine) 

"Literally the only microphone 
used on every session." 

-Steve Albini 

JOSEPHS° , . 

THE NAME PROAUDIO.COM IS NEW, 
but our company is not. In business since 
1971, we represent more than 400 of the 
industry's premie- product lines. Our qual-
ified sales experts have hundreds of years 
of combined experience, and our focus on 
personal attention is what sets us apart. 
Call today - or visit our online catalog, with 
5,000+ items and mew products added daily. 

www.proaudio.com 
or call: 800.433.2105 

Take 10% off your online order of $200 

or more by entering coupon code It MIX808 
at checkout. Valld only fur coders totall,ng 120C 

or more worth of regularly-anced merchandise 
placed online at www.proaudio.com (Specialx & 

Clearance products are excluded). Not valid ir 

combination with any other offer. Some restncnons 
apply: void where prohitxted 

FOR MORE GREAT DEALS VISIT: 
www.proaudio.com/dearance www.proaudio.com/specials 

AWARD WINNING PRODUCTS 

Surround. Sirnpl 

hit' hit 

He L 0-P i-F0 N-E ® 
Surround Sound Microphone Systems 

VJWW hulophone C 0 M igr 01.416 3b2 7/90 

• -II 0 NY D E MARIA I, A s 

ADL 660 MONO -UBE LIMITER 

"FINALLY, TRUE FAIRCHILD COMPRESSION IS AVAILABLE IN THE 

NEW, SERVICEABLE UNIT. I WON'T DO A SESSION, WHETHER 

CUTTING OR MIXING,WITHOUT mYADL 660." 
PETE MA THEWS 

845-255-4695 
WWW.ANTHONYDEMARIALABS.COM 
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Like a hug from your grandma... 
Warm and loving. 

vvvvvv.presonus.com 

When you power up the monitor controller do you wonder where the stereo image went ? 

Maybe your talkback monitor isn't working properly? This one is built to last. 

AIDL GOO 
2-ch high voltage tube preamplifier 

PreSonus 

lb 
410TE 
MIC 

o 
• 

flY4NEER 011,fr HEAD.LEVEL SELEC , 

o  e  e 

COgrliC, • 

1 2 

BEM. 

...LTFICaLLE 
SPOIEER 

e 
?tieukéto'n 

TBOSIKII 

POW1.11 

Four stereo inputs 
Selectable balanced stereo cue 
Selectable engineer headphone 
Balanced inputs and outputs 
Passive stepped attenuator 

Tracks to .05db 

TB4 MKII Talkback Monitor 

%leman 
11;:lio 

(516) 334-7109 
www.colemanaudio.com 
coley@colemanaudio.com 

Two alternate speaker outputs 
Remote talkback microphone 
Remote talkback switching 

Talkback level control 
Handcrafted in the USA 
Built to last a lifetime 

Northern Sound di Light:' 
C;b0 Pcrell% ËGukr.9 fitedlii4JD 

EFFORTLESS 
SEAMLESS 
LIMITLESS 
WIRELESS 

.44 
A lecture hall or a conference room A church or a theatre. Whatever the venue. Shure has the wireless 

system to deliver the quality and consistency you need The SIX and ULX senes draw on over 80 year, 

of Shure technology, including Shares patented Audio Reference Comparding for crystal-clear sound 

beyond the limes of conventional wireless For more information caq or dsd our websde 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1-866-796-6232 
MON-FRI: 9-6 EST 

www.northernsound.net 

Top Name Brands 
Award Winning Service 

Maximum Discount Prices 

[It's not braggin' 
if you can do it. 

Studios, Labels, Distributors... 
join our Partner Program and get 

$,255 OFF r J14 
any purchase of 

300 or moire digipaks.' 

tus, 

300 FREE 
11 x 17 Posters 

(A $ 279 VALUE) 

with ANY Complete 
Replication Package 

866-704-3579 Toll Free 
1000 CD's in Digipaks with FREE Posters $ 1090.00 - saki 
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"The M76m is the Real Deal. Full of Das Funken tone" 

'Plug Into Reality. 

AAPrn in/ Recording Erv iirinlont rn. • _ rin) • P / _ 2.0 

.‘I1 one ho has heard it knows ... 

VT-2 Dual-Channel Vacuum Tube Microphone Preamplifier 

D.W. FEARN 
www.cimifearn.com 

610-793-2526 

VW« Chester, PA • U.S.A. 

SUCCEED IN MUSIC WITH 
THIS lit SEMINAR DVD. 

Contact us today and we'll send If« •ur 
FREE Seminar DVD Achieving Success 
With Your Music. It's full of hard-hitting 
tips on marketing, A&R, and more — only 
from Disc Makers. 

Call us at ( 866) 677-7912 or visit 

www.discmakers.com/mix to get yours today. 

DISC MAKERS® 
US Distribution by AtIosProAudio.corn Coll 866-235-0953 

explore our cross reference chart under the support tab 

tc!f«tifit 
e..1. f. ... . 

For All Your Case Needs 

Over 50 Mixer Cases To Choose From 

Find Your Case 

Mr) CE 
cen@c; 

"These compressors have 
clearly been created with 
the engineers perspective 
in mind and have proven 

extremely useful in 
adding depth to 
my mixes, time 

after time." 

Dylan "3-D" Dresdow 
Black Eyed Peas, Usher, Michael Jackson 
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SpectraPL US 5.0 
Real- Time Spectrum . Inalrzer 
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An extremely powerful and cost effective solution l'o 
audio spectrum analysis. SPL readings, THD, SNR, 
RT-60, Leg, Delay Finder, Narrowband FFT, 1/1 
thru 1/96 Octave, Signal Generation and more. 

Download a 30 day FREE trial! 
www.spectrap/us.com  

pH
s  Pioneer Hill Software 360 697-3472 voice 

2p440u6is0b0MWasAon9R8d370 3p6i00n6ee97-7s7pe17 fax ctrapius.com 

Meg liaékage 
-Portable - Free-Standing - 7-feet of Headroom 

CLEARSONIC PANEL 
Acrylic Shields 

SORBER 
Absorption Baffles 

LID SYSTEM 
with AX18 Extenders 

GE fiki0111( 1.800.888.6360 clearsonic.com 

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607 

www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com 

The Industry Leader in Studio Furniture 

WHAT IF THERE WAS A MIC THAT PERFORMED 

LIKE OTHERS 5TIIVIES ITS PRICE? 

THERE IS! 

$789 MSRP 
DOTHE MATH. 

Mel 

TS-2 
LARGE 

DIAPHRAGM 

TUBE M1C 

• INFINITELY VARIABLE 
PATTERN SELECTION 
• UNIQU E, TUBE VOLTAGE CONTROL 
• TRANSPARENT 10 OR 20 dB PAD 
• SONIC EUPHORIA 

11. HEAR IT AT 
WWW.CHAMELEONLABS.COM (206)264-7602 

I •0l30 
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eman 
k ldio 

(516) 334-7109 
www.colemanaudio.com 
coley@ colemanaudio. corn 

Digital meters measure a number, peak meters a transient. 
A VU meter is like seeing what you are hearing. 

After chasing all those digits around, can you relate to the real world ? 

[FatPro TECHNOLOGIES 
The future of Audio Technology 

FADB-1 
Single Channel Active Direct Box 

The FADB-1 Active Direct Box is absolutely 

the best Dl on the market by either 

specification or sonicly. With its ruler flat 

response & extremely low noise & 

distortion it is quickly becoming the product 

of choice for many audio professionals. 

PatrickCarroll's 

Partial Discography 

Anastacia Arctic Express 

BeBe Winans Celine Dion 

CoCo Lee Delta Goodrem 

Jennifer Paige John Ferraro 

Lou Reed Lucero 

Marc Anthony Michelle Wright 

Rosie O'Donnell Son by Four 

Steven Seagal Trisha Yearwood 

Patrick Carrol / FADB-1 (Initial response) 

"Thanks for your response. For me the main question is, will I like this more than 

my Countryman? The specs say yes. I have some really nice basses and except for 

one or two 'boutique' DI's, my Countryman has been the choice for me." 

"Wade, I am very happy with this DI, I put it right into service. I have used many of 

the DI's you compare in your charts & I feel your DI is superior from a musical 

standpoint. It just feels like it represents my tone more completely. You have quite 
an item here. Attached is a partial discography. I also have several national 

commercial spots miming now that I have composed for 'Olive Garden', MP, 'Milton 

Bradley'. Et al...I have also been scoring documentaries for the BBC and the History 
Channel, Thanks Again." 

Patrick Carroll, Cedarhurst, NY 

Fart e- mail: info@fatpro.com website: www.fatpro.com 
7E1c...treat cecp/Es Phone: (877)-454-4404 F ax: (916).9E17-6331 

CD, DVD MULTIMEDIA 

WHERE SIGHT AND SOUND MERGE 

PLAY- IT 
PRODUCTIONS 

259 W. 30th Sheet, NY, NY 10001 TOLL FREE:1-800-815-3444 « 212-695-6530 WWW.PLAY-1TPRODUalOtiS.NET 

Think Outside The IsoBox 
You know us for our critically-acclained IsoBox, low check 

out our desks and racks. Our products feature superior design, 

construction, materials and a variety of available options. 

CUSTOM 
CONSOLES 
• API 

• Yamaha 

• DigiDesign 

• Toit 

• Solid State Logic 

• Tascam 

ISOBOX 
• Studio, Flight 

and Post 

RACKS 
• Slant Racks 

• Lowboys 

• NEW Craftsman 

Series Racks 

"Sound Construction designs 

and builds the best studio 

furniture available, period." 

— Brian Tankersley 

www.custom-consoles.com 
Above: Custom Corsole for DigiDesign D Control 

e  Sound ConsbrucLion E Supply, Inc. 

I. I 

To order Computer Music 
Product Guide, or any of our 
other publications, please 
visit www.mixbooks.com, 
or find it or newsstands wherever 
Electronic Musician is sold. 
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www.AtlasProAudio.com 
US Toll Free 1.866.235.0953 
Open 'til Midnight EST - 7 days 

THE NOW SHIPPING ,' 

JUGGERNAUT 
The NEW all Discrete Class A switchabie input transfomer 

microphone preamp for the modular 500 series format 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 

Fully Class A & Discrete Design 

Switchable custom input transfomer Iron or Nickel 

Custom Iron core output transformer 
(optional nickel output available) 

•() 

.0 

Purple Audio 

Great River 

Peluso Mics 

Teiefunken USA 

Variable mic input impedance ranging from 300 ohms to 10k 
(works like a tone knob') 

All Potentiometers on high quality detented Alps brand 

(approx ldb steps on gain) 

Gain range from 6ctb to 70db - perfect for ribbons 

+THD is 10db pad on OUTPUT 

Buzz Audio 

Wunder Audio 

ki1.111 

Lavry Digital 

Over 8o brands of NEW gear! 
mks - Preamps - EQs - Compressors 
AID Converters - PlugIns - Speakers 

Boost/Low input gain function to allow for modern hot output mics 
on high SPI sources(without the tonal degredation of an input pad) 

Mute button (Auto mute when switching input transformer) 

Heavy duty fluted metal knobs 

Multicolor LED's on buttons for on off functions 

The Revolver Rack 
2 Slot 500 series rack 
400 mA internal supply 

(shown left with double 
width Buzz Audio Essence) 

The Ultimate Portable Rack 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
MIXClassffied Ads are the casket and most economical means to reach a buterfbr your product or service. The classified 
pages of Mix supply our readers with a valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you huy utsely mail-order consumers 

have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as nett as narious state taus. Mix shall not be 

liable for the contents of adœrtisements. For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (510 085-3259. 

Acoustic Products 

Acousti 
Qualit Treatments 

•F at A orsa • e Prices 
"The GIK Monster was the perfect trap to reduce 

a resonance that I detected in Studio B." , 
1414" ,;•»';' • •,,elatilveste....-e Bob Katz - Mastering Engineer 

ee, , al t;te 

'4.% "Bringing your sound to life!" ; 

1.888.986.2789 • www.gikacoustics.com 

BL ACK BOX 
.,, M L uuüi fl 

CALL 647.723.2858 

Vocal, Practice and Broadcast Booths 

SeulxiOlcoustics 
www.seulzacoustIcs.corn 

WhtsperRoom INC 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 17 years of 

reducing sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MDL 1021265 
EX10 5') 

18 Sizes and 2 Lesels of isolation Available 

New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
1Change parallel v. ails to non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 

www.whisperrooro.com 
PH: 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-5831 

IRP13 AcousrlcTooLs. 
. Arro 000000 SOON SOLUTIONS 

FROM TOE Mualo I S Lesoure 

AlsOuSTIcAL Irmo 00000 . 

RI P G 
PPG Di'rusou   

WWW.RP GI N C . 00 MiPROaUOiO 

VOCALBOOTH.COM, INC 

Pro Audio Solutions 

www.vocalbooth.com 

information@vocalbooth.com 

REAL TRAPS'''. 
High-Performance Acoustic Treatment 

Reviews From lop Ftu. 
The room is so much flatter and true, the peaks and nulls 
remarkably smoothed out, mixing there is now sonically 
accurate and a real pleasure. REALTRAPS eliminated the 
guess work in getting my mix room acoustically correct. 
We are really happy about how well the room is now 
translating both to other top mix rooms in NYC and also 
mastering. --Tony Maserati, mixer for Black Eyed Peas, John 
Legend, Marian Carey, Destiny's Child, R. Kelly, Jennife 
Lopez, Jessica Simpson, rupee. 

Please visit our web site for a wealth of product' 
information, demo videos, and some of the clearest 

• explanations of room acoustics you'll find anywhere. 

866-732-5872 www. REA LTRAPS.com 

ORDER 800-833-1554 (or) 541-947-2602 

We Custom Menufeetwe ant/Ship Wodevicle 

Sound Isolation Booths 
And 

Sound Control Products 
8e Professional, Buy the Best/ 

vv w.gkacoustics.com 

LACOUSTIC 
Design 

Consulting 

Product 

—.soundcontrolroom. 
toll free 866-788-1238 

SI I NI 
58 N 000000 tuck St.. Northampton. MA 01062 
1ohi, 1413i 584-7944 Fan: 14131 584-2377 

ORDER: 800-583-7174 
Acousticore Fabric Panels-

Sound Barrier • Isolation Hangers 

Tube Traps • Silence Wallcovering • 

WhisperWedge • ProFoam • Clearsonic 

• Hushfoam • R.P.G. Diffusors • 

Sonex • Sound Quilt • More 

www.sHentsource.com 

info@silentsource.com 
1,1 51111 • Milt 1 It Iflt.111 • 1 113;iel 1 

Silence Cases 
practical solutions 
recordin a studios 

Record Mix, 
Think In 

www.siiencecases.c 
510-282-7867 

.digitalcontentproducercom 

aster 
ace 

Acoustics First 
www.acousticsfirst.com 

Materials to Control Sound 
and Eliminate Noise' 

Toll Free 
888-765.2900 
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Acoustic Products 

- • - • •11111 

Electronic Musician 

Industry leader in 
sound control 
solutions for do' 
rind windows. 

ZERO 
111,011.10.1,11.411,11. 

- 

zeroirternational.com 
718-585-3230 

Cases Covers 

For information on 

EM Classified 
& Marketplace 

CALL: 

510-985-3259 

UNDER COVER 
Custom Corers and Bags 

Speaker Cabinets Consoles 
Aro.lhing! 

%/MU. U ndereovernyc.com 
917 237 1535 

Get our gear Under finer! 

Equipment For Sal 

buzzaudio 

the future of 
great recordings 
visit www.buzzaudio.corn to begin... 

VINTECH AUDIO 
CLASS A MIC PRERMPS MADE WITH 

NEVE'" 1272 COMPONENTS 
www.vintech•audio.com 

call toll free: 1-877-4-mic-pre 

NEW & VINTAGE MICS 

FROM RUSSIA 

TEL/FAX: 007-595-9115565 

E-mail: aeg219268@mtu-net.ru 

www.valvermcs..webzone.rut 

e - ... 

MARQUETTE C. 
AUDIO LABS 

1-2 \ autumn tube Mic Preamp 

www.dvdearn.com 

D.W. FEARN 

AOL SOO 
2-ch high voltage tube preamplifier 
• 

0-.10 lea 

ée ée 

If UP; PreSonus 

••• 
• • JOBzone ••• 

VVVVVV. esonus.corn 

Introducing 

r-
pligssey 
Milireer SOUND 

a our source for the Finest New & Pre-Own 
Recording Equipment Anywhere 

API 1 AEA 1 CHANDLER 1 MANLEY 1 DPA & MUCH, MUCH IA 

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE AT 

WWW.ODYSSEYPROSOUND.COM 
TOLL FREE: 1 800 249 1821 

tel: + 1 ( 978) 744-2001 fax: + 1 ( 978) 744-7224 

Portable Iso-Booths  

[ [ k 0 N I (  
800.888.6360 
clearsonic.com 

Sound&Vid 
contractor 

i . "ii -•-• 

JOSEPHSON ENGINEERING1 

C700A 
Two-capsule condenser microphone 

Variable pattern 
For vocals, spot and far-field pickup, 

Kosephson.corn 

RECRUIT . RETAIN EXPLORE 
It's so much more than a job bank. 

Entertainment Technology's JOBzone brings you the most user-friendly, network-wide online job bank 

that is exclusively dedicated to serving professionals in the Audio, Video, Broadcast, System Integration, 

Lighting, and Performance industries. With job recruitment as the next biggest growing area online, 

JOBzone ensures your company is part of this momentum! 

Start your search today. Hit the JOBzone link at any of our magazine websites: 

emusician.com I remixmag.com I mixonline.com I svconline.com I livedesign.com I digitalcontentproducer.com 
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Equipment For Sale 

Equipment Ritals Mastering 

The Vintech X73i! 
"I used five X73i's and one X81 to record all of 
Carlos Santana's guitar tracks for both the 

'Shaman' and 'All that I am' albums?' Jim Gaines 
Engineer for Carlos Santana, Stevie Ray Vaughn 

"RENTALS AND SERVICE" 
Providing The Pro Audio Industry with: 

  * Rpnt,il.s - Pro Audio Rentals 

ED I * Spti'm - Pro-Tools Rentals 

* Hui:m(111h, Services 

* Servico Center - Pro Audio Repairs 

AUDIO* Tr,inFpr Houst' - Multi-Format 

Transfers 

818.843.6555 www.dfxaudio.com 800.441.4415 

Studio Transformati 
800.31 
furniture 

w111 

.11111411„... 11111w•--

100•ARGOSY 
www.argosyconsolo corn 

CJMNIRAW 
Force Series 

Force 56 Mt' 

pmtw.od u, 
b5bporawuade" 

800.332-,)93 + 13.332.3)9Z 
www.onmirax.com 

www nudioinstItuto corn 

ar E. y Home-Study oracliciii 
Veining I lie ack Record-
ing Join our succerealul wor, 
Mg grill Met or build your 
own •tualo. Career guidance. 
Diploma Reglater«, Salmi. 

FREE INFO; 

Ere Audio hasilinte 
ef America 

1114 lilt. be, San FninCIWO. CA 91121 

The Vintech X73 
"I use the X73 for recording Patti Scialfa and 
Bruce Springsteen in their home studio." Toby 

Scott, Engineer for Bruce Springsteen 

MASTERING 
Guaranteed to give you 
that "Big Label" sound. 

77 2 $475 .%11.um Deal! 
1-800-692-1210 

www.musichousemastering.com 

DRT Mastering 
15,n Analog Specelnl 

You will have the fat, slammiry 
malor-labol sound that sells discs. 

Or the work is free... 
Custom gear. 1st-class results. Free broth 

800-884-2576 wviw.drtmastering.com 

Professional Mixing 

and Mastering Services 

Nathan Eldred 

www.AtlasRecording.com 
US Toll Free 1.866.235.0953 Mix 

KICKASS MASTERING 

I1 ¡Art ¡VD! 3iiiiimie 
Analog Compression 
50.00 Album Deal 

5:0-251-15 it 
prsgaramidrecording inet 
dl A, 'III 
FREE TEST MASTER 

t-feang the 
nest facilities 
r all your 
idin needs, 
storation, 5.1 
ons ersion. film 

Records Tapes CD Seoices 

www.yourmusiconcd.com 
MD UM @De 500 FULL 

COLOR 

11co @ cry Perg)em 
LI ITED TIME"SPECIALS!" 

100 FULL COLOR CDR PACKAGE $169 

000 FULL 
POSTERS -$0 65 
BUSINESS CARDS -$7 
YERS -$29 

&DU:0R PAeKA GE 
100 BULK DVDRS - $99 
100 BASIC DVDRS - $110 
1000 FULL PACKAGE DVDRS - $1199 
S 

ITAL ATLANTA 678-442-0933 
c TOLL FREE 1-877-442-0933 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

Microphones 

Records Tapes CD Sevices 

CRYSTALCLEAR 
PROMES R APPAREL 

1 °"ONLY 
RETAIL 

la•DZ$999[ 

CO/OVO MANUFACRIRING -T-SHIRTS/APPAREL- STICKERS/POSTERS-ONLINE SALES-DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION 

"TRUSTED EXPERIENCE FOR OVER 35 YEARS 
TOLL FREE 1-800-880-0073 - 

250NLY ,et 

WHITE $991 
TEES • 

Read wa+-„L, # 

Go to 
mum andiningider net 

to become an exclusive member today and get 

the best information about music production 
technology and recording! 

SpectraPL US 
version 5.0 now 

available! Free trial 
wwv,.spectraplus.com  

sweet studio? 
get 

StudioSuite8 
Studio Management Software 

wwwstudiosuite.com 
See our ad in MarketPlace  

PERSONAL STUDIO SER 

ASTERING 
UBAS 

Featuring Steinberg Cubase-

MIX JIG 
To order the Personal Studio Series, 
Mastering Cubase—, or any of our other 
publications, lease visit www.mixbooks. 
corn, or find it on newsstands wherever 

EM is sold. 
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The MOTU studio compact and powerful 
Run DP6 and all your virtual instruments and plug-ins on the latest 

MacBook Pro for unprecedented compact processing power, 

then customize your desktop studio with all the latest gear. 

Powered by the most advanced mobile processors from Intel, 

the Core 2 Duo-based MacBook Pro is up to 74% faster than 

the original Core Duo-based MacBook Pro — perfect for DP. 

MOTU Digital Performer 6 
Award-winning audio workstation software 
An inspiring new interface, track comping, XML file interchange 

with Apple Final Cut Pro, MasterWorks Leveler-, ProVerb"' 

Convolution reverb, plus many more advanced new features. 

Euphonix Artist Series 
High-end console for your MOTU studio 

Euphonix brings high-end console technology to your MOTU personal 

studio in a revolutionary ergonomic, slim-line design that fits perfectly 

in front of your Mac. Use MC Control and MC Mix independently or 

together as the ultimate unified desktop console with up to 36 faders. 

MC Mix MC Control 

Oaa, 

Witjd _ 

•-• +•I•• Nr+ 

le III in 

• I/ 

Apple MacBook Pro 
The mobile creative powerhouse 

E cO e=y sp:,, cidr: 

www.sweetwatencom  MO T U 



NI Guitar Rig 3 Kontrol Edition 
Guitar Effects & Amp Models 

The ultimate all-in-one guitar and bass solution for 

your MOTU studio. Simply connect your guitar to the 

enhanced RIG KONTROL foot pedal and you are 

ready to go. Includes an incredible array of expertly 

modeled classic amps, cabinets, mics and effects. 

PLATINUM 

(g1 

NI KOMPLETE 5 and KORE 2 
Legendary virtual instruments 

with hands-on control 
For Digital Performer users who wait it all: 11 

legendary instruments including KONTAKT 3 and 

the award-winning MASSIVE, combined with instant 

hands-on control. Choose from 7,500 presets in 

seconds and instantly tweak with real knobs. 

Waves Platinum Bundle 
Waves and DP together on Intel 

The Waves Platinum Bundle delivers across-the-board Waves 

processing to Digital Performer on the MacBook Pro, Mac 

Pro tower and today's other latest Intel Macs. Waves processing 

is absolutely essential for any DP-based MOTU studio. 

C  e-P e:° cr? :9-2" 10T ty.°) e:° 4»:°_ 
- 111 I BIB 1 II 2ir.)  1--SFIMe--Ízt-1  
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The MOTU studio compact and powerful 

Novation Noc-turn 
Dedicated intelligent plug-in controller 
Featuring touch-sensitive rotaries and Novations exclusive 

Automap Universal 2.0 software, the Nocturn provides 

instant, intelligent, bi-directional control of plug-ins within 

DP. Easy to use " learn" feature makes customizing any 

of the Nocturn's controls a breeze. Unique "Speed Dial" 

controls anything directly beneath your mouse. 

Shure KSM 44 
Multi-pattern condenser mic 

The flagship of the KSM line — and the new must-have mic 

for any MOTU studio. The KSM 44 has extended frequency 

response specially tailored for critical studio vocal tracking. 

Includes flexible polar patterns: cardioid, omni & bidirectional. 

BIAS Peak Pro 6 
Evolution of an award-winning standard 
Whether you're a musician, composer, sound designer, audio 

editor, podcast/multimedia producer, or mastering engineer, 

Peak Pro offers more creative potential than ever before. Reliably 

mature, yet always inspired. Feature rich, yet flexible and friendly. 

Used side by side with DP6, Peak Pro streamlines your workflow 

with industry-renowned sonic quality and precision. 

PreSonus Central Station 
Control room monitoring with remote 

The missing link between your MOTU recording interface, studio 

monitors, input sources and the artist. Monitor from among 5 sets 

of stereo inputs (3 analog and 2 digital) and manage your sessions 

with hands-on control room features like talkback and listenback. 

it.  ,„....- , 99 
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Mackie Control Universal Pro 
Automated control surface for Digital Performer 

The ultimate hands-on control for Digital Performer. Nine motorized, touch-sensitive Penny + Giles 

faders, eight V-Pots and more than 50 master buttons let you tweak to your heart's content. Apply 

the included custom overlay for Digital Performer for dedicated labeling of DP-specific functions. 

Mackie HR824mk2 
Active studio reference monitors 

These high-resolution monitors sound as smooth as they look. 

The new Zero Edge BaffleTM minimizes diffraction for a crystal-

clear image and controls sound waves for wide, even dispersion. 

Acoustic Space, LF roll-off and HF controls let you tailor the 

sound to suit your MOTU studio space — and your taste. 

• 4- 

di- — ..5-.. 
cr, 0 --

Music Instruments & Pro Audio 

Monster Power Pro 900 / 5100 
Conditioning and surge protection 
The Monster Power Pro 900 provides high-performance, 

optimized Monster Clean Power and surge protection 

for AC power lines. For even more complete protection, 

the Power Pro 5100 features Monster's Clean Power 

filtering, color-coded outlets, and audible and visual 

indicators for ground and protection status monitoring. 

(800) 222-4700 



Steinberg Cubase 4 

Customizing the Ul and Using Studio Manager 

I
've been using Cubase for many 
years—not because it's necessarily 

superior to any other program, but 

because I'm fast on it. Even so, the software 

has hundreds of features I've never tapped, 

so your list of favorites will be different 

from mine. Here are some suggestions 

for taking your Cubase experience to the 

next level. 

TEMPLATES 

If you Re several setups that you use of-

ten, create an empty project for each of them 

and use the Save As Template command in 

the File menu. Many aspects of Cubase's 

appearance can be customized, and your 

templates can reflect the various options. 

Right-click on the Transport and choose the 

controls you want to see: For example, I 

never use the jog,'scrub wheel or the Ar-

ranger section, so I hide those. You can do 

the same thing with the toolbar above the 

main Track window. Also, the Setup item in 

the pop-up menu opens a window where 

you can change the order of the items in the 

Transport and toolbar. 

Above the track list area is a row of but-

tons (including Global Mute and Solo). At 

the right end of this row is the incredibly 

useful Divide Track List button. Clicking this 

creates a horizontal separator between two 

independent track views. I always put my 

Marker track in the upper-view by itself so 

that the Marker track is always visible, no 

matter how I scroll the rest of the track area. 

If you have a lot of tracks, then you may 

also find it useful to add an extra Ruler track 

lower down in the track list. 

MARKERS 

Cubase inserts numbered markers starting 

with 1, but after creating a few markers I 

generally use Ctrl-M to open the Markers 

window and renumber them starting with 

3. The keys on the numeric keypad locate 

the Transport to marker locations, but keys 

1 and 2 are reserved for the left and right lo-

cator points. (You can get to markers 1 and 

2 by shift-typing the number keys above the 

QWERTY row.) 

When using looped playback or re-

cord, add a Cycle marker using the button 

on the marker track. This 

will store the current left 

and right Locator points as 

a Cycle marker pair. You 

can then move the Loca-

tors instantly to any Cycle 

marker from the drop-

down Cycle menu in the 

marker track. Markers can 

be named in the Marker 

window or (more conve-

niently) in the info line 

above the track area. 

KEY COMMANDS 

The keys I most often 

use are F3 (open/closes 

the mixer window), Fl 1 

(open/closes the VST Instruments window). 

the numeric keypad asterisk (starts record-

ing) and F, which switches Follow mode 

on/off for the current Edit window, caus-

ing the window to scroll with the playback 

cursor or stay at the current location. In the 

piano roll editor, Q quantizes the selected 

notes. If nothing is selected, it quantizes all 

notes. Shift-I performs an "iterative" (par-

tial) quantize, based on the setting in the 

Quantize Setup box. 

If you need key commands that aren't 

in the factory set, then open the Key Com-

mands window (from the File menu). Just 

about every command in the program is 

available here. If you do a lot of audio edit-

ing, for instance, you can assign key equiv-

alents to the items in the Audio > Process 

menu. You can also create key-command 

presets, which could be handy for different 

types of projects or for different users. 

The J key switches the snap grid on and 

off. I find J especially useful when editing 

MIDI parts in the piano roll because I don't 

like to snap the ends of notes to the grid. 

After dragging the start of a note to a precise 

rhythmic location, I hit J and then move the 

end of the note slightly to control the phras-

ing. Complete screen layouts can be stored 

using Ctrl-NurnPad-0, and then recalled using 

Alt-NumPad plus a number. Any changes you 

make in the currently active layout, called a 

Workspace, will be stored unless you lock 

the Workspace with Alt-NumPad-O. 
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The Yamaha Motif XS Studio Manager window running in Cubase, with 

the yoke-editing panel opened. At the bottom is the Cubase Transport, 

with a pop-up menu containing options for altering its appearance. 

YAMAHA STUDIO MANAGER 

As plug-ins demand more and more CPU 

power, my 3-year-old PC is starting to 

bog down. For meat-and-potatoes MIDI 

tracks, I've turned to my Yamaha Mo-

tif XS, which links to Cubase using an 

mLAN FireWire cable. 

Once you've installed the Motif driver 

and editor, select Studio Manager from 

Cubase's Devices menu to open an empty 

Studio Manager window. In its File menu, 

select Setup. You'll see the Motif XS in the 

Device Editor column. Click the Add button 

and then OK to add a Motif Editor (shown 

above) to the Studio Manager window. 

Double-click this editor's icon to see a big 

mixer window with slots for the Motif's 16 

multitimbral parts. 

To link with the Motif, click the green 

Offline button. This opens the Auto-Sync 

window. Click the Start button near the bot-

tom of this window: when the progress bar 

finishes moving, the Motif mixer window 

will return, where a green button will glow 

and indicate Online. Now any changes you 

make will be mirrored in the Motif and the 

entire setup will be saved with your Cubase 

project, just as if the Motif were a VSTi. 

Jim Aikin (www.musicwords.net) is a fre-

quent contributor to Mix and other music 

magazines. When he began using Cubase, it 

was a MIDI-on! j' sequencer running on the 

Atari ST computer. 
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TEN TEARS or AUDIO INNOVATION 

Ten Good Reasons Why Lynx 
Aurora Converteis are the Tools . 
'to add to your Flo Recording System: 

Well, maybe 11. 

As an owner of a professional recording system, you have made a significant investment to provide world-class audio 

production for you and your clients. The single most crucial factor is the quality of the converters you choose. In developing 

the Aurora 8 and Aurora 16 converters, we had your needs in mind. We would like to point out 10, 11, maybe more reasons 

why Lynx is a great choice for you. 

Of course we can't give you all of these reasons in this ad. But, here is just one... 

Reason #1 Aurora 16 offers 32 simultaneous channels - sixteen channels of analog I/O and sixteen channels of digital I/O 

at sample rates up to 192 kHz. 

Okay, maybe one more... 

Reason #6 The sound / audio quality - Rich, open, transparent. Let your ears give it a try. 

So whether you are just starting out, adding channels or upgrading the system, 

you'll have good reason to try out Lynx Aurora converters. 

STUDIO 
To see the entire list, please go to http://www.lynxstud o.com/lOreasors. TECHNOLOGY 

•-e' Lynx studio $hrigy Inc. All rights reserved. 
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Introducing the 

896mk3 
FireWire audio interface with eight preamp-equipped mic/guitar inputs, plus on-board effects and mixing 

• Comprehensive audio I/O — 8 "combo" 

mic/guitar inputs with preamps, 10 XLR 

analog outs, AES/EBU, optical (ADAT 

and TOSLink) and S/PDIF — a total of 28 

inputs and 32 outputs. 

• Individual front panel input controls — 

48V phantom power, -20dB pad and 

+60dB boost for each analog input. 

• 192 kHz recording — Supports 44.1, 48, 

88.2, 96, 176.4 and 192kHz sample rates. 

• Clip protection — Hardware limiter fo-

mic/guitar inputs prevents digital clipping 

on signals up to + 12dB over zero. 

• Digital mixer with effects — 28 input by 

16 bus mixer with on-board DSP effects, 

including reverb with sends, plus EQ and 

compression on every input and output. 
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• CueMix FX software — Advanced 

graphic control for on-board mixing and 

effects with tabbed design, graphic EQ 

and precision peak/RMS metering. 

• Vintage compression — Automatic Gain 
Control that faithfully models the legendary 

Teletronie LA-2e leveling amplifier. 

• British console EQ — 7-band parametric 

EQ available on every input and output 

modeled after British analog consoles. 

• Classic Reverb — five room types anc 

length up to 60 seconds. 

• Two banks of optical digital I/O — 16 

:Flannels of ADAT lightpipe, 8 chanre.s 

of SMUX (96 kHz) lightpipe or stereo 

TOSLink. Mix ard match optical formats 

on both input & output. 
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• Luxurious metering — Dedicated 

10-segment ladder LEDs for all eight 

analog inputs, plus programmable 

meters for all other I/O banks with 

convenient front-panel bank selection. 

• Stand-alone operation — Adjust mixing 

and effects with intuitive LCD menus. 

• Drivers for Mac and Windows — Works 

with all of your favorite software. 
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MOTU 
motu.com 
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